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General Comments

Juliette Applewhite,
email

Bob McComb, email

Bob McComb, email

Bob McComb, email

Bob McComb, email

Bob McComb, email

October 29, 2019

9/5/2019 Short term rentals

Hello, I live in a neighborhood with at least 3 airbnb’s. I understand that
Master Response 1
this may be an easy way for home owners to make some money, but the
effects to our neighborhood is 9/10 unfortunate. We need guidelines and
quite frankly monitoring, which I don’t see HMB being able to maintain. I
think short term rentals are a HUGE mistake ! Whatever regulations you
decide, you need to be able to oversee the actions of the owners as well as
their tenants. I think a 30 day minimum is a REALLY good start !

1) NO resort/hotel or RV park development at Dunes Beach to preserve the
residential character of the three surrounding neighborhoods. Citing traffic
concerns, as once visitors have seen the beach literally everything else they
might want to do either in the Harbor area or town requires transportation
to and from, which assuredly will be by their own vehicles and not by
9/5/2019 General comments
shuttle, even if that were to be provided. Friday evening arrivals and early
morning departures by RV’s making left hand turns will be insane during
those already over loaded highway one lanes. Sorry this is the WRONG
LOCATION for this type of development.

The LUP update envisions visitor-serving recreation or lower-cost
overnight accommodations on the south side of Young Avenue in the
Surf Beach/Dunes Beach PD. Development of this PD will require an
Environmental Impact Report that assesses environmental impacts
including traffic, as well as a specific plan that must be reviewed and
approved by the City and the Coastal Commission.

2) Preservation of the residential neighborhoods by creation of a fair policy Master Response 1
covering short term rentals such as VRBO/AirB&B. Meaning NO short term
rentals of ADU, those are supposed to provide housing shortage relief;
9/5/2019 General comments Owner must be living in the property to offer short term rentals; and
limiting the number of nights per month for short term rentals to
discourage home purchases converted to B&B usages.
3) Whenever feasible, utilizing roundabouts instead of traffic lights such as
at Roosevelt Ave. and other streets. The installation of the traffic light at
9/5/2019 General comments
Poplar recently has only made matters worse for traffic flow.

The Town Boulevard concept described on Page 5-16, Figure 5-2, and
Policy 5-26 supports the use of roundabouts and other traffic calming
measures.

4) Grey Whale Cove crossing: A crosswalk with sensors that flash yellow
Grey Whale Cove is outside of the City of Half Moon Bay's jurisdiction. A
9/5/2019 General comments lights when occupied is the sane solution, if there is really a problem there. crosswalk at that location would be subject to review by the County of
San Mateo and Caltrans.
5) Prioritize traffic solutions before permitting ANY larger developments to The narrative and policies of draft Chapter 3: Public Works discuss ways
proceed.
to address the existing traffic problem in Half Moon Bay, including
implementation of the Town Boulevard concept. Suggestions for specific
9/5/2019 General comments
changes or additions to these policies are welcome. In most cases, a
larger trip-generating development project would have to assess and/or
mitigate traffic impacts through an Environmental Impact Report.
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Overall I notice the use of the word "shall" quite extensively. In my
experience this implies that something is intended to be done no matter
what. This may be the intent and standard in this type of document.
9/12/2019 General comments However, since this is a long-term document which will form a framework
for decisions over many years during which time circumstances may
change, I wonder whether it might be prudent to consider alternative
directive, but less definitive, language.

The purpose of the Land Use Plan is to implement the Coastal Act and
provide guidance for review of coastal development projects. In many
cases, this necessitates directive policy language. Following the Land Use
Plan update, the City will update the Zoning Code (Implementation Plan)
to implement this policy document.

As a general comment, our members were looking forward to a more
proactive stance around aggressively cultivating the climate for affordable
housing and for local job creation. The impact fees, lot retirement, fantasy
about TDRs, and other provisions give us little hope that there will be
significant development of affordable housing in the 2040 planning period.
High-paying, local jobs, would address a number of our challenges, traffic,
9/16/2019 General comments sales tax leakage, to mention two. This document accepts that business as
usual will be the order of the day. We challenge that position. If locals can
stop development with the vigor demonstrated over the past four decades,
surely they can create affordable homes for our workforce. If other cities
can attract business investment and development, surely Half Moon Bay
can!

The LUP update includes a number of strategies to encourage affordable
housing and local job creation, as discussed in further detail in the staff
report for the October 29, 2019 joint study session. Also see Master
Response 2.

Prohibit and/or restrict short term housing in residential neighborhoods: I Master Response 1
have been researching how other coastal cities and/or tourist destinations
address short term rentals -- those less than 30 days (e.g., Airbnb). Many
outright prohibit short-term rentals less than 30 days (e.g., Manhattan
Beach, Laguna Beach, Palm Desert). Others such as SF impose significant
restrictions on owner-present and non owner-present scenarios. They do so
to prevent disruption of neighborhood quality, for example as noted in this
rationale from Manhattan Beach: "Short-term rentals and other transient
Residential quality
9/11/2019
uses in residential zones can have a severe negative impact on the
of life
character and stability of the residential zones and its residents." Some
cities like SF do permit short term rentals in certain circumstances but limit
the number of days. I tend to be more sympathetic to owners who may rent
occasionally while they are on vacation or who do so while being on
premise but I do not support investors who devote non-owner occupied
residences to short term rentals less than 30 days.
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Prohibit further development of high density hotels and/or overnight
accommodation, particularly the Dunes Beach Development. I respectfully
ask that the Dune Beach development be prohibited as it would clearly be
detrimental to the character and quality of adjacent residential
neighborhoods. It would be impossible to create a development as
proposed without noise and other nuisances spilling over. Additionally, the
Streetlight Data study of California communities most vulnerable to clogged
Residential quality
9/11/2019
roads in the event of fire includes Half Moon Bay. The traffic on a sunny
of life
weekend is already unbearable, and I believe that Dunes Beach would
create a safety hazard in the event of an emergency such as a major fire.
The city can no longer support any further high density commercial
overnight accommodation. Yes, we are a tourist destination, but enough is
enough. Resident safety and quality of life should come first.

The LUP update envisions visitor-serving recreation or lower-cost
overnight accommodations on the south side of Young Avenue in the
Surf Beach/Dunes Beach PD. Development of this PD will require an
Environmental Impact Report that assesses environmental impacts
including traffic, as well as a specific plan that must be reviewed and
approved by the City and the Coastal Commission.

Housing size: I am a fan of the City of Redwood City guidelines on housing
size -- that any proposed development requiring residential projects that
are 3,000 square feet or more or have a floor area ratio greater than 45% to
be automatically reviewed by the Planning Commission. I am seeing some
Residential quality huge homes proposed south of Alameda in Miramar that completely dwarf
9/11/2019
of life
the existing homes (and the existing homes are not tiny starter homes.)

The City's Zoning Code (Implementation Plan to the Land Use Plan) more
specifically regulates residential floor area limitations and review
procedures. Currently, the single-family residential zoning districts have a
50% floor area ratio maximum. Requesting a variance to this
requirement would necessitate review by the Planning Commission. In
the Land Use Plan update, Policy 2-91 proposes a general size limit of
2,000 square feet for new single-family residences in the Planned
Development land use designations to support housing affordability.

Please, please, please address the traffic issues. Roundabouts,
synchronized lights, more Sheriff's officers on busy weekends. There has to
be a better way. It seems to me that having more law enforcement at the
Residential quality
9/11/2019
weekend must certainly be able to pay for itself.
of life

The Town Boulevard concept described on Page 5-16, Figure 5-2, and
Policy 5-26 supports the use of roundabouts and other traffic calming
measures. In addition, the narrative and policies of draft Chapter 3:
Public Works discuss ways to address the existing traffic problem in Half
Moon Bay, including implementation of the Town Boulevard concept.
Suggestions for specific changes or additions to these policies are
welcome.
These comments are also contained in CGF's 10/7/19 letter and
responded to below.

Has submitted written comments to City Staff; appreciates the
responsiveness on some of the requests; hopes that CCC discussions with
city staff is clarified; the question about the changes in the PDs is
complicated and may have unintended consequences due to complex
10/8/2019 General comments
history; ESHA Buffer language – current approach many not be that
workable, look at appeals court ruling about vernally wet areas; Resource
Dependent Uses (Glossary)-- does not think some are eligible uses.

Chapter 1. Introduction and Framework

October 29, 2019
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Page 1-3

Page 1-16

Comment
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The emphasis on the Coastal Commission's coastal imperative for public
access to the shore is not addressed in the LUP update in the southern part
of the city. The plan should include allowance for needed parking in open
space should be allowed in zoning ordinance categories controlling open
space areas in the southern parts of the city to eliminate the crowded and
inadequate parking at Cowell Ranch and Miramontes Point Road access
points. The recent CC actions against the Ritz Carlton hotel highlight this as
an important issue.

The LUP update recognizes Miramontes Point Road as a coastal access
route and coastal access point, and identifies the need for coastal access
improvements in the North Wavecrest area (Pages 5-6 through 5-8 and
Figure 5-1) as well as proposes additional visitor-serving coastal uses in
the Wavecrest PD and along Wavecrest Road. The LUP update also
includes policies that require maximizing coastal access and recreation
opportunities throughout the city (Policy 5-1); encourage new public
beach parking facilities where there is no conflict with adjacent land uses
or sensitive habitat areas (Policy 5-6); and establish siting and design
guidelines for coastal access points including parking facilities (Policy 59). Developing parking in open space areas may be feasible in some
cases, and not in others depending upon a comprehensive fact based
evaluation of the site conditions (ESHA, prime soils, etc.), the need for
parking, and related Coastal Act priority uses.

“Comprehensive updates” do not seem to have included bringing the R-1
zoning district minimum lot sizes and widths into conformity with the
underlying subdivisions. This perpetuates a very vexatious situation for
property owners and an unnecessary burden on staff resources. Most of
Arleta Park requires 60’ of frontage when the lots are combos of 28’ lots.
Miramar is the same with 40’ and 50’ lots. Second, the lot legality process,
when adjacent lots are NOT in common ownership, have proven to be an
unnecessary expense and burden on staff resources. At a minimum, the
chain of title costs $400-1,000, and the city requires a deposit of $2,857.
That adds $3,000 minimum to the cost of each project with NO community
benefit. If the lots are in contiguous ownership, then a lot legality process
may be justified. In most cases, it is not. There should be a way to
eliminate this process for most lots. We strongly urge the city to address
this in the update.

As highlighted in the "Note to the Reader" below this sentence, this
sentence was written for this long-term document as if these
Implementation Plan updates have already occurred. Staff will be
following the Land Use Plan update with comprehensive updates to the
Implementation Plan to ensure consistency with the adopted Land Use
Plan. The draft LUP update does include a policy that calls for updated
development standards for substandard infill residential lots to
encourage the development of smaller, more affordable homes (Policy 273). A new policy addressing lot legality is being considered for the LUP
update, and can specify the situations in which this review is required.

Other Regulatory Agencies: We urge the systemic coordination with those
agencies in order to not create unnecessary bureaucratic processing.
Create checklists for the agencies involved in individual projects.

Interagency coordination is very important to the City and is encouraged
in multiple policies throughout the LUP update. The City has internal
processes in place for routing specific development projects to other
regulatory agencies for review.
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Page 1-23

Page 1-24

Page 1-25

Comment

Response

Italicized, bold, inset: Replatting of private lots, in non-contiguous
ownership, with reduced densities, will require Orwellian regulations,
requiring disparate owners to become real estate development partners or
forego development rights. Similar language is used throughout the
document with no acknowledgement that many of these property owners
will be denied development rights. We are opposed to the infringement
upon those rights.

This is in reference to a quoted sentence in the 1996 Land Use Plan. The
need to address challenging ownership patterns, coastal resource
protection, and substandard or severely substandard lots created by
older subdivisions still remains, and is addressed in multiple ways
throughout the draft LUP in consideration of private property rights. For
instance, Policy 2-19 calls for a lot merger program to create standard
sized lots where contiguous substandard lots are under common
ownership. Policy 2-18 calls for a transfer of development rights (TDR)
program to provide landowners with the option to develop within the
Town Center instead of on a constrained lot within a PD land use
designation.

Section 30254: Please adopt language that will not result in another 15-20 Chapter 5: Public Access and Recreation addresses the Johnston House
year process to obtain the permits to open the next Johnston House. There and similar public recreation facilities, as well as public recreation needs.
needs to be flexibility for unique projects, particularly for public projects.
Policies require that sufficient parkland is provided in pace with
population increase (Policy 5-84), encourages public land acquisition to
expand recreation opportunities (Policy 5-94), and refers to the City's
Parks Master Plan for specific improvement needs and priorities (Policy 585). While such public access and recreation projects are highly
encouraged throughout the LUP, any such project that is not exempt
from coastal development permit requirements will be required to
obtain a coastal development permit. This LUP update proposes a coastal
development permit waiver process to expedite such development
projects that have no potential for impacts to coastal resources (Policy 28).
9.4 c.2. Density bonuses: This is the first of many references to density
bonuses. Density bonuses will have no value unless there is a modification
to parking requirements. TDRs will have no value until and unless the local
community embraces density rather than resisting it.

Page 5 of 114

The City is currently working on several updates to the Zoning Code that
will provide for parking reductions in the Town Center. These updates
are intended to support the City Council's priorities for development in
the Town Center and to facilitate increased densities without requiring
parking exceptions. With respect to parking, projects that qualify for such
bonuses must also be granted incentives, and reduced parking
requirements is a potential incentive.
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Lot Retirement: We have raised the issue many times. Lot retirements add
to the cost of development, pushing the project cost up, pushing the price
up, pushing the comps up community wide. Do not be naïve that this is
“free”. It is far from free.

The lot retirement program introduced by draft Policy 2-17 is not
intended to be free. Rather, the program is intended to be a requirement
imposed on development projects that create new residential lots in
order to mitigate cumulative traffic impacts, which is direct and scaled
approach to imposing a "fair share" contribution to addressing the
cumulative impact of development. As proposed, the program would
exempt affordable housing development projects from lot retirement
requirements. Rental housing - specifically apartments - that does not
involve subdivision, would also not be subject to lot retirement, even if
the development is market rate.

Regional Planning Context: Please adopt strong language to encourage and
support the creation of high-paying local jobs for locals. Half Moon Bay and
the unincorporated Coastside have undeveloped property in zoning districts
that would support small operations. As they develop, there needs to be an
effort by the city, the county, the chamber and other organizations to
develop those sites for local employees, not reverse commuters, and for
high wage jobs.

The draft plan includes numerous sites for infill development and
redevelopment appropriate for small and medium sized employers in a
range of industries. Such businesses are anticipated to provide job
opportunities that may be a fit for the diversity of skillsets, education and
interests of Coastside residents seeking employment (e.g. agricultural
and other types of research and development, health care including
assisted living, lodging, light industrial, professional and medical offices,
etc.). State law prevents employers from making hiring decisions based
on place of residence. However, the proposed Priority Housing Overlay is
intended to address the need for local workforce housing in land use
designations connected to the type of employment, such as ranger
housing in the Regional Public Recreation land use. Specific changes or
additions to this proposed overlay are welcome. See Page 2-11, Policy 23, and Pages 3-9 and 3-10 for specific references to the Priority Housing
Overlay.

Affordable Housing: The CCC needs to approve affordable housing as a
priority land use. In addition to affordable projects, the City should
encourage and support CCWD in freeing capacity from recycled water and
from conservation to provide additional non-priority connections at a cost
less than that of the private transfer market. Our members would happily
help in that endeavor.

Policy 2-3 of the draft LUP update proposes to define affordable housing
as a priority land use locally for Half Moon Bay. At this time, CCWD has
determined that they are limited in their ability to create new water
connections by the coastal development permit conditions imposed by
the Coastal Commission for the El Granada pipeline upgrade project.
However, Policy 3-14 is proposed to ensure that sufficient water supply is
reserved for Coastal Act priority land uses and affordable housing, and
Policy 3-22 supports the establishment of a recycled water supply
system.

Page 1-32

Page 1-34

Page 1-44
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How are the GP policies referenced in the LUP? Doesn't the GP prevail and
the LUP must be consistent with that document? Does the CCC need to
approve the GP update first prior to adoption on the LUP? The diagram on
page 1-13 still doesn't explain what and where the updated GP is unless it is
only the Housing Element?

Figure 1-3 depicts the relationship between the Land Use Plan and the
General Plan. The two documents need to be internally consistent, and
the Land Use Plan as a whole comprises the Land Use Element of the
General Plan. The Coastal Commission does not review the General Plan,
only the Local Coastal Program (Land Use Plan + Implementation Plan).
The City's current General Plan elements can be found on the City's
website at https://www.half-moon-bay.ca.us/155/General-Plan. The City
is also working on updating the General Plan concurrently to the Land
Use Plan update. The first public draft of the updated General Plan
elements can be found at https://www.planhmb.org/reports-andproducts.html. The Housing Element was updated and adopted in 2015,
and can be found at the second link.

Will the City undertake any PD Master Plans in the IP phase to answer
questions regarding how development can proceed in those areas?

Developing a PD master plan is the responsibility of the PD landowner(s).
The City is responsible for reviewing and approving any master plan
applications. Coastal Commission certification of master plans is also
required. The narrative and policies contained in the draft Development
Chapter are intended to provide guidance for development and review
of PD master plans.

Page 1-9

Page 1-9

Page 1-9

Page 1-32

Figure 1-10

What happens if State General Plan law changes? Will HMB have to amend State law may change at any time. The City monitors state legislation
the LUP document? Does that put the City and landowners in jeopardy of
applicable to its LCP and General Plan and will take all necessary actions
lawsuits if the LUP and GP are found inconsistent?
to comply with new legislative requirements.
Lot retirement for residential developments that are consistent with all the
development and density standards is not the appropriate method to
reduce traffic impacts. This is and should be done in a separate condition of
approval. This makes creation of non-subsidized affordable housing
impossible.

As detailed in Policy 2-17, lot retirement would only be required for
projects that create new residential lots. Furthermore, as proposed in
the draft plan, deed restricted affordable housing development would be
exempt from this requirements. Note also that most affordable housing
developments are multi-family rental, and may not involve subdivision or
creating new lots, and therefore would further be exempt from this
provision. Previous actions on coastal development permits by the
Coastal Commission have found that 1:1 lot retirement provides
mitigation for the cumulative traffic impacts caused by creation of new
residential lots.

In the Figure, the property at 450 Wavecrest Road is shown as used for
General Industrial purposes. Note that this land is currently zoned as
Agriculture, though there is a record of non-Agriculture uses having been
conducted on the property. I understand that this map was provided by San
Mateo County’s GIS Department. However, the designation error should be
addressed and corrected for the sake of clarity.

Figure 1-10 is intended to reflect existing land uses at the time of the LUP
update, not the land use designation or zoning district. Land Use
Designations are found in Figure 2-1. It is staff's understanding that 450
Wavecrest Road is currently being used for container storage and similar
general industrial uses.

Chapter 2. Development

October 29, 2019
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(1 of 2) The Urban Reserve land use category and zone has been the
albatross around the neck of city planning and the town of HMB for more
than 33 years. It was a bad idea then. It is still a bad idea and as one but
only one Urban Reserve zone property owner, I am fully supportive of some
resolution and recasting of the purpose and use of my lands away from any
entitlement towards dense urban residential development which is exactly
what the Zone was unquestionably created for and owners promised back
in 1983-5. The current LCP description of the purpose of the Zone is and the
density of future residential development that would be allowable there is
spelled out in Chapter 9 and detailed in Table 9.1 in the current LCP. That is
an undeniable fact. And there are numerous letters, hearing notes, and
testimonies in and around the creation of the Sea Haven subdivision and
the 1983/5 LCP that demonstrate the city’s interest to delay but not deny
comparable development on the surrounding lands. Indeed both streets,
curbs, utilities of the time, and recommendations regarding Williamson
withdrawal also point to that intent.

In the certified LUP, Table 9.1 is a buildout estimate, not an entitlement.
It makes no assumptions about if or when the land areas will have zoning
or associated entitlements for development. The certified land use plan's
map and policies, along with associated zoning regulations, establish the
regulations for each classification. The draft LUP update is built off
changed conditions since the original LUP, guiding principles established
by the General Plan Advisory Committee, and recent City Council
priorities. Stemming from input from Coastal Commission staff, the City is
considering other options for the reserve land use designations
consistent with the numerous additional uses and allowances included in
the draft LUP in support of agriculture and agricultural compatible uses,
which are the typical uses in these areas. It is also of the note that
buildout analysis for the LUP update indicates that even with a reduced
buildout as is theoretically projected for the draft plan, infrastructure will
become inadequate. Infrastructure is clearly inadequate to support
buildout presented in the 1996 certified LUP. City staff will continue to
engage with this property owner regarding approaches to supporting
reserve lands with economically viable supplemental uses including
research and development, limited lodging, and other uses consistent
with the primary use and/or are visitor-serving.
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KC Branscomb; written
General chapter
11/27/2018
letter
comment

Bruce Russell, email

1/3/2019

Page 2-7

Bruce Russell, email

1/3/2019

Page 2-13

Bruce Russell, email

1/3/2019

Page 2-17

Bruce Russell, email

October 29, 2019

1/3/2019

Table 2-1

Comment

Response

(2 of 2) I do recognize that that was then, and this is now and the world has
changed. I have no interest beyond continuing to support my clients, pay
my employees, and operate the farm within a rural land use character that
respects the natural resources of the land and derives from it a level of
income that adequately maintains the property, covers my taxes, and
allows for modest ongoing economic growth; but this plan doesn’t appear
to afford that. To keep these larger properties in largely open rural uses,
you have to allow us the flexibility to adapt our businesses to changing
conditions and times. We need the ability to make a living if we work hard
and take care of our employees. This plan, well intended though it might be,
seems to me to be embarking on a slippery slope to down-zoning and
driving already economically fragile rural land use and open field ag-related
business under water. The 180 degree reversal of prior town commitments
and intent today compared with 1985 should be a conversation with an
effort on both sides to find common ground not just a taking by fiat. I
welcome the opportunity to have a meaningful conversation about that and
I believe Ms. Ekas has a genuine desire to see a balanced and fair plan
approved.

In the certified LUP, Table 9.1 is a buildout estimate, not an entitlement.
It makes no assumptions about if or when the land areas will have zoning
or associated entitlements for development. The certified land use plan's
map and policies, along with associated zoning regulations, establish the
regulations for each classification. The draft LUP update is built off
changed conditions since the original LUP, guiding principles established
by the General Plan Advisory Committee, and recent City Council
priorities. Stemming from input from Coastal Commission staff, the City is
considering other options for the reserve land use designations
consistent with the numerous additional uses and allowances included in
the draft LUP in support of agriculture and agricultural compatible uses,
which are the typical uses in these areas. It is also of the note that
buildout analysis for the LUP update indicates that even with a reduced
buildout as is theoretically projected for the draft plan, infrastructure will
become inadequate. Infrastructure is clearly inadequate to support
buildout presented in the 1996 certified LUP. City staff will continue to
engage with this property owner regarding approaches to supporting
reserve lands with economically viable supplemental uses including
research and development, limited lodging, and other uses consistent
with the primary use and/or are visitor-serving.

1. last paragraph, third line “rea” is presumably “area”
2. Planned Development and many other sections (i.e. on 2-15 last
paragraph first line, policy 2-100), the discussion of a master plan as being a
specific or precise plan requiring certification. What about the old “Planned
Unit Development Plan” existing for several PDs. As you may know, the
existing IP (including its definitions)and LCP treat specific plans and the
same as PUD Plans. So, I think the sentence on 2-13 in Planned
Development should read “The master plan may be a specific plan, precise
plan, or an existing Plan Unit Development Plan previously approved. Prior
to this LUP update.” Similar change in Policy 2-100 and in a few other
sections.

Staff will correct this typo.
The text will be revised to acknowledge existing, previously approved
Plan Unit Development Plans. The Zoning Code will also need to continue
to provide a means for implementing and potentially amending such
plans over time.

3. “Implementation Plan” is just “IP” everywhere else after it is first defined. Staff will make this change.
4. No limited designation/area for SAM plant expansion (i.e. recycled water) This was considered; however, various constraints in the area limit
as Public Facility: all now designated Open Space for Conservation. Is that
horizontal expansion. Staff will spend additional time evaluating
the City view?
potential room for expansion and will revise the draft to acknowledge
potentially feasible options.
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Policy 2-7

Policy 2-17

Bruce Russell, email

1/3/2019

Policy 2-17

Bruce Russell, email

1/3/2019

Figure 2-3

Bruce Russell, email

1/3/2019

Policy 2-95

Bruce Russell, email

1/3/2019

Policy 2-87

October 29, 2019

Comment

Response

5. Instead of CC master plan certification “prior to City approval of
applications…” how about certification “prior to City acceptance and
processing of applications for approval…”? If you like this, ask the City
Attorney if this change might violate the Streamlining Act and state
preemption. I don’t think so.
6. Lot retirement only works with legal lots with “residential zoning”? So
legal lots zoned PUD (all of Wavecrest) with paper residential lots don’t
qualify? Is that what you want? I assume you realize the impact of the word
“legal” before lots and the City Attorney has mentioned that complexity
under CA law. Can only be retired through recordation of no-build
restriction. How about outright fee transfer to open space districts, POST,
City or public entities. No smart land owner wants to keep the underlying
fee (and property tax and liability exposure) by still owning the worthless lot
with the restrictive covenant. Also, if they give it (or sell below basis or
FMV)to a non-profit, they might play with full or partial tax deductions. You
want to give yourself more flexibility here and I assume, encourage lot
retirement (any maybe TDRs).

State law requires the City to accept and process certain typical elements
of a planned development application. The City may consider adopting a
process for early consideration of proposed LCP amendments, including
master, specific, and precise plans.
This comment suggests revisions to Policy 2-17 to provide flexibility in
the mechanism for lot retirement and to ensure that all lots with the
potential for residential development are considered eligible for
retirement. Staff plans to revise this policy accordingly in the next draft.

7. How will lot retirement work for condos? 2-17 seems to suggest it is
limited to new residential lots created (those include vertical condo lots)?
Do you want to exclude affordable units from lot retirement (could be small
affordable SFR or townhouses at 1,000-1,200SF).

Staff recommends that lot retirement apply subdivisions that establish
new sites for ownership units, including condominium units. However; in
all cases, staff strongly recommends that lot retirement not be applicable
to affordable housing units for extremely low, very low and low income
households. This will be clarified in Policy 2-17.

8. In the key, the 9 becomes before 9A, 9B, and 9C?
9. environmental areas in public open space only count towards the 20%
requirement if usable by the public for passive recreation but it seems that
open space areas in common open space that are “needed” for natural,
scenic or other resources count irrespective of passive use factor. Why?

Will be corrected.
Policy 2-95 is an update of policy 9-12 in the 1996 certified LUP. The
comment helpfully points out an inconsistency with respect to the ability
to use natural/scenic resource areas for passive use in either a public or
private context and when such spaces may be counted as contributing
to open space requirements. Staff's initial response is that this needs to
be modified because natural/scenic resource areas may not be
appropriate for passive use, and in some cases they should become
conservation lands managed by a land trust or other conservator. In such
a case, these areas would not fulfill the intent of "common" open space.
Staff will further review and revise the language for Planning Commission
and City Council consideration.

10. Net land area deducts public street (how about public utility easements Staff recommends clarifying that "Accessways" applies to "Existing public
outside of streets), but why not private streets/sidewalks/trails and similar and private streets."
private facilities/areas?
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Commenter/Forum

Bruce Russell, email

October 29, 2019

Date

1/3/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Policy 2-91

Comment

Response

11. (1 of 2) I disagree with the restrictions to “lower-cost” development
Master Response 3
types and the 2,000 SF limit for many reasons. First, in conjunction with the
net land area definition , 2 unit per acre PD restriction, 20% open space,
over 10 unit affordable housing imposition, and several other serious
development restrictions, I think the blanket 2,000SF limit irrespective of
site size, FAR, energy efficiency, green building materials, energy
calculations, site design, etc., will get the City sued for inverse
condemnation and other claims by a smart developer with great attorneys. I
think I could win this lawsuit in federal court. I don’t think the City can
assert a reasonable basis for the arbitrary size limit, but maybe there is
litigation already on this. I understand a few other Bay Area cities have
some size limits but nothing as radical as 2,000SF. Hope the City Attorney
has signed off on this in relatively unequivocal language. Second, it’s
unnecessary to accomplish what you want, and I don’t share the same
perspective on such a stringent SF limit. It’s not about carbon footprint,
greenhouse emissions from massive building size or any other
environmental links. Credible planning and environmental studies don’t
support that assertion. In fact, 3-2,000 SF houses will create far more
impacts (environmental, energy, infrastructure, traffic, recreational and
public facility/school demands) than 1-6,000 mac-mansion.
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ATTACHMENT 2

Commenter/Forum

Bruce Russell, email

Date

1/3/2019

Paul Grigorieff, written
1/16/2019
letter

Paul Grigorieff, written
1/16/2019
letter

October 29, 2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Policy 2-91

Comment

Response

11. (2 of 2) This is really about wealth/class distinctions. It’s the anti-gated Master Response 3
community, dislike of Pacific Ridge and Ocean Colony, and distain for the
golf courses and Ritz. And if the City is worried about this
environmental/energy stuff, try imposing better thought-out building
material/equipment restrictions, requiring more senior housing with less
commuting, impose local hire requirements on hotels/commercial
users/projects to try to create a better jobs/housing balance, or how about
the first commuter tax on everyone in Arleta Park, Kehoe and other HMB
communities commuting over the hill every day to the City, Peninsula and
Silicon Valley for work. Take on that “real” problem and litigation, and if
successful, the City would do more for the environment than any SF limit.
Third, just so everyone outside the real world of development and financing
understands, there is no way the development industry can build 2,000 SF
units at 2 units per net acre with all the other processing, fee and
infrastructure demands/costs, and utilize TDRs, generate active lot
retirement, or provide affordable housing components. This limitation, in
conjunction with land costs and all the other restrictions, density limits and
City imposed costs, will realistically end build-out of the PDs at any
significant level. Then again, maybe that, in addition to wealth/class
distinction, is exactly what this is about. I think the City could get seriously
tagged for this; it’s becoming reminiscent of the beginning of Beachwood.

Would like to see a definition of "affordable housing." Need to clarify who
this designation applies to, our schools and churches serve all members of
the community. Includes those formerly employed or served by as well
(senior housing)?

The definition of "affordable housing" as consistent with State law has
been included in the Glossary, and can apply to households with low,
very low, or extremely low income. Definitions for these income levels
have also been defined in the Glossary as consistent with State law. The
proposed Priority Residential Overlay designation applies in certain areas
of the city as described on Page 2-11, while affordable housing is a
possibility anywhere that residential uses permitted. Implementation of
the Priority Residential Overlay in the Zoning Code will further clarify
who is able to occupy these units.

What are the criteria for "below market rate" and "senior" housing?

A definition for "below market rate" has been included in the Glossary.
The criteria for "senior housing" is defined by State law (Civil Code
Section 51.2, 51.3, 798.76, or 799.5) as referenced in the City Zoning
Ordinance (Chapter 18.42, Residential Density Bonus, Section 18.42.030
Eligibility for density bonus incentives; B.4. Affordability an Age
Requirements).

Page 2-11, Priority
Residential Overlay

Page 2-11,
Commercial
General
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ATTACHMENT 2

Commenter/Forum

Date

Paul Grigorieff, written
1/16/2019
letter

Paul Grigorieff, written
1/16/2019
letter

Paul Grigorieff, written
1/16/2019
letter

Paul Grigorieff, written
1/16/2019
letter

Page/Policy #
Reference

Response

Why 1 acre of Residential Overlay? Why not more, and what areas in mind? The 1-acre of Priority Residential Overlay in the Regional Public
Recreation land use designation is intended to provide 15 units total for
State Parks and County Parks ranger housing. The Planning Commission
Page 2-13, Regional
and City Council may consider additional units for this overlay. Specific
Public Recreation
siting will depend on coastal resource protection policies including
habitat and visual resource protection and coastal hazard avoidance.

Page 2-13, PD

Page 2-14

what if the HOA responsible for enforcing these regulations decides to quit PD master plans constitute zoning regulations. The City can enforce
enforcing?
zoning regulations, building codes, and other matters of the municipal
code at its discretion. Cities are not responsible for enforcing CC&Rs.
References to Residential Overlay applied in Urban Reserve and Open Space Policies 2-144 and 2-147 generally describe the areas where the Priority
Reserve-- where?
Residential Overlay will be applied in Urban Reserve and Open Space
Reserve land use designations, respectively. Staff recommends keeping
this description general rather than placing the overlay on the map in
these designations to allow more site-specific study on how to best
protect prime ag soils and other coastal resources.
What does IP mean? What is the importance of the last paragraph in this
page? What are the "corridors" referred to here?

IP stands for Implementation Plan, which is the second component of a
Local Coastal Program that implements a Land Use Plan. The City's IP
consists of the Zoning Code, Subdivision Code, and Zoning Map. The end
of Page 2-15 is intended to describe how a PD is zoned before and after a
master plan is certified. The referenced "commercial corridors" could be
any road or thoroughfare for which a specific plan or precise plan could
be applied to help guide new development and other improvements.
Main Street is an example of a commercial corridor. The City does not
currently have any specific plans or precise plans for any commercial
corridors.

Do Planned Area Development Permits exist in our plan/code now? If not,
why add in now and where did the concept come from?

Our code does not currently provide a mechanism for Planned Area
Development Permits. These permits can provide flexibility for sites that
are not in PD land use designations to encourage more diverse,
affordable housing types. This is a common planning tool used in many
other local jurisdictions.
The Priority Residential Overlay is proposed to apply only to the churches
listed in Table 2-1, as depicted on Figure 2-1.
The light industrial land uses referenced in Policy 2-39 may include those
described in the Light Industrial land use designation on Page 2-12.

Page 2-15

Paul Grigorieff, written
1/16/2019
letter

Page 2-16

Paul Grigorieff, written
1/16/2019
letter

Page 2-19

Paul Grigorieff, written
1/16/2019
letter

Policy 2-39

October 29, 2019

Comment

Is the Residential Overlay designation being applied to the lands belonging
to the other churches in town?
What are the light industrial land uses referred to here?
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ATTACHMENT 2

Commenter/Forum

Date

Page/Policy #
Reference

Paul Grigorieff, written
1/16/2019
letter

Policy 2-40

Paul Grigorieff, written
1/16/2019
letter

Page 2-29

Paul Grigorieff, written
1/16/2019
letter

Page 2-29 to 30

Paul Grigorieff, written
1/16/2019
letter

Paul Grigorieff, written
1/16/2019
letter

Paul Grigorieff, written
1/16/2019
letter

Paul Grigorieff, written
1/16/2019
letter

Paul Grigorieff, written
1/16/2019
letter

October 29, 2019

Comment

Response

Where did concept of Sphere of Influence come from and what are its
operational consequences?

The San Mateo County Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCo)
defines the City's sphere of influence and provides oversight on city
boundaries, special districts, and annexation requests. LAFCo's role
includes improving efficiency of urban services (e.g. water and sewer),
discouraging urban sprawl, and preventing premature conversion of
agricultural and open space lands.

Definition of lower income households?

A definition for "low income household" has been included in the
Glossary.
The City Council established the concept and boundaries for the Town
Center in 2017, as described in more detail on Page 1-43 of the draft LUP
update. In general, policies of the LUP update aim to incentivize and
concentrate new development in the Town Center.

Where did the concept of Town Center come from, and how is it
operationally defined?

What is urban-lifestyle housing?

"Urban-lifestyle" housing refers to higher density residential units such as
apartments, condos, and mixed-use buildings. The language could more
Policy 2-44
specifically refer to the actual type of land use being proposed; e.g. multifamily and mixed-use housing.
Do we have any data on how well past efforts to stimulate construction of Recent affordable housing projects in the City's Planning Area include the
affordable housing have worked, in terms of number of units constructed
Moonridge development, the Half Moon Village senior apartments, and
and the extent to which they were actually affordable?
Policy 2-58
Main Street Park. MidPen Housing Corporation oversees these affordable
housing agreements. Additional data may be found at midpenhousing.org.
What are the implications for the anticipated types of uses and
Mixed-use commercial and residential development are currently
development on North Main Street?
permitted uses in the North Downtown area. These policies are intended
Policies 2-61 and 62
to support a more community-oriented, pedestrian-friendly, vibrant
North Downtown area.
Where are the potential 50 units going to go? Installation of needed speed The potential 50 units provide for some densification of already
developed sites, including the Highway 1 frontage parcels. Traffic calming
Page 2-42, Ocean bumps has been delayed by threat of suit claiming impedance to
Colony
emergency vehicle access. Only one “park” maintained by OCA but not very and park improvements are overseen by the Ocean Colony HOA.
park-like.
What regulations has the City been working on?
The Planning Commission has held study sessions regarding proposals on
substandard lots and discussed potential changes to the City's parking
requirements for residential development. The Accessory Dwelling Unit
Page 2-43
ordinance was updated in December 2018 and may need to be further
revised to conform with recently adopted State law.
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ATTACHMENT 2

Commenter/Forum

Date

Paul Grigorieff, written
1/16/2019
letter

Paul Grigorieff, written
1/16/2019
letter

Page/Policy #
Reference

Comment

Response

Are ADUs planned to be allowed in Ocean Colony even though prohibited
by the CCRs? Are owners prohibited from renting their primary residence
while moving into an ADU on their property?

Policy 2-119 supports future re-consideration for allowing ADUs in Ocean
Colony and other PD areas. Pending state laws may eventually require
ADUs to be allowed in any zoning designations with residential uses. The
current City ordinance requires that either the primary residence or the
ADU is owner occupied. However, changing state laws may also
supersede local preferences with respect to owner-occupancy
requirements for ADUs.

Ministerial review is an unsettling term. Assume OC falls under this policy?

Ministerial review refers to permits that more "over the counter"
approvals for projects that comply with standards set forth in a
Municipal Code, such as a Sign Permit or Tree Removal Permit. Ocean
Colony may not be able to qualify for a categorical exclusion area as
Planned Developments are considered visual resource areas in the LCP,
and Ocean Colony contains areas of potentially sensitive habitat and
coastal hazards.

Page 2-44

Policy 2-69

Paul Grigorieff, written
1/16/2019
letter

Policy 2-70

Paul Grigorieff, written
1/16/2019
letter

Policy 2-75

Paul Grigorieff, written
1/16/2019
letter

Policy 2-76

Is parking required for ADUs in established neighborhoods? OC could use a Parking is required for new ADUs in certain areas of the City, as more
"code compliance program" since they no longer enforce CCRs concerning specifically described in Section 18.33.040(G) of the Zoning Code. Staff
land use matters.
notes that an Ocean Colony code compliance program is outside the
scope of the LUP update and recommends coordinating with the HOA on
this effort.
How and where are home occupations allowed presently? How is parking, Section 18.06.025(F) of the Zoning Code regulates home occupations and
traffic, and noise regulated?
addresses parking, traffic and noise.
Pretty sure Cameron’s RV park is not paying ToT, wonder about other RV
Cameron's RV Park is a commercial visitor-serving operation which, while
parks as well.
subject to ToT requirements, is not subject to Policy 2-76.

Paul Grigorieff, written
1/16/2019
letter

Policy 2-95

What is green infrastructure? Does the Old Course in Ocean Colony qualify
as common open space?

Paul Grigorieff, written
1/16/2019
letter
Paul Grigorieff, written
1/16/2019
letter
Paul Grigorieff, written
1/16/2019
letter

October 29, 2019

Policy 2-98
Policy 2-100

What is a fallback zone?

A definition for "green infrastructure" has been included in the Glossary.
The Old Course is Ocean Colony does qualify as common open space as
defined in Policy 2-95.
A definition for "fallback zone" has been included in the Glossary.

How would such a "continued development" provision affect OC?

See Ocean Colony PD specific policies 2-118, 2-119, and 2-120.

What are relatively low trip-generating uses? How will parking be limited for
residents? Lesley Senior Housing is not a good model, parking is too scarce.
Page 2-57, Podesta
Does this plan envision the end of permissible fossil fuels over the next 10
PD
years?
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Examples of low trip-generating uses are provided on Page 2-57 and
include assisted living, limited neighborhood convenience commercial
uses, and other community-oriented uses. EV chargers and alternative
modes of transportation are supported in Chapter 5: Coastal Access and
Recreation.
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ATTACHMENT 2

Commenter/Forum

Date

Paul Grigorieff, written
1/16/2019
letter

Page/Policy #
Reference

Comment
Do we anticipate a large number of ADUs in Podesta? How to deal with
impacts on water and sewer, parking and traffic? What about emergency
medical facilities? Large community deficit. Need references to ADA
accessibility in this plan. How do we solve Podesta access problem?

ADA access is addressed in Chapter 5: Coastal Access and Recreation
with respect to beach and trail facilities. Additional references could be
made in Chapter 2 or in a General Plan element, such as in the Land Use
Element or an optional Healthy Communities element; however, ADA
access is required to be included in any new development. Specific
development plans and potential impacts for the Podesta PD are to be
determined through the master planning process and would include an
assessment of the impact of ADUs if they are to be included in future
development. Also see Master Response 4.

What are the uses described here?

Uses envisioned for the Highway 92 fronting parcels in the Stone
Pine/Cypress Cove PD include live-work units, service commercial, light
industrial, or other low-intensity mixed uses. Also see Master Response
4.
No significant changes are anticipated during the planning horizon of this
LUP update.
Staff agrees that it can be challenging to determine how many separate
parcels exist in a given area, as well as the legality of these parcels. Staff
regularly requires project applicants to establish lot number and legality
by preparing a chain of title or providing other documentary evidence.
Staff will be considering whether it makes sense to continue this case-bycase practice or formalize it in an LCP policy or amendment to the LCP
Implementation Plan.

Policy 2-101

Paul Grigorieff, written
1/16/2019
letter

Policy 2-102a

Paul Grigorieff, written
1/16/2019
letter

Page 2-65

Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter

General comment

Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter

Page 2-4, Coastal
Act Priorities

Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter

HMB and Mid-coast has surplus of housing relative to local workforce
employment. Any new housing, unless restricted to serve local workforce
Page 2-11, Priority needs for persons of low to moderate income, will increase commuter
Residential Overlay dependent pattern of growth and impact Hwy 1 and 92. Coastal Act
requires that new residential development does not overburden highway
infrastructure.

October 29, 2019

Response

What is anticipated for Main Street Park?
LUP should require demonstration of parcel legality for any proposed
development requiring a CDP, CDP Exemption, or other entitlement.
Applicants should be required to provide a chain of title to demonstrate
parcel legality for lots not created pursuant to the State Subdivision Map
Act. Refer to similar SMC LUP policies (1.28, 1.29, 1.30, 1.31).

Coastal Act Section 30222 prioritizes use of private lands as (1) agriculture,
(2) coastal-dependent industry, (3) visitor-serving commercial recreation,
and (4) residential. Housing is the lowest priority.
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The 'Coastal Zone Priority Uses' section on Page 2-4 can be clarified, and
Coastal Act Section 30222 can be included under the 'Coastal Act Policies'
section on Page 2-2.
Master Response 2
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ATTACHMENT 2

Commenter/Forum

Date

Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter

Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter
Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter
Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
Foothills); written
letter
Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
Foothills); written
letter
Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
Foothills); written
letter
Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
Foothills); written
letter
Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
Foothills); written
letter

October 29, 2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Comment

Recommend renaming to "Priority Local Coastal Workforce Residential
Overlay" with the following requirements to ensure it will serve the
identified needs: (a) housing must be located on a parcel that includes the
specific priority land use that it supports. (b) subdivision of land to
accommodate this housing should not be permitted. (c) for open field ag or
Page 2-11, Priority
hort business, the housing must be located where least harmful to ag
Residential Overlay
operations and occupy no more than 10% of the parcel or 2 acres,
whichever is smaller. (d) Must be rentals, and must be permanently
restricted to worker eligibility and income. (e) must also comply with other
LCP requirements including avoidance of hazards, ESHA, etc.

This designation is proposed to be named "Workforce Housing Overlay."
Staff agrees with the intent of the comment generally, and can
specifically address this with respect to b (not permitting subdivision for
this use), c (limitations on site use for ag lands), and e (this is required by
other policies). With respect to a and d, there may be some limitations
which staff is researching. Also see Master Response 2.

Recommend adding a new category to the Residential Overlay that would
meet the need for low or moderate income workers employed by new and
Page 2-11, Priority
existing visitor-serving hotels, motels, golf courses, etc. May not be possible
Residential Overlay
to locate on the same parcel, so should consider offsite housing locations
and shuttle services.
Cumulative traffic impacts of residential development in entire Midcoast
area is being studied by SMC. The resulting Comprehensive Transportation
General comment Management Plan is expected to recommend policies to mitigate for new
development's impacts on Hwy 1 and 92. Local Workforce Priority Housing
could be an effective mitigation.

This aligns with the intent of applying the overlay to church properties;
however, it would be contrary to the intent of the overlay for agriculture
properties. Staff will also review San Mateo County LUP priority housing
bank. Also see Master Response 2.

Acknowledge SMC's LCP is incorporated into its General Plan
1/22/2019

Response

Staff agrees and has included policies consistent with the approaches of
the Connect the Coastside plan including lot retirement, lot merging, and
multi-modal improvements. Also see Master Response 2.

Staff will make this change.

Page 2-5

1/22/2019

Page 2-8

1/22/2019

Page 2-9

1/22/2019

Page 2-11,
CommercialGeneral

1/22/2019

Page 2-12,
Agriculture

The referenced State-mandated density bonuses for below market or senior The City's current LCP requires density bonuses as consistent with State
housing may not be applicable in coastal zone
law, as contained in Chapter 18.42 of the Zoning Code. Coastal
Commission guidance is to "harmonize" State density bonus law with the
Coastal Act.
On legend, change "General Plan" to "Local Coastal Program" for HMB and Staff will make these changes.
SMC. Include Urban-Rural Boundary line

Residential uses are "restricted to upper stories along Main Street"-- suggest Staff recommends clarifying this in Policy 2-58 on Page 2-34.
specifying that upper stories should be set back to protect scenic views to
the coastal hills from historic Main Street.
Reconcile "equestrian uses are considered compatible with ag uses"
statement with Ag chapter definition and Ag Errata Sheet.
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Staff will ensure that this statement is consistent with the definition of
"agricultural supplemental uses" in Chapter 4: Agriculture.
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Commenter/Forum

Date

Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter
Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter
Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter
Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter

Page/Policy #
Reference
Page 2-13

Page 2-17

Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter

Policy 2-19

Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter
Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter

October 29, 2019

Should archaeological/cultural resources by included in Historic Resource
Preservation discussion?

Archaeological and paleontological resources are discussed in narrative
and protected in policies of Chapter 8: Cultural Resources.

Suggest using Coastal Act definition of Development here.

The Coastal Act definition of "development" is included on Page 2-2 and
in the LUP Glossary, which was published after receiving this comment.

Suggest deleting, the Housing Element does not trump the LCP

While the Housing Element does not take precedence over the LCP, the
City must still comply with both the Coastal Act and state planning and
housing laws (unless expressly exempt). This policy is designed to ensure
the City can meet all of its state planning obligations.

Complexities and challenges of a TDR program are likely beyond the city's
capacity to successfully implement.

Implementation of the TDR program will occur in more detail in
subsequent updates to the Zoning Code (Implementation Plan) and will
be carefully researched and developed.

Under Witt and Abernathy court decision, contiguous substandard lots
under common ownership are already deemed to be one "legal" parcel.

There are instances in which contiguous, substandard lots under
common ownership have been "separately conveyed" in the past, and
thus constitute separate parcels. A lot merger program would allow the
City to merge these substandard lots to create standard sized lots.

Policy 2-4

Policy 2-18

Policy 2-40

Response

Suggest referencing Policy 2-135 (Development Sequence) in Urban Reserve Policy 2-135 is located in the Agriculture, Urban Reserve and Open Space
section.
Reserve section; the urban reserve description (page 2-13) includes a
reference to sequencing.

Policy 2-2

Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter

Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter
Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter

Comment

CGF would not support a Sphere of Influence change to include the
Staff is okay with removing the reference to the greenhouse uses on the
greenhouse uses along the south side of 92 east of city limits. There may be south side of Highway 92 from Policy 2-40.
logic for including Moonridge and the greenhouse uses on the southeast
end of town but would need further study.
Set back upper stories to protect views from Main Street to the hills.
Staff agrees and can make this clarification.

Policy 2-58
Housing prices should be restricted to ensure actually affordable.

The LUP update provides for housing affordability in numerous ways
including which may be implemented with deed restrictions in some
cases, as well as with housing types that tend to be more affordable, see
Master Response 2 and 3. The City cannot legally mandate that all
housing units be deed restricted affordable.

Add identified Dam Failure Inundation Area to Hazards.

Staff agrees and can make this change.

Page 2-43 and
Policy 2-73

Page 2-61
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Commenter/Forum

Date

Page/Policy #
Reference

Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter

Established
Planned
Developments

Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter

Policy 2-115

Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter
Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter
Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter
Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter
Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter
Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter

Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter

October 29, 2019

Page 2-80,
Substantially
Undeveloped PDs
Page 2-81,
Implementation
Page 2-82,
Nurserymen's
Exchange

Page 2-87,
Surf/Dunes PD

Page 2-89,
Surf/Dunes PD

Page 2-107

Policy 2-128

Comment

Response

Include maps of the established PDs as well, including salient features like
Pac Ridge Areas A and B

The PD diagrams were intended to help the reader understand the draft
Development chapter and PD policies, and will not be brought forward
for the final draft. Also see Master Response 4.

Appreciate acknowledgement of Matteucci Agreement. Suggests that
Pilarcitos Creek Trail could be located within the buffer area along western
lots between residential and ag uses.

Potential alignment for the Pilarcitos Creek Trail is acknowledged in the
Matteucci summary table on Page 2-74, as well as on Page 5-24 to 25,
Figure 5-3, and Policy 5-45 in the Coastal Access and Recreation chapter.
Specific alignment will require further study to avoid habitat impacts and
land use conflicts.

Include recognition that many parcels within the antiquated paper
subdivisions are held in common ownership and were never transferred
separately, therefore are not separate legal parcels per Witt and Abernathy
court decision.
City is obligated to implement the Lot Retirement Program, which is already
funded with millions of dollars from Pacific Ridge and Carnoustie.

Staff can include a reference to the potential need for parcel legality
assessment.

Alto Avenue is not a standard width road and is not fully in City's
jurisdiction.

Policy 2-17 is proposed to establish a citywide lot retirement program.
The City is also currently researching options for implementing the lot
retirement funds provided through the Pacific Ridge settlement in
advance of program establishment.
Staff can indicate the need to coordinate with the County to improve
Alto Avenue. Also see Master Response 4.

Requests that discussion of this PD acknowledges high level of public
Master Response 4
interest for preserving this area for ag and equestrian use. Include reference
to presence of snowy plover at south end of Roosevelt Beach, adjacent to
the PD, as documented by State Parks personnel.
Poor site drainage is often indicative of the presence of wetlands.

Wetland presence would be assessed through the master planning
process required by Policy 2-79.

In table, Coastal Access row: replace span with segment; include Dam
Failure Inundation Area in Hazards.

Staff agrees and can make these changes.

Subsection e: since vehicular access already crosses through the cited
The confirmed habitat areas include the Pilarcitos Creek and the frog
habitat area, protection measures should be implemented immediately or pond. The priority of this PD is to create and preserve a habitat corridor
access should be changed to Hwy 92. Subsection f: change span to segment. between these two areas. As noted in the narrative on Page 2-108, the
relatively low intensity use of the upper portion of the site for the City’s
corporation yard apparently has not diminished the biological
productivity of the site for this species. Staff will change "span" to
"segment" in subsection (f).
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Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter

Policy 2-138

Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter

Policy 2-141

Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter
KC Branscomb, PC
1/22/2019
meeting public
comment
Roy Salume, PC
meeting public
comment
Scott McVicker, PC
meeting public
comment

Judy Taylor, PC
meeting public
comment

David Powell, PC
meeting public
comment

October 29, 2019

1/22/2019

1/22/2019

1/22/2019

1/22/2019

Policy 2-144

Comment

CGF does not believe there are any parcels 50 acres or larger in the Ag, U-R, Staff will review lot sizes and present revisions as applicable. There are at
or OS-R land use designations. Second sentence seems to defeat the
least 4 parcels that conform.
purpose of having a minimum lot size.
Subsection c should include limits on size of temporary events and
Specific event limitations can be clarified in Zoning Code. Staff can clarify
allowable number of events per year. Subsection d should be more specific that research uses are to be connected to the supportive/ancillary uses
as to what kind of research uses would be allowed.
defined in the Agriculture chapter. Staff has been working with various
agricultural property owners and is concerned about being overregulating accessory and ancillary uses; especially if these uses maintain
prime soils and the land in agricultural use while also provided economic
support to the use.
CGF does not support applying the Residential Overlay to the 1-acre parcel
on the SW corner of Frontage and Bev Cunha, unless such housing served
the needs of adjacent farmlands.

Need to live in proximity of work to make the live/work system work.
Priority Residential
Biggest concern is ESHA, view corridors, where would the housing go?
Overlay

General comments

General comments

General comments

General comments

Response

Supports idea of Dolores PD and TDR from North Wavecrest to Dolores. Will
make that land whole and provide a mechanism for development. Visitor
serving is good to move to south end of town, less traffic impacts and more
camping.
Average monthly payment for housing is high and no where to find high
enough paying jobs in town, stuck commuting to be able to afford to live
here. We are a bedroom community. Traffic and housing are concerns,
mass transit won't work. Try to work with what is already here. Page 2-7 top
bullet point is a concern.
Likes the diversity of housing in Chapter 2. Lot retirements and TDR’s are
problematic, money goes into new home, will impact affordability. Look at
ownership and rental housing. Look at equity shares rather than deed
restriction. None of downtown will work because of parking. Planned
Developments with multiple owners is a nightmare and won’t be
developed. Look into categorical exemptions. Need the jobs where housing
already exists.
Lots of discussion of housing but no mention of unsubsidized senior
housing. Chapter 2, page 2-4 indicates that commercial is prioritized over
residential.
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Master Response 2

Master Response 2

Master Response 6

Master Response 2

Master Response 2 and 3

Page 2-4 discusses priority land uses as defined by the Coastal Act. This
narrative can be clarified further. Assisted living is identified as a
community need in Policy 2-31 and as potential land use in Policy 2-101
(Podesta PD).
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Commenter/Forum

Date

Lennie Roberts (CGF),
PC meeting public
comment

1/22/2019

George Muteff, PC
meeting public
comment

1/22/2019

Tom Carey, PC meeting
1/22/2019
public comment

Mike Ferreira, PC
meeting public
comment

John Callan, PC
meeting public
comment

1/22/2019

1/22/2019

Jules Sofer, PC meeting
1/22/2019
public comment

David Beaumont, PC
meeting public
comment

October 29, 2019

1/22/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Comment

Response

Look at Priority uses of California Coastal Act: 1) Agriculture, 2) Coastal
dependent industry, 3) Visitor Serving. To make this plan work with Coastal
Commission approvals need to demonstrate connection of priority housing
to Coastal Act priority uses. Supports of Priority overlay concept,
recommends focusing on local workforce for the residential development.
General comments The unincorporated Midcoast also has more housing than jobs; for their LUP
update, San Mateo County has to study comprehensive transportation plan
and must mitigate. It is possible that priority local workforce housing could
mitigate traffic. Strongly supports maintaining agriculture.

Page 2-4 discusses priority land uses as defined by the Coastal Act. Staff
intends to clarify this narrative further. The Coastal Commission's March
2019 Environmental Justice Policy identifies affordable housing as a
means for maximizing public access and addressing environmental
justice issues in the coastal zone. Policy 2-3 and Policy 3-4 in the draft
LUP update identify affordable housing as a local priority land use in Hald
Moon Bay. Also see Master Response 2.

Anxious to learn more about affordable housing; traffic is a legitimate
General comments concern. The need to reduce traffic but also provide affordable housing
needs to be clarified.
With respect to the Planned Development –Dolores, not in favor, gives too
much power to one developer; likes the existing R1-B2 zoning, could
address the planning issues with an assessment district. With respect to
General comments
down zoning West of Railroad – check city records and what the City
promised landowners. Supports building on substandard lots.

Master Response 2 and 3

These workshops have too much content to involve the community.
Housing Element needs to be consistent with LCP, not the other way
around. Supports agriculture with workforce housing – putting workers in
proximity with where they work. Low vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and
General comments
CEQA considerations are good. Larger employers would be supportive.
Grandview Planned Development not possible because of Bolsa Chica case
law: cannot build a road on wetlands for housing.

While the Housing Element does not take precedence over the LCP, the
City must still comply with both the Coastal Act and state planning and
housing laws (unless expressly exempt). Policy 2-4 is designed to ensure
the City can meet all of its state planning obligations. The Upper
Grandview PD is not being brought forward-- see Master Response 6.

North Wavecrest
PD

Steep density drop and arbitrary limits proposed for North Wavecrest is
Master Response 4
inconsistent with existing LUP. No residential west of Park Avenue wipes out
25 acres of developable land at the end of Redondo. Why commercial at
Wavecrest? Why residential at Redondo?

No mention of boarding houses, they mess up the R-1 neighborhoods
resulting in lots of cars. Ox Mountain is causing a lot of the traffic on 92,
they should close during the daytime hours. With respect to substandard
General comments lots, likes the small houses, just not a fan of using the whole frontage for the
driveway.

Dolores PD

Master Response 4 and 6

State law, Zoning Code regulations, and parking requirements vary for
supportive housing uses depending on the exact type and capacity of
housing proposed. Ox Mountain is located in San Mateo County's
jurisdiction. Staff agree with using single-width driveways for
substandard lots, and have recently worked with a number of applicants
of small-lot infill projects to incorporate this design.

In favor of affordable housing and non-form based housing concepts.
Master Response 6
Dolores PD- encourages looking at existing context with overlay tool instead
of PD tool to achieve housing goals.
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Date

Page/Policy #
Reference

Steve Wilson on behalf
2/13/2019
of Terry and Dino
Andreotti, email

Figure 2-1

Steve Wilson on behalf
2/13/2019
of Terry and Dino
Andreotti, email

Page 2-41

Steve Wilson on behalf
2/13/2019
of Terry and Dino
Andreotti, email

Roy Salume, email

Roy Salume, email

October 29, 2019

2/14/2019

2/14/2019

Page 2-43

Policy 2-13

Policy 2-29

Comment

Response

Land Use Map should depict the R-1 parcels fronting on Kelly Ave.
This may be more of a map scale issue. Staff will clarify the Kelly
(Andreottis’ current parcels and those being acquired from POST) as being residential frontage as feasible.
Residential –Medium Density. Perhaps this is just a problem with the
shading of the map, but there should be no possible interpretation of the R1 lots as being Urban Reserve.
The description of Alsace Lorraine appears inconsistent with Figure 2-3. It is Staff will reconcile Figure 2-3 with the description of the Alsace Lorraine
not clear that the Andreottis’ R-1 lots are within the textual description on 2- neighborhood on Page 2-41 to include the R-1 lots fronting the northern
41. We think they should be (i.e., that Fig. 2-3 is correct) and we want to be side of Kelly Avenue.
sure that the development potential of the R-1 lots is included within the
text of “Additional Development Potential.”
(Established Neighborhoods, Par. 1) Should Alsace Lorraine infill (including
the remaining R-1 along Kelly Ave.) also be mentioned here?

This paragraph can be revised to reference Alsace Lorraine infill.

The intent of the rule appears to favor limited commercial use on the
ground floor, and to restrict it in proportion to residential on street level.
However, a future project similar to the Plum Tree Court development on
Main Street might violate the rule.
A 2-3 story property may not align with the commercial ground floor
limitation in a live-work model. If some commercial use was conducted on
each floor (for example offices, galleries, etc.), that could change the mix of
uses per square foot.
I would suggest keeping the guideline as written for single story projects,
but adding that any multi-story live-work proposal/project be evaluated on
the merits on a case by case basis. The goal would be to maintain a balance
of residential to commercial square footage within each property, and while
promoting the creation of work space close to living space.

The intent of the policy is to make sure that Town Center development,
as well as lower impact, important non-residential uses (even if they are
not specifically Coastal Act priority uses) are provided for. The policy will
be reviewed and revised to better reflect this.

Unfortunately, eucalyptus trees are ubiquitous on the Coastside They were
planted decades ago, are a non-native invasive species, they are a costly
ongoing maintenance problem, and a serious community fire hazard. In my
view, they do not qualify for preservation or heritage tree status. However,
eucalyptus trees have created habitat for wildlife, and they can serve as
windbreaks.
You might add under item “f”, or under a new item “g” in this section the
formulation of a long-term policy goal to gradually eliminate eucalyptus
trees. The replacement process would be triggered on a case by case basis
at the discretion of the City and property owners. Ideally, eucalyptus trees
would be replaced with a native species of tree more appropriate to the
Coastside’s ecosystem.

Eucalyptus trees are not currently protected under the City's Heritage
Tree Ordinance. Chapter 6 of the LUP update recognizes several areas in
the city where eucalyptus provides habitat for sensitive species, and
Policy 7-65 in Chapter 7 recognizes eucalyptus as a high-fuel load species
that should be removed where appropriate and necessary for fuel
modification. Eucalyptus could also be addressed in Policy 2-29.
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Roy Salume, email

Date

2/14/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

North Wavecrest
PD

Roy Salume, email

2/14/2019

Policy 2-132(i)

Roy Salume, email

2/14/2019

Policy 2-132(i)

Roy Salume, email

2/14/2019

Dolores PD

October 29, 2019

Comment

Response

The table on P. 2-117 under Estimated Maximum Development specifically Staff appreciates the support for lower-cost recreational uses in North
mentions “Lower cost recreational uses, including camping and ecotourism Wavecrest.
uses ...”. I think this is an appropriate future use to consider within the
policy, and I commend staff for including it. There is a serious need for
additional lower-cost access for visitors to the Coastside; at present those
opportunities are limited while demand is high. In particular, adequate tent
camping for visitors is lacking in our area. It makes sense to plan for this
kind of development along Wavecrest Road. I look forward to seeing how
the area’s property owners, stakeholders, and the City turn this concept
into a reality.
The text “... (including Young Avenue right-of-way) ...” does not appear to Master Response 4
apply to Wavecrest. It should be removed for the sake of clarity. If there is
another right-of-way in the Wavecrest area that this policy refers to, it has
been mislabeled. What would that be?
There are a few existing structures on Wavecrest Road that exceed the 15’ Master Response 4
limitation by several feet. They are screened from view, and largely invisible
from the view corridor. In the future, these structures may be retrofitted to
add solar panels and other modifications to better align with the area’s
recreational uses. Such changes could increase height, but still come below
that of other newer structures now in the area.
For the sake of clarity, I would suggest that the language governing Height
change to “New structures ...”. Any changes to the height of an existing
structure would continue to follow the prescribed path of design review and
approval through the City.
This change would also apply to Setbacks to read “Generally new structures
shall be ...”. Again, any changes to existing structure setbacks would
continue to follow the prescribed path of design review and approval
through the City.
I fully support the new Dolores PD proposal, along with the proposed
Master Response 6
mechanism of Transfer of Development Rights with respect to privately held
lots to the west. This is a good idea.
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Peter Smith, email

October 29, 2019

Date

2/20/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

General chapter
comments

Comment
As a private resident of the City I applaud the efforts put forth on the LUP
Development chapter. It does a wonderful job in allowing land use
flexibility beyond that offered in zoning to date, and allows a reasonable
balance between articulated community needs for housing, agricultural and
historic town character preservation, traffic circulation , and community
economic need. The willingness to consider and promote the consideration
of more modern options to allow mutual accommodation of downsized and
more affordable living space options for the City’s working community while
paying attention to the factors that make Half Moon Bay special
demonstrates an attractive future vision for all residents.
I also believe that the chapters support of an expanded commercial use of
the southernmost end of the City is a reasonable attempt to address the
difficult circulation issue in minimizing City center traffic by residents living
in and south of Half Moon Bay. I do see a significant impediment to
progress in the supply of infrastructure for such changes. The flexibility
offered by the proposed LUP may be significantly encumbered by the also
dated impact policies imposed by our water and sewer services providers
(for instance water hookups are limited by number independent of the
overall water system impact). I believe that downsized living options could
be treated more with respect to their system impact, with perhaps multiple
units consuming only a single hookup unit. This approach is currently used
for the approval of in law units. Similar policy updating efforts for those
agencies to coordinate with HMB direction and be supportive of City plans
could be helpful. Great job so far!
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Response
Narrative and policies in Chapter 3: Public Works address infrastructure
constraints and opportunities, including establishing affordable housing
as a priority use that could be eligible for priority water connections.
CCWD has indicated to the City that multi-unit projects may be able to
share water connections based on size and amount of water fixtures,
similar to the approach for ADUs.
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EMC, written letter

EMC, written letter

October 29, 2019

Date

2/25/2019

2/25/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Comment

Response

As stated in the Development chapter, the intent for areas designated
Master Response 4
Planned Development “is to allow for appropriately sited and scaled
development including all associated infrastructure while maintaining
community character and protecting the areaʹs environmental attributes,
including scenic resources, environmentally sensitive habitat areas, and
viable farmland” (page 2‐13). “PD provisions require comprehensive
planning and allow flexibility for the sake of protecting coastal and visual
resources, maximizing coastal access, and avoiding hazards” (page 2‐46).
A number of policies in the Development chapter, described in more detail
below, directly conflict with the intent of the master planning process. What
General comments is the point of master planning if fundamental development variables such
as density, development capacity, net acreage, development location, etc.,
("Proscriptive
for the Surf Beach/Dunes Beach site are specified in policy before the
Policies that
Subvert the Master master planning process for the site has been initiated? These policies
Planning Process" subvert the planning process, preclude flexibility, and unduly limit
opportunities to deliver a development program that in all other respects
would be consistent with other LUP policies and the intent of the Coastal
Act. This issue is most represented in Policy 124, which includes
requirements for how the Surf Beach/Dunes Beach site is to be developed
without any consideration of the flexibility, outcomes of site‐specific
technical analyses, and/or sensitive site design approaches that would be
considered as part of the master planning process.

(1 of 2) The definition of land use types and locations should be determined Master Response 4
through the master planning process with an emphasis on priority uses as
defined in the Coastal Act. Policy 2‐124 proscribes that the specific plan
(master plan) for the site “shall incorporate all of the conditions below” as
listed in Policy 2‐124a through Policy 2‐124g. Residential development is
proscribed in 2‐124a(i) and priority uses are proscribed in 2‐124a(ii). This is
General comments before a master planning process has begun to comprehensively plan the
site.
("Proscriptive
Definition of Land Similarly, Policies 2‐124b, 2‐124c, 2‐124e, and 2‐124g prematurely proscribe
conditions that must be met before a master planning process has begun.
Use Types and
Policy 2‐124g proscribes setbacks from roadways for view protection
Locations")
without the benefit of a site specific view corridor analysis that would
identify specific corridors and include corridor protection standards. Policy
2‐124c prematurely mandates the locations of residential development and
visitor‐serving development in advance of a master planning process that
could identify other design options/tradeoffs.
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EMC, written letter

2/25/2019

EMC, written letter

2/25/2019

October 29, 2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Comment

Response

(2 of 2) Contrast Policy 124 with Policy 2‐86. The latter policy states that
Master Response 4
each master plan shall specify residential and non‐residential densities
(emphasis added). Yet Policy 124 mandates the specific development types,
intensities and locations described therein. These policies are internally
inconsistent (emphasis added).
General comments These examples demonstrate that the master planning process is effectively
("Proscriptive
being preempted without consideration of options or tradeoffs regarding
Definition of Land land use types, development intensities or development locations needed
Use Types and
to achieve the many competing goals for the site as expressed in the
Locations")
Development chapter.
The description of land uses and development capacities found on page
2‐86 of the Development chapter differs from the description found in
Policy 2‐124. Neither description is clear in terms of the types, acreage or
development capacity. Since Policy 2‐124 takes precedence, it must be
reworded to eliminate ambiguity.
(1 of 2) A range of policies in the Development chapter proscribe
Master Response 4
development setbacks that are not rooted in site‐specific analyses or master
planning. These policies have significant implications for development
design, intensity, and capacity. Examples include:
General comments -Policy 2‐87d: land within 100 feet of a very high fire severity zone or
("Presumption of habitat with high fuel load shall not be included in the calculation net
developable acreage.
Required
There is no definition in the LUP of “high fuel load”. The Fire Marshall was
Setbacks/Land
contacted about this issue; this term is not based on state law. This setback
Capacity
appears to be based on language found on page 2‐87, which states that a
Reductions")
portion of the site that is encumbered by a “100‐foot setback from the
eucalyptus vegetation along the southern side of the site”. The language
does not appear to be supported by evidence in the record.
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EMC, written letter

October 29, 2019

Date

2/25/2019

2/25/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Comment

Response

(2 of 2) -Policy 2‐87d: land within 300‐feet of a coastal bluff may not be
Master Response 4
included in net developable acreage calculation. Though the boundary of
the Surf Beach/Dunes Beach Planned Development
site is outside the 300‐foot setback, there is no clear basis in the
Development chapter for why 300 feet was selected.
General comments -Policy 124g “generally” (quotes added) requires that structures “shall”
("Presumption of (quote added) be setback 100 feet from Highway 1, the western side of the
site abutting State Parks Beach lands, and 100 feet from both sides of Young
Required
Avenue.
Setbacks/Land
This policy presumes that these apparently arbitrary setback distances are
Capacity
required to conserve views across the site and/or maintain a view corridor
Reductions")
down Young Avenue. Detailed site‐specific visual analysis could conclude
that other options are available that are equally or better suited for
achieving consistency with the visual resources goals of the LUP. Yet such
studies have not yet been undertaken as part of the master planning
process.
(1 of 2) In contrast, a number of policies in other chapters of the LUP specify Master Response 4
that site‐specific analyses are needed to identify development design
parameters and standards. These policies demonstrate that understanding
development constraints is prerequisite to the master planning process. A
number of site‐specific analysis need to be conducted as part of the master
planning process for the Surf Beach/Dunes Beach site for this purpose.
General comments Representative examples include, but are not limited to:
("Presumption of -Policy 7‐14: Require setbacks from blufftops based on the best available
Required
science;
Setbacks/Land
-Policy 7‐16: require site‐specific geologic reports to determine setbacks
Capacity
from coastal bluffs to ensure that structures will not be endangered by
Reductions" cont'd) erosion;
-Policy 7‐17: For development near the beachfront or blufftops, require a
site stability evaluation report using a 100‐year storm performance standard
to establish the expected economic life of the structures and the
appropriate setback from the beach or bluff edge;
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EMC, written letter

EMC, written letter

EMC, written letter

October 29, 2019

Date

2/25/2019

2/25/2019

2/25/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Comment

(2 of 2) -Policy 7‐65: Require that both new development and
redevelopment, including remodeling and additions, adhere to most current
Wildland‐Urban Interface fire code and minimize risks to life and property
from fire hazard through:
General comments
a. Assessing site‐specific characteristics such as topography, slope,
("Presumption of
vegetation type, wind patterns,etc;
Required
-Policy 7‐86: Require geologic reports in areas vulnerable to sea level rise to
Setbacks/Land
include site‐specific evaluation of coastal hazards due to the high projection
Capacity
of sea level rise over the full projected life of any proposed development;
Reductions" cont'd)
and
-Policy 9‐31: Assess visual resources and provide a visual impact evaluation
with any master plan for developed within areas designed Planned
Development.
Policies 2‐79b and 2‐93: These policies require at least five percent of the
PD area to be reserved for “green infrastructure systems” for stormwater
management. Why five percent? There is no basis to this land capacity
General comments constraint described in the Development chapter. This number is being
("Presumption of specified in the absence of any detailed, project‐specific stormwater
planning analyses or design that is required to meet stormwater
Required
management regulations. It is common for stormwater detention and
Development
treatment to occur in underground structures that do not add to land
Performance
demand for stormwater management. The land demand requirements for
Standards")
green infrastructure must be left to the master planning process, not
quantitatively proscribed.

Response
Master Response 4

Staff will review again with the City Engineer and others. 5 percent is a
starting point and it is anticipated that more than 5 percent will be
needed in many cases. Alternately, no minimum needs to be specified
provided that the policy brings forth an appropriate analysis and that
implementation use green infrastructure over grey.

Policy 124g: The height restriction is applied to “public views to the ocean Master Response 4
from the highway”. Narrative on page 2‐88 discusses height and bulk of
development as relates to “broad ocean views across the site from Highway
1…” In the absence of clearer direction, the policy and narrative set
General comments
unrealistic expectations that existing public views will be maintained in their
("Presumption of
entirety. The reality is that the site is designated for development and that
Required
development will affect views. Even a height limit of 15 feet could result in
Development
views being blocked depending where a building is located. In the absence
Performance
of detailed, site specific visual analyses that will be part of the master
Standards")
planning process, it is premature to establish a maximum height limit with
any assumption that doing so will result in maintaining broad public views in
their entirety.
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EMC, written letter

EMC, written letter

October 29, 2019

Date

2/25/2019

2/25/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Comment

Response

(1 of 2) Policy 124 dictates residential development capacity and acreage of Master Response 4
non‐residential priority uses based on an estimated net buildable site area.
Yet, policy 2‐79 requires a Master Plan Site Assessment to determine the
net buildable site area; the policies are inconsistent. The master site plan
General comments
assessment is to be part of a master planning process that has not yet
("Assumptions
begun. While the Surf Beach/Dunes Beach summary table in the
regarding net
Development chapter (p. 2‐86) states that the net buildable area calculation
developable
of 34.5 acres is “estimated”, it is actually being assumed as conclusive
acreage/land
because Policy 124 specifies mandatory limits on development potential
capacity
based on the estimated buildable area calculation. The policy states that
reductions")
the specific plan for the project “…shall incorporate all of the conditions
below…” and “The specific plan shall incorporate all of the following
requirements:”
(2 of 2) The referenced conditions and requirements specify development Master Response 4
type, density, capacity, and location as well as other site specific
development setbacks and regulations. This inappropriately creates
misplaced development capacity limitations. While premature proscribed
setback requirements and land demand requirements described previously
General comments unduly limit the net buildable area available for priority use development,
("Assumptions
other assumptions in the Development chapter do the same. For example,
regarding net
though not embedded in policy as a setback, the presumption on page 2‐87
developable
that a twoacre area in the northwest corner of the site is unbuildable due to
acreage/land
tsunami hazard is premature. It appears to be based on generalized data
capacity
about tsunami hazard along the County coastline. This may be the best
reductions")
available current data, but it is not site specific and must not be assumed as
fact in assessing net developable acreage. Site specific analysis of this
hazard is needed to determine if and to what extent the hazard exists.
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EMC, written letter

Date

2/25/2019

EMC, written letter

2/25/2019

EMC, written letter

2/25/2019

October 29, 2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Comment

Response

(1 of 2) The 1993 LUP identifies a target residential development capacity of Master Response 4
two dwelling units per acre for PDs located outside of the Town Center. This
same language is carried over to the current Development chapter. Yet
development condition (c) on page 152 of the existing LUP allows a
maximum of 150 residential units on the Surf Beach/Dunes Beach site. This
General comments
maximum is conditioned on analysis to be conducted through a specific
("Presumption
plan and accompanying environmental documentation. The Planning
about residential
Commission is given discretion to specify the ultimate number and type of
densities/capacity,
residential units. There appears to be no specific justification in the
non-residential use
Development chapter for now limiting residential development to two units
type capacity and
per acre in the absence of a master planning process and environmental
financial
documentation on which a determination of appropriate residential density
feasibility")
and capacity should be based. Development chapter text (p. 2‐87) states
that buildout for Surf Beach/Dunes Beach is substantially reduced from the
1993 to reflect “realistic carrying capacity of the site…”

(2 of 2) It is assumed the definition of “realistic” is in significant part based Master Response 4
on the premature constraints placed on the site and on development design
as described in the prior sections of this letter. Other factors such as traffic
generation and water availability may play a role. Even so, the limits on
development density and capacity appear arbitrary in the absence of a
General comments master planning and an environmental review process that could provide
("Presumption
the evidence for establishing appropriate density and development
about residential
capacity. The guidance presented in the Development chapter does not
densities/capacity, consider the financial feasibility of development. Substantial constraints are
non-residential use being placed on development options without clear understanding of how
type capacity and they limit the ability to design a project that substantially meets the City’s
financial
many competing expectations for the site. If the City is to achieve its
feasibility")
obligation to meet Coastal Act goals for the site, it must rely on the master
planning process in which these considerations are identified and used to
craft a sound development design approach.

Page 2-86,
Surf/Dunes

Suggested changes for Surf/Dunes site area description: Approximately 48
acres gross; estimated 34.5 acres net acreage to be assessed as part of the
Master Site Planning process.
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ATTACHMENT 2

Commenter/Forum

EMC, written letter

October 29, 2019

Date

2/25/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Policy 2-124a

Comment

Response

(1 of 2) Suggested changes to Policy 2-124a: Surf Beach/Dunes Beach
Master Response 4
Master Plan. Require that a specific plan be prepared for the entire area to
establish a new neighborhood. The specific plan shall
consider incorporate all of the guidance conditions below and conform to
all other policies of the Land Use Plan. The specific plan must show the
locations of infrastructure and structures, and indicate the location,
amount, and type of land uses public and private recreation facilities and
open space. The specific plan will be subject to Environmental Review
pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act and City CEQA
Guidelines. The specific plan shall incorporate all of the following
requirements:
a. Development Type and Estimated Maximum Buildout. Development may
include:
i. Residential uses with the following characteristics:. 49 residential units (17
additional units with affordable housing density bonus); or in-lieu of ten
acres of commercial recreational uses south of Young Avenue, 69 units (24
additional units with affordable housing density bonus). Additional buildout
restrictions apply as follows:
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ATTACHMENT 2

Commenter/Forum

EMC, written letter

EMC, written letter

EMC, written letter

October 29, 2019

Date

2/25/2019

2/25/2019

2/25/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Policy 2-124a

Policy 2-124b

Policy 2-124c

Comment

Response

(2 of 2) 1. Residential units should shall consist of a mix of unit types
Master Response 4
including single-family detached, single-family attached, cottages, or
duplexes to the extent feasible.
2. Maximum and average home sizes established in the specific plan shall
be consistent with the Land Use Plan’s provisions for housing affordability in
Policy 2-91.
3. Accessory dwelling units associated with a primary unit shall not be
counted toward the total buildout.
4. Assisted living and senior housing uses are considered residential uses.
ii. Priority Uses with the following characteristics: A minimum of 10 acres of
agriculture or outdoor visitor-serving recreation with the following
additional provisions:
1. Agriculture. Field agriculture is a principally permitted use for the entire
PD; and/or
2. Lower-cost visitor-serving overnight accommodations. including, but not
limited to such as Up to ten acres of RV and/or tent campgrounds; and
3. Visitor-serving accommodation;
3. 4. Commercial recreation; Up to ten acres of outdoor commercial
recreation including equestrian uses; and
4.5. Ancillary uses. such as Up to 5,000 square feet for a hostel and/or retail
businesses offering recreational goods and supplies related to the primary
use of the site.; and/or
6. Commercial uses deemed to be compatible with existing adjacent uses
and other uses proposed for the site.
Suggested changes for Policy 2-124b: The PD may be developed in up to
Master Response 4
four phases. Phasing shall be identified in a master plan based on use types
and locations, infrastructure requirements, and need to ensure priority
coastal land uses are developed in a timely manner. including up to two
phases for the residential development; and two phases for the lower-cost
visitor-serving overnight accommodations and commercial recreation. The
ancillary commercial uses may be established concurrently or subsequent
to the primary related uses.
Suggested changes for Policy 2-124c: Residential development shall be sited Master Response 4
north of Young Avenue, outside the tsunami inundation area; visitor-serving
commercial, visitor-serving recreation, low-cost overnight accommodation,
and open field agricultural Uuses identified Policy 124 a. may be located
anywhere within the PD provided they are designed to be compatible with
adjacent land uses as demonstrated in a master plan.
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ATTACHMENT 2

Commenter/Forum

EMC, written letter

EMC, written letter

EMC, written letter

October 29, 2019

Date

2/25/2019

2/25/2019

2/25/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Policy 2-124d

Policy 2-124g

Policy 2-124g

Comment

Response

Suggested changes for Policy 2-124d: Require suitable landscaping, fencing, Master Response 4
and other means to ensure that direct pedestrian access to the State Beach
property is controlled and limited from the new development and that an
adequate buffer is provided between the Young Avenue right-of-way and
residential adjacent uses.
(1 of 2) Suggested changes for Policy 2-124g: Specific existing view corridors Master Response 4
from Highway 1 to the ocean to be protected by easements shall be
identified through the master planning process. Structures shall be
clustered, maintained low in at appropriate height, and/or constructed at
low elevations to the maximum extent feasible to maintain the designated
corridors. and specific view corridors shall be established (including the
Young Avenue right-of-way) and protected by easements so as to maintain
views of the ocean from Highway 1. Specific requirements include:
i. Height. Structures shall be of have a maximum height of 15 feet unless an
increase in height that would not obstruct existing public views to the ocean
from the highway that are to be protected by easement, or would facilitate
with clustering of taller structures encouraged outside of protected view
corridors. development so as to result in provide greater view protection;

(2 of 2) ii. Setbacks. Setbacks Generally, structures shall be setback 100 feet Master Response 4
from Highway 1, and the western side of the site abutting State Parks Beach
lands, and/or placement of improvements/structures of lower height along
these site boundaries shall be defined in the master plan to soften views of
new development. and 100 feet from both sides of Young Avenue.
iii. Neighborhood Park. Provide expanded public park use consistent with
standards provided in Policy 2-95. Concurrently with the first phase of
residential development, a neighborhood park available for public use of at
least 1 acre in size shall be provided.
iv. Sweetwood Group Camp Considerations. Noise, lighting, and other visual
and use impacts shall be considered in the specific plan to maintain the
remote and quiet character of the Sweetwood Group Camp southwest of
the PD.
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ATTACHMENT 2

Commenter/Forum

EMC, written letter

EMC, written letter

October 29, 2019

Date

2/25/2019

2/25/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Policy 2-79

Policy 2-82

Comment

Response

Suggested changes to Policy 2-79: Hazards . Preliminary assessment and
Master Response 4
mapping of hazards including but not limited to site contamination, flood,
tsunami (seismic sea wave) runup and storm wave hazard, erosion (blufftop
and banks of watercourses), sedimentation, fire, seismic and geotechnical
conditions such as steep slopes and areas subject to landslide. In the case of
bluff erosion, it must be established that development will not be subject to
risk of loss from bluff erosion for its economic life.
Visual Resources . Designated scenic Site-specific view corridors and view
sheds to be protected by easement and the 160-foot contour if present.

Suggested changes to Policy 2-82: Master plans shall include performance Master Response 4
standards, including setbacks, buffers and other impact thresholds to
protect view corridors identified in specifc plans viewsheds and address
impacts associated with vehicle trip generation, greenhouse gas emissions,
air quality, noise, vibration, lighting, and other appropriate sustainability
measures.
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ATTACHMENT 2

Commenter/Forum

EMC, written letter

EMC, written letter

October 29, 2019

Date

2/25/2019

2/25/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Policy 2-87

Policy 2-91

Comment

Response

Suggested changes to Policy 2-87: Net land area shall be defined for the
Master Response 4
purposes of determining base residential density and non-residential
intensity for the PD master plan shall include only the locations of the
potentially developable portions of a given site. Net land area shall not
include lands subject to the following conditions:
ESHA : Areas designated as sensitive habitat or buffers to sensitive habitat,
including but not limited to, dunes, riparian corridors, coastal terrace prairie
and wetlands;
Accessways : Public streets, including paper streets and other required
public accessways, such as trails whether acquired in fee, easement, or
otherwise;
Watercourses : Any portion of a site within the bounds of any jurisdictional
watercourse or drainage easement and its associated buffers, as well as
jurisdictional wetlands and
buffers that are not otherwise designated ESHA;
Hazards : Areas with steep slopes over 30 percent, within 300-feet of a
subject to hazards from coastal bluff erosion or instability face, adjacent to
a within 100 feet of a Very High Fire Severity zone, or habitat determined to
have a high fuel load, subject to flooding from a 100-year storm event,
subject to inundation from tsunami runup and storm wave hazard, and/or
subject to geologic instability such as landslide;
Visual Resources : Areas above the 160-foot contour; and
Parcels with Development Restrictions : Those parcels whose development
rights have been retired, where development is prohibited by deed
restriction, or are in public or land trust ownership for the purposes of
establishing open space.
Suggested changes to Policy 2-91: New residential development in
Master Response 4
substantially undeveloped PDs should include shall be comprised of lowercost development types with smaller units to the extent feasible. Lower-cost
development types include medium-density small single-family homes,
cottages, attached townhomes, live-work units, duplexes, triplexes, and
garden apartments; and high-density multi-family and mixed-use
development. Generally, single-family homes shall be no more than 2,000
square feet. For PDs with more than 10 residential units, at least 20 percent
of the residential units shall be restricted and made affordable to lower
income households.
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ATTACHMENT 2

Commenter/Forum

EMC, written letter

John Callan, Planning
Commission study
session

William Walter, email

Kerry Burke, PC
meeting public
comment
Kerry Burke, PC
meeting public
comment

October 29, 2019

Date

Page/Policy #
Reference

2/25/2019

Policy 2-94

2/26/2019

North Wavecrest
PD

2/26/2019

Upper Grandview
and Glencree PD

2/26/2019

Policy 2-17

2/26/2019

Policy 2-13

Comment

Response

Suggested changes to Policy 2-94: Most types of development, including but Master Response 4
not limited to residential, mixed-use, and commercial, shall be sited away
from significant hazards and/or incorporate design or other measures to
substantially reduce hazards in areas, including those subject to flooding
from 100-year storm events, within tsunami runup and storm wave
hazardor dam inundation hazard areas, within adjacent to a 100-feet of a
Very High Fire Severity Zone or habitat determined to have a high fuel load,
with steep slopes greater than 30 percent, within 300 feet of subject to
hazards from coastal bluffs erosion or instability, and/or subjec to geologic
instability such as landslide as well as other hazards identified during master
plan site assessment and subsequent environmental review. Appropriate
measures for hazard avoidance including, but not limited to setbacks, and
special construction techniques and materials, site design, etc., shall be
incorporated into the master plan.

Distinction between limiting residential uses off Redondo Beach Road and
commercial uses off of Wavecrest Road is arbitrary.

Master Response 4

Our first concerns are the takings, equal protection and due process
Master Response 6
implications of establishing density limits below existing ownerships, paid
assessments, Measure A Allocations, Sewer Service assessments, parcel
taxes, etc., and the necessity of the City completing a traditional Coastal
Act “takings” analysis of the proposal. The Coastal Commission has
numerous examples of those types of analyses which the City can follow.
With those constitutional concerns noted, we will need to give further
consideration and study to the proposed changes. We anticipate providing
further written comments after further review.
How does this policy reconcile with Policy 2-22 for traffic mitigation? Can't
ask for this twice.

Lot retirement can be considered in an updated nexus study for
development impact fees to ensure no "double counting."

Ag is a priority land use.

Staff agrees and has included this in Policy 2-3, 2-13, and 3-4.
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Commenter/Forum

Date

Page/Policy #
Reference

Mike Ferreira, PC
meeting

2/26/2019

Policy 2-17

Mike Ferreira, PC
meeting

2/26/2019

Upper Grandview
and Glencree PD

Mike Ferreira, PC
meeting

2/26/2019

Dolores PD

Mike Ferreira, PC
meeting

2/26/2019

North Wavecrest
PD

Lennie Roberts, email

Mike Ferreira, PC
meeting

Kerry Burke, PC
meeting

Warren Wolfeld

October 29, 2019

2/28/2019

3/26/2019

3/26/2019

4/20/2019

Upper Grandview
and Glencree,
Dolores PDs

Comment

Response

Lot retirement shouldn't compete with TDR program.

Staff does not believe these two programs will compete with each other.
The lot retirement program would be mandatory, i.e., anytime an
applicant seeks to create a new, developable lot she will be required to
purchase the development rights for another lot (or otherwise ensure
the other lot is never developed). The TDR program provides incentives
(e.g., increased density) for a property owner in a receiving area to
purchase the development rights from a property owner in the donor
area.

More vegetation (willows) at top of Grandview than draft diagram shows.

Master Response 4 and 6

Childcare center is actually in North Wavecrest PD boundaries.

The Dolores PD will not be carried forward (see Master Response 6).
Page 2-117 acknowledges the childcare center within the North
Wavecrest PD boundary.
Why not add other cluster of POST properties into OS-C (west of nurseries)? This was considered, but not all of these parcels are owned by a land
trust organization and an updated wetlands delineation is needed.
Bolsa Chica decision may be applicable depending on location of ESHA and
the type of proposed development.

The Upper Grandview and Glencree PD will not be carried forward (see
Master Response 6). The Bolsa Chica decision interpreted Coastal Act
limitations on development in ESHA/wetlands, and the ESHA/wetlands
protection policies contained in Chapter 6 will apply to development of
these lots on a site-specific, project-by-project basis.

Are we still requiring an agreement of property owners in the specific plan?
Lot retirement-- it has been 15 years since the City agreed to do a lot
retirement program. Would like the correspondence to be sent to the Sierra
General comments Club. Peter Douglas said "1 legal lot for 1 legal lot."

Draft Policy 2-78(c) states that "In the case of any PD where portions are
in separate ownership, approval may be given for development of a
single parcel or group of parcels, provided that the City has approved and
the Coastal Commission has certified a master plan for the entire PD area
as required by the provisions of this section." Policy 2-17(a) requires 1-for1 lot retirement consistent with Coastal Commission direction.

Overview of PD example exercise was a great way to visualize. Lot
retirement on smaller projects-- concerns with having 1 for 1 ratio and
General comments trying to get affordable housing. Competing policies, need to take a close
look, dense areas might not be for lot retirement and go undeveloped.

Draft Policy 2-17 excludes affordable housing from lot retirement
requirements. Transfer of development rights is offered as an incentive
to property owners, whereas lot retirement is a requirement imposed on
any project that creates a new residential lot.

Supporing ADUs-- should require ADU to be included in all new residential Master Response 2 and 3.
construction over 3,000 sqft. Need to support affordable housing on the
coast, the big homes in Pacific Ridge are not doing anything the reduce the
General Comments
pressure on services on the coast or help housing prices for our teachers,
first responders, and lower paid service providers.
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ATTACHMENT 2

Commenter/Forum
Lennie Roberts,
written letter

Date
9/5/2019

Janice Solimeno, email 9/9/2019

Peter Smith, written
letter

Peter Smith, written
letter

October 29, 2019

9/11/2019

9/11/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference
Policy 2-8

Comment

Response

Revise first sentence to read: "Require a coastal development permit for
Policy 2-8 directly references the Coastal Act definition of
any project, including change in the density or intensity of use of land…" to "development." The definition of development is also included on Page 2be consistent with Coastal Act definition of development.
2 and in the LUP Glossary.

I am VERY concerned about the proposed hotel for the entrance to our
historic town at the south end, across from the fire station. 3-stories is
completely out of character for the area, there is an apartment complex
right there with lots of little kids and I’m concerned out of town visitor
South Downtown behavior will be even less considerate than what already happens, there’s
Gateway PD/Policy also a large student program at the theater across the street I’d hate to see
impacted by a large hotel across the street, and finally - the design is ugly. I
2-107
looked at many many of the proposed brand of the hotel current buildings
and it confirms the designs I’ve seen would have an ugly design completely
out of place for out town.

The current LUP allows a 3 story development on this parcel. The hotel
proposal will include visual impacts analysis and architectural design
review. There will also be multiple opportunities for public comment on
this specific development proposal. Staff recommends signing up for the
Hyatt Project Notification List on the City's website to stay informed.

The overlay focus should include but not be limited to agricultural workers The Priority Residential Overlay is intended to be available to a variety of
but be expanded to include all classes of affordable housing from extremely local workforce at varying levels of affordability and is not limited to
low, very low, low, and median income categories (80% AMI and less) as
agricultural support. Also see Master Response 2.
defined in the Federal and State guidelines. The designation should include
a mix of these categories, as it is in the community interest to establish
balanced communities with mutual appreciation for the work being
delivered to the community. Currently the overlay limits the focus on
Priority Residential agricultural support. The availability of affordable housing must be
Overlay
appreciated for the many other community workers as retail, visitor serving,
public utility, and young professional workers who currently make the many
important contributions that make the community the enjoyable place that
it is. Enacting policy to allow housing for this category of residents will also
relieve the troublesome traffic circulation situation that our city endures
and improve to roadway snarl that throttles our visitor serving focus.

Policy 2-41
Annexations

The lands bordering Route 92 east of the city should be considered for
annexation as the development and resulting traffic from these properties
has had a major impact on the flow of traffic on 92. County controlled
development has done a poor job in limiting the impacts of significant
additional retail parking, and Route 92 access points on city traffic patterns.
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The properties bordering Highway 92 east of the city limits were included
in the LUP Planning Area for this reason. Annexation would require
support from City Council and coordination with the San Mateo County
Local Agency Formation Commission to formerly amend the City's
boundaries.
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Commenter/Forum

Carole Black, email

Carole Black, email

Carole Black, email

October 29, 2019

Date

9/12/2019

9/19/2019

9/12/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Stone Pine PW/CC
PD

Stone Pine PW/CC
PD

Stone Pine PW/CC
PD

Comment

Response

My concern is with the sub-section titled "Pilarcitos Creek Trail" and
The exact alignment of the Pilarcitos Creek Trail will be determined
specifically the phrase "A public access easement shall be established." I do through future studies, as discussed further on Page 5-25 of the draft LUP
not understand exactly where along Pilarcitos Creek is being referenced.
update and in the Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan.
However, in the event that this is referencing any of the area along
Pilarcitos Creek that is adjacent to the Cypress Cove townhome
development, I am writing to express extreme opposition to this plan.
There is very little space between the Cypress Cove development (buildings,
patios) and the Creek protected area - not enough for a public walkway or
bike path. In addition, this area is densely wooded, steeply sloped and dark
and the establishment of a public access route would present a safety risk.

1) Pilarcitos creek trail is listed again and here the word "easement" appears
- can you explain what is intended? We have the same concerns as were
stated earlier this week to city council regarding the Bike/Pedestrian plan
proposal. Can a similar adjustment be made in this plan?
2) Comment in the staff report about possibly adding light industrial and
agricultural uses - what is the rationale? The approach in the previous draft
of the plan seemed an appropriate use for the property. Included in the
statement above are significant changes to which we object - if this is being
seriously considered, we request formal community meetings/focused
input opportunities please.

1. The exact alignment of the Pilarcitos Creek Trail will be determined
through future studies, as discussed further on Page 5-25 of the draft LUP
update and in the Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan. 2. Staff is
recommending consideration of additional land uses for the Stone Pine
Conservation Corridor PD that would be low-trip generating and
compatible with the primary intend of creating and preserving a habitat
corridor for the California red-legged frog. Cannabis production would
not be permitted on this site, as the City's ordinance only allows for
nursery starts in existing greenhouses with specific buffer requirements.

We are concerned about zoning changes allowing any new industrial use for
the reasons cited below. Some small agricultural undertaking might possibly
be considered but please no animals and not if it brings more trucks,
equipment, chemicals or noise through or near our quiet residential area;
and importantly, please no cannabis - there are children in the area
regularly! In addition, were such changes to be considered, routing traffic
via Stone Pine Rd. in either direction would be problematic.

I was reminded by my neighbor that allowing one way traffic with ingress
from Rte 92 would create a pass-through potentially for large volumes of
traffic wishing to turn from Rte 92 left on Main St to divert through the
property. It could also thus result in more left turns off of Rte 92 for traffic
coming from over the hill further disrupting the traffic flow on rte92.
Obviously this is not our intent or preference. So, I would modify my
recommendation to strongly prefer continuing the current arrangement of
ingress and egress from Stone Pine Rd. I would still endorse adding the
possibility of right turn only egress onto Rte 92 as noted below.
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Ingress/egress for the Stone Pine Conservation Corridor PD will be
determined through the master planning process. Also see Master
Response 4.
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Commenter/Forum

Carole Black, email

Carole Black, email

SAMCAR email

SAMCAR email

SAMCAR email

SAMCAR email

October 29, 2019

Date

9/12/2019

9/19/2019

9/16/2019

9/16/2019

9/16/2019

9/16/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Comment

Response

I note the addition of a new use "Light Industrial" and question the
rationale. Cypress Cove is fully residential and this plan proposes additional
residential volume for this small area. Neighbors have already questioned
where/how the proposed additional residential units could be
accommodated given the limited potentially available space. The added
Stone Pine/Cypress
industrial use category seems out of place and without apparent siting
Cove PD
location given the residential increase also listed (which also seems
excessive). I request that you remove this added new use and, in addition,
if this is the result of New Policy 2-13, I request that this policy be reworded
to exclude this as an new use in residential areas.

The addition of light industrial as a permitted use in the Stone
Pine/Cypress Cove PD is intended to apply to the vacant Highway 92
fronting parcels. Development of these parcels will be challenging with
access constraints, and will need to be a use with lower trip-generating
rates. Also see Master Response 4.

4) Proposed change in allowed zoning use for our zoning area to add light
industrial - same concerns only heightened and we object to this addition.
This new use is not suited to this quiet residential neighborhood/family area
with limited family-oriented shops/food and other similar establishments.
This is a new addition to the proposed LCLUP and an unanticipated zoning
Stone Pine/Cypress
change - thus we request formal community meetings/focused input
Cove PD
opportunities for this item as well please.
5) Potential added housing - Carole has previously discussed this with you.
We remain concerned about the number of units potentially listed for the
space.

The draft LUP update proposes uses including light industrial, lowintensity mixed use, live-work, or service commercial for the vacant
parcels fronting Highway 92 in the Stone Pine/Cypress Cove PD. No
zoning changes are proposed with this LUP. Also see Master Response 4.

Page 2-2

Page 2-4

Page 2-12

Page 2-18

Section 30240 and 30010: One says ESHAs shall be protected and the other
that government shall not take. The County is dealing with a group of
property owners with the conflict. There are small lots in the city that are
ESHAs and in private ownership. Please clarify how the City will resolve this
conflict.
Coastal Zone Priority Uses: The priority uses are primarily tourist in the City.
That industry requires lots of employees at lower wages. The city should
vigorously assert the right to use all tools available to provide housing for
those workers.
Horticultural Business: Our concern is that property owners have the full
use of their property. Since the drafting and release of the document,
another established nursery has closed. Horticulture is struggling. The
language in the LCP should not be so restrictive that these property owners
are denied a reasonable use of their property.

Master Response 10

Heritage Tree Ordinance: Before European settlers, there was no “town
forest.” There were willows and oaks along the waterways and grasslands
everywhere else. Many of the tress that were planted are reaching the end
of their life expectancy.

Staff agrees and can clarify this, but notes that the planted trees have
provided a range of scenic, biological and hydrologic benefits as stated
on Page 2-18. The City's Heritage Tree Ordinance provides a mechanism
for removing dead and dying trees while preserving the urban canopy
and other environmental benefits of the town forest.
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Master Response 2

The policies of Chapter 4: Agriculture aim to support the continued
economic viability of agriculture and horticulture landowners. Strategies
for doing this include allowances for supplemental uses, expedited
permitting processes, and the Priority Residential Overlay.
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Commenter/Forum

SAMCAR email

SAMCAR email

Date

9/16/2019

9/16/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Policy 2-2

Policy 2-7

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Policy 2-13a

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Policy 2-29b

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Page 2-33

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Page 2-45

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Policy 2-70b

Comment

Response

Complete Policy Compliance: Only allowing flexibility when the LUP
provides for an exception will cause unintended consequences. As we
move forward with trying to address the shortage of housing, SLR,
transportation and other challenges, the LUP needs to support and
encourage innovative ideas, projects and processes. This cannot be overly
stressed.
Master Plan Certification: We had expected that the LCP update would
simplify the process for the PDs. Requiring CCC approval before local
approval will add time and costs to these projects. In addition, we oppose
allowing a state agency to determine what a project will be before the local
community. This update should give clarity and a path to approval to those
property owners. Without it, the City may be in effect rezoning those PDs
as permanent open space.

The draft LUP update aims to address all of these mentioned challenges.
There is flexibility provided in many LUP policies, as well as a process for
LUP amendments and project variances through the Zoning Code as
needed. Staff also notes that Policy 2-2 is carried forward from the
existing LUP.

Non-Residential Growth Management: The Coastside has not developed
local, high-paying jobs. The prioritizing of commercial growth in the Town
Center should not in any way be used to discourage or impede that job
creation in other parts of the city.

Master Response 2

Town Forest: The city’s tree canopy should also be compared to historic, pre- Staff recommends including this in the narrative on Page 2-18 instead of
European settlement to determine what was native.
in this policy. The species list called for in subsection (c) can also achieve
this.
General Policies: The creation of high-paying , local jobs, needs to be a high Master Response 2
priority to reduce traffic, retain sales tax leakage, and improve the common
wealth.
Development Review in Established Neighborhoods: We strongly support
Policy 2-21 calls for establishing a CDP waiver process to achieve this.
expanding the areas where permitting can be simplified and streamlined,
both for the property owners and for staff resources.
Design Standards: A proportionality ordinance for non-conforming lots was Staff understands the history of this. The current code is also challenging
on the books for many years. It was eliminated because it did not have the to implement. Non-conforming lots are clearly challenging to work with
desired result. Why go back?
and the City has learned much from both of these approaches. Staff
believes that it is possible to improve upon the current code.

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Policy 2-91

Provisions for housing affordability: We object to a limitation of 2,000
square feet for single family homes and a requirement that PDs include
multiple types of housing. Developers need the flexibility to create a
project that will make economic sense and fit in with the City. These
requirements at the outset are not in the public interest.

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Policy 2-113

Pacific Ridge ADUs: We support allowing ADUs in Pacific Ridge.

October 29, 2019

Specific Plans for PDs are currently required to be certified by the Coastal
Commission; this is not a new policy. Also see Master Response 4.
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Master Response 3

Staff appreciates this support.
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Date

Page/Policy #
Reference

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Policy 2-133

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Policy 2-135

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Policy 2-139a

SAMCAR email

John Callan letter

John Callan letter

John Callan letter

October 29, 2019

9/16/2019

9/13/2019

9/13/2019

9/13/2019

Policy 2-160

Policy 2-2

Policy 2-7

Policy 2-16

Comment

Response

Dolores Master Plan: A very cursory perusal of the ownership records for
Master Response 6
the PD, there are more than 60 distinct owners. The update calls for 40
residences, 14 more with density bonuses. We understand the desire of the
City to have cohesive plans for these areas. To ignore the rights of the
individual property owners in that pursuit, to require they forgo their rights
in favor of the larger owners or to forgo their rights entirely, is anathema
those who advocate for private property rights. Adoption of this provision
will virtually guarantee that this property will not be developed.
Development Sequence: At what percentage are each classification at now? This will require additional research.
Agricultural Preservation: Ensure continued viability “shall include” the
housing needs of farmworkers.
Horticultural Business Protection: We support horticulture but recognizes it
is an industry that is threatened. The property owner MUST be allowed an
economic return and must be allowed flexibility in their land use.

Staff can make this revision.

This policy seems overly restrictive since all LUPs are in need of updating
and refinement. There could be public projects that are necessary but not
totally compliant and this policy could add years and high costs to public
projects.
This policy puts a large burden on the individual property owner or group of
landowners with property within a PD. Going before the CCC for approval of
a Master Plan is very time consuming and costly. It is unfortunate that a
future certified plan policy would not allow appropriate development
consistent with an approved LCP to proceed without having to obtain
additional CCC approval.
This policy, while well intended, does not provide any assurance that any
specific property could be developed for the proposed use under the LCLUP.
It is difficult as a landowner to pay taxes and insurance on property and not
have a clear understanding of the amount or type of use that will be
allowed under this updated LUP.

This is a current requirement. There are also processes to allow flexibility
through variances or LCP amendments. There are also development
types that are exempt from CDP requirements.
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The policies of Chapter 4: Agriculture aim to support the continued
economic viability of agriculture and horticulture landowners. Strategies
for doing this include allowances for supplemental uses, expedited
permitting processes, and the Priority Residential Overlay.

Specific Plans for PDs are currently required to be certified by CCC. Final
draft will address changes to simplify PDs per CCC comment letter.

The intent of this policy was to advise the public that specific projects
may have lower ultimate densities than the maximum densities allowed
as a result of other mandatory policies in the LCP (such as the limitation
on development in ESHA). Staff will propose clarifying language. Also
note that this policy is brought forward from the 1996 certified LUP
(policy 9-11, as well as "Proposed Development Conditions" provided for
almost all of the individual PD areas).
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Planning Commission
Public Draft Land Use Plan

ATTACHMENT 2

Commenter/Forum

John Callan letter

Date

9/13/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

9/13/2019

Policy 2-23

John Callan letter

9/13/2019

Policy 2-38

John Callan letter

9/13/2019

Page 2-27

John Callan letter

9/13/2019

Page 2-48

John Callan letter

9/13/2019

Policy 2-78

John Callan letter

9/13/2019

Policy 2-87

John Callan letter

9/13/2019

Policy 2-89

October 29, 2019

9/13/2019

Policy 2-91

Response

Would TDRs be allowed to transfer density from PUD to downtown area?
Has the environmental document for the LUP anticipated the potential
additional density in the downtown area?

The intent of Policy 2-18 is for the development rights of PD parcels to be
transferred into the Town Center at a maximum increase in residential
density of 10 residential units per acre. The LUP update does not require
an environmental document under CEQA and the specifics of an
forthcoming TDR program and not yet know. Furthermore, the buildout
analysis of the draft LUP and associated studies have considered a high
level of buildout in the maximum theoretical buildout condition including
density bonuses and other factors within the downtown area.

Does this mean that individual projects may have to fund sewer plant
upgrades or major road improvements?

Policy 2-23 requires individual projects to fund the infrastructure
necessary for their development project. For example, a new
development would have to fund a road extension to the project site if a
City-standard road does not currently provide access to the site.

Our property adjacent to Redondo Beach Road could provide additional,
diverse commercial recreational opportunities to the community and
visitors and would be consistent with this policy.

Master Response 4

Policy 2-18

John Callan letter

John Callan letter

Comment

A vibrant town center is a strong goal for the City, however additional
While encouraging development in the Town Center is an important part
points of interest especially coastal related land uses should be considered. of this plan, Policy 2-3 clarifies the land uses that are considered
priorities by the Coastal Act and by the City.
Please spell out exactly how the two-step application process would work The first step is Policy 2-79, which requires preliminary site plan
for PD properties?
assessment, and the second step is Policy 2-80, which requires site plan
design based on the findings of the site assessment.
Subpart c continues to put an undue burden on individual property owners Master Response 4 and 10
to have prepared a Master Plan for the entire area since the City has yet to
prepare them for the PDs. There are issues of equity for individual
landowners given the differences of specific parcels within any given PD.
The City and this LUP should have a roadmap of how individual landowners
retain use and value for their property in the Master Plan process.
How will ESHA designate properties with a PD be valued? How will
landowners with ESHA designated properties be compensated?
How will any landowner understand the level of development allowed until
the Master Plan is completed? What will the commercial development
intensity be for North Wavecrest?
The Planned Development net land area policy can substantially reduce the
amount of usable area in any PD. The additional requirement for affordable
housing could be unobtainable since there needs to be a reasonable
incentive and return for any private development project.
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Master Response 10
Master Response 4

Policy 2-87 ensures coastal resource protection and hazard avoidance as
mandated by the Coastal Act. Also see Master Response 3.
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Commenter/Forum

John Callan letter

Date

9/13/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference
Policy 2-95

John Callan letter

9/13/2019

Policy 2-132

John Callan letter

9/13/2019

Policy 2-132

KC Branscomb letter

9/12/2019

Policy 2-3

KC Branscomb letter

9/12/2019

Policy 2-8

KC Branscomb letter

9/12/2019

Policy 2-13

KC Branscomb letter

9/12/2019

Policy 2-18

KC Branscomb letter

KC Branscomb letter

KC Branscomb letter

October 29, 2019

9/12/2019

9/12/2019

9/12/2019

Policy 2-19

Policy 2-27

Policy 2-76

Comment

Response

Is there an additional open space for public neighborhood park requirement Policy 2-95 applies to a Planned Development area as a whole. Individual
for commercial recreational projects?
commercial recreational projects in other land use designations are
subject to the development standards for the applicable zoning district.
Will any commercial recreational use be allowed adjacent to Redondo
Beach Road? This policy is short sighted not to provide for visitors to the
beach in this area. What land uses are allowed for properties west of Park
Avenue?
How is the setback requirement from Redondo Beach Road not a taking?
Most lots are approximately 100 feet deep. How will landowners be
compensated for providing the view setback?
Add “grazing operations, horse breeding, and on-farm labor housing
(different than affordable housing) to Priority uses.

Master Response 4

including development of structures required for agriculture inclusive of
horse breeding, livestock grazing operations, and recreational uses within
the Urban Reserve.
Sub para (a) should include “ except for agriculture, Horticulture, or uses
ancillary to agriculture….”

This is addressed in Policy 2-142, Policy 4-7, and Policy 4-15.

Establish a positive incentive (TDR’s for example) for contiguous parcels in
Urban Reserve to be combined to create larger viable parcels to support
agriculture and related uses.

This concept could be applied to supplemental uses and farmworker
housing on farms comprised of contiguous parcels under common
ownership. Staff will further research this concept when reevaluating the
minimum lot size policies for these areas.

Master Response 4 and 10

These specific land uses fall under what is considered "agricultural land
use" as defined in Chapter 4, which is a Coastal Act priority use.

Subsection (a) is intended to address commercial uses, while subsection
(b) addressed other non-residential uses including agricultural uses.
Subsection (b)(i) could clarify that agriculture related uses are also
considered by this policy.
And as a positive incentive for Urban Reserve parcels to voluntarily
Table 9.1 considers the future possibility of Urban Reserve converting to
redesignate as Agriculture or enter Williamson Act contracts where feasible. a residential land use at the future time the existing urban land uses are
Urban Reserve parcels would be provided TDR’s equal to 50% of the current significantly built out, and is not reflective of the density permitted by
the Urban Reserve land use. Other policies in this LUP update support
designated maximum residential density in Table 9.1 of the 1996 LUP.
housing in Urban Reserve, including the Priority Residential Overlay.

Can you really legislate that a property owner should keep their property as Policy 2-27 does not mandate open space; rather, instead, it identifies
“open space” indefinately? Maybe say something about encourage public several land uses that contribute to the heritage and culture of Half
non-profits or public resources to purchase conservation easements or buy Moon Bay and support their continuance.
land to preserve “Heritage” open-space…
Does UR Residential Overlay units adjacent to existing neighborhoods needs These types of uses could be considered as a supplemental use to be
to be included here to allow temporary housing for riding interns or
allowed in the Urban Reserve land use designation through Policy 4-7.
University students taking education programs at the Farm be allowed to
stay there? Could UR housing be included in the meantime?
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Commenter/Forum

KC Branscomb letter

KC Branscomb letter

Date

9/12/2019

9/12/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Policy 2-135

Policy 2-136

KC Branscomb

9/12/2019

Policy 2-138

KC Branscomb letter

9/12/2019

Policy 2-139b

KC Branscomb letter

9/12/2019

Policy 2-141

KC Branscomb letter

9/12/2019

Policy 2-142

KC Branscomb letter

9/12/2019

Policy 2-143

KC Branscomb letter

9/12/2019

Policy 2-144

October 29, 2019

Comment

Response

Doesn’t requiring a Land Use Plan amendment (hasn’t happened in the last There have been numerous Land Use Plan amendments over the past 20
20+ years) for Urban Reserve to be able to apply for PD Designation
years. The City has drafted the LCP to ensure a range of valuable uses for
represent a “taking”? Is that actually legal? (I really don’t know)
all properties. If any property owner wishes to apply to change the land
use designation, the City provides a process for such applications and
considers them on a case-by-case basis.
So does this leave open the door for Urban Reserve owners to accept
Agriculture land use designation and NOT have to make a permanent
conservation covenant or Williamson declaration?

Correct, the Agriculture land use designation is available to landowners
regardless of whether they have a Williamson Act contract or agriculture
conservation easement. Furthermore, in this draft LUP, the Agriculture
designation in applied to any property, and such a redesignation would
be a request from a property owner that the City would support
provided that it conforms to the other LUP policies.

So that makes all my lots but one instantly non-conforming? Is that fair?

Lots that are non-conforming due to lot size are not permitted to
subdivide any further. Otherwise, their existing uses are unaffected.
Provisions for additional development on non-conforming lots are not
intended to preclude expansions consistent with the primary use. Zoning
updates are required to implement this intent.

Can we have some language that encompasses barns, equestrian
operations, grazing operations, and uses associated with?

This policy can be reconciled with Chapter 4 uses and terminology, or
just reference out to Chapter 4, to ensure consistency.

Actually this works pretty well for me. THANK YOU! It would help if in (d)
you could replace “research” with “clinical” – same concept but more
accurate. Clinical encompasses veterinary procedures requiring laboratory
equipment or sterile conditions but does not necessarily produce new
science. Just to be clear.
Can you include “temporary stabling” and “veterinary clinics or
laboratories”
YEAH!!!
Can we identify the 1 acre before the plan is approved? I would also be
happy if for contiguous parcels if the 1 acre could be expanded by the
amount of a fraction of 50 acres the remaining parcels represented if the
owner was willing to do a parcel consolidation (ie. make one 75 acre parcel
for 1.5 acres and 15 units) instead of keeping the parcels separate and
having 1 10 unit acre. Also, Any chance (in case there is no suitable location
that isn’t either a visual, prime soil, ESHA, or other restricted area) that you
could put similar language like in 162 for Horticulture land use designation
that absent an overlay the maximum residential build out is 1 house per 5
acres or something like that? That would go a long way to making me feel
comfortable…. Also, can you clarify if this overlay is STILL available if the
conservation easement or Williamson Act covenant is NOT entered into?

The LUP policies need to generally apply to a wide range of uses. Both
"research" and "clinical" may be appropriate here and staff will review.
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These uses are permitted through Policy 2-141.
Staff appreciates the support for this policy.
The overlay will apply to the Urban Reserve land use whether the parcel
is under a Williamson Act contract or conservation easement or not. Staff
recommends applying the overlay through policy rather than on the map
to allow flexibility for siting to avoid habitat constraints and other coastal
resources, but notes that the Planning Commission and City Council
could consider increasing the amount of acreage the overlay could apply
to.
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ATTACHMENT 2

Commenter/Forum

KC Branscomb letter

KC Branscomb letter

Peter Ingram letter

October 29, 2019

Date

9/12/2019

9/12/2019

9/13/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Page 2-131

Policy 2-141

PD planning
approach (Page 247)

Comment
If it is your intent to force “agriculture or agriculture-related” business
owners in Urban Reserve to accept losing their stated residential
development potential and a “permanent conservation easement or
Williamson Act covenant” is more than just going back on a promise – it’s
really changing the rules on the very community of property owners who, if
history is looked at honestly, made significant sacrifices to try to support
orderly growth in the town. At a minimum I would think you would at least
offer an exchange of TDR credits for reducing the total residential potential
by such a large amount. Please reconsider this and come to a more
meaningful accommodation within the current Urban Reserve Zone if you
plan to make such a drastic downsizing of the potential residential
development value of these properties. Or at least make the Urban Reserve
uses clarifications in 141-144 not contingent on any permanent easement
and allow the Agriculture land use designation and benefits to accrue to the
Urban Reserve Zone (without requiring a change in Zoning or a permanent
covenant of any kind) It should be determined by the business operations
being legitimate ag or ag-related uses.

Response
The permitted uses and benefits introduced in this plan for supporting
agricultural and agricultural operations are not contingent on having a
Williamson Act contract or agriculture conservation easement. The plan
aims to facilitate the types of development that agriculture and agrelated landowners might need to maintain their businesses. The uses
described in Policies 2-141 through 144 are potentially available
throughout the Urban Reserve areas; although a number of especially
small properties in this designation may not be large enough to support
any of these uses.

Allow the uses in 2-141 and facilities in 142 to be given fast track regulatory Expedited permitting is supported by Policy 4-15 which addresses
permission by exempting from CDP’s the permits for barns, visitor serving or exemptions and waivers.
ag-related education facilities, on-farm employee housing, temporary trailer
or mobile home parking and allow us to upgrade or maintain or expand our
existing non-conforming agriculture related uses in scenic corridors or
existing riparian buffer zones without challenge. And allow us the land and
water management practices (including replacing existing ag wells when
needed) we need for these businesses to survive and grow reasonably.

In the absence of the future, required site assessments and planning work, Master Response 4
setting a too low expectation of the maximum homes a PD site may support
seems to run counter to the City’s clearly articulated concerns about the
affordable housing crisis and the many, recent public discussions of very
real needs and potential solutions. We implore the City to instead set some
aspirational goals and a less conservative range for average density per acre
in order to set the stage for a full exploration of development options via
the master planning and entitlement process.
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Commenter/Forum

Peter Ingram letter

Date

9/13/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference
PD planning
approach (Page 247)

Peter Ingram letter

9/13/2019

PD net acreage
(Page 2-49)

Peter Ingram letter

9/13/2019

PD net acreage
(Page 2-49)

Peter Ingram letter

October 29, 2019

9/13/2019

Policy 2-79b

Comment

Response

Each PD is unique. The final Land Use Plan should primarily set a vision that Master Response 4
includes flexibility and incentives for creative problem-solving. Utilize the
Draft Plan’s development review process to validate constraints and test
opportunities. The City has a rigorous review and approval process,
sophisticated community stakeholders, and a talented staff: We look
forward to working with the City in this context.
While the history of approvals is clear and the logic of shifting to a net land Master Response 3 and 4
area approach is sound, the current assumptions supporting proactive
limitations deserve additional analysis and policy consideration. We urge
the City to consider the difficulties of meeting or exceeding 20%
affordability within a low-density setting. Again, absent the studies and
entitlement review process, developers will not know what the real
capacities of site are within the Draft Plan’s framework. Finding the right
cap on density should come out of that future robust and transparent
process.
The specific policies for each substantially undeveloped PD include
Master Response 4
numerous prescriptive requirements. If the Draft Plan is adopted as written,
we believe that the economics of residential development will leave little
room to make meaningful progress on housing affordability in Half Moon
Bay. Prior to publishing the final Draft Plan for adoption, we ask that the
City extend an opportunity to each PD owner to submit detailed comments
on the draft, discreet PD policies and meet with staff to determine if and
how to lessen constraints on future development applications while
maintaining Draft Plan integrity.
Work with PD land owners to ensure that historic access points along state
highways are affirmed and documented in specific policies for each
substantially undeveloped PD. Private property owners with existing used
and unused access points will need the City’s full support in retaining the
rights to reactivate ingress and egress, should future development plans
propose, and the City ultimately determine that such uses meet mobility
goals and are deemed the best circulation options.
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Master Response 4

Comments Responses
Planning Commission
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ATTACHMENT 2

Commenter/Forum

Peter Ingram letter

Peter Ingram letter

Peter Ingram letter

Peter Ingram letter

Date

9/13/2019

9/13/2019

9/13/2019

9/13/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Policy 2-79c

Policy 2-79e

Policy 2-86

Policy 2-86

Comment
Add a provision to the Draft Plan for alternative approaches to create
recreational assets and open spaces that fulfill the intent of the City’s
Parkland Standard. There may be unique development and habitat
restoration solutions that would alleviate the City of the future burden for
operation and maintenance of multiple, new, small parks in the various PD
areas. There may also be locations where conflicts with other Draft Plan
goals and policies exist, and/or environmental impacts (such as traffic
congestion) would be created by a public park.

The existing LUP requires that PDs provide common and public open
space in the amount of at least 20% of the PD gross area. This is carried
forward in the draft LUP update with Policy 2-95, and defines a variety of
common and public open space uses that could qualify. The intent of
Policy 2-79 is to identify site constraints to inform the master planning
and site design process and avoid impacts such as traffic congestion.
Master planning intends to maintain flexibility to allow alternate
approaches to fulfilling these requirements such as those presented in
the comment.

If upland portions of PDs are in the Very High Fire Severity Zone, and 100foot buffer zones are generally required, add provisions in PD policies for
exceptions, such that case-by-case analysis and review is incorporated into
the site planning process. Remove prohibitions tied to specific elevation
contours.
Because we have not yet completed a fully detailed biological constraints
report or assessed the ecological restoration opportunities of the
Nurserymen’s Exchange site, including an estimated development area for
the site seems inappropriate for inclusion in the final adopted Plan HMB.
We understand the value of having included the draft, illustrative map and
the net estimated development area in the formation of the Draft Plan.
However, as is noted on the draft map, additional site assessments and
master planning is required to determine development potential. Therefore
we respectfully request that the map be removed and the estimated net
acres be deleted, or more clearly caveated so that future development
applications can be judged on their merits and applicants are able to
comply with the final Land Use Plan while balancing project economics.

Defensible space is a State law for public safety protection. Policy 7-66
provides the Fire Marshal with the discretion to adjust fuel modification
requirements on a project-by-project basis. Also see Master Response 4.

October 29, 2019

9/13/2019

Master Response 4

If two or more permitted uses are specified in the maximum development Policy 2-86 will need to be revised per Master Response 4.
for individual PDs, add a provision for crediting and converting a single use
with unused density.
Example: Maximum of XX residential units (XX additional units with
affordable housing density bonus); and YY square feet non residential uses
including neighborhood commercial and services; or XX+YY residential units
only (XX+YY additional units with affordable housing density bonus).
See comments on Policy 2-86 and 2-91

Peter Ingram letter

Response

The base residential density for PDs of 2 units per acre is brought forward
from the existing LUP. Policy 2-88 is consistent with the existing policy
and with City Council direction to prioritize development in the Town
Center.

Policy 2-88
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ATTACHMENT 2

Commenter/Forum

Peter Ingram letter

Peter Ingram letter

Patel, written letter

Rob Bartoli/LAFCo
letter

Rob Bartoli/LAFCo
letter

October 29, 2019

Date

9/13/2019

9/13/2019

9/11/2019

9/12/2019

9/12/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Policy 2-91

Policy 2-91

Policy 2-41
Annexations

Policy 2-40

Policy 2-41
Annexations

Comment

Response

According to recent projections, the community will see an increase in the Master Response 3
number of people in a household by at least 15 to 20% over the life of the
Draft Plan. And in talking with affordable housing providers, housing
families is critical to meeting affordability needs. We suggest amending the
language in 2-91 to read, “… Generally the guideline for the size of new
single-family homes is 2,000 square feet, with the option for larger family
homes as a component of a proposed housing mix.”
Our take-away from the City Council’s July 16 housing study session: Half
Master Response 2 and 3
Moon Bay needs more durable tools to get to desired densities for
affordable homes, while leveraging the City’s very limited housing funds.
We recommend consideration of adding to the City’s housing tool kit,
separate from and in addition to the state density bonus and inclusionary
requirements. Planning tools we would like to see considered include
transfer of development rights (TDR) receiver site designation for certain
PDs; some type of a tailored, targeted bonus density; and/or a special
overlay. The intent of such programs would be to allow increased density to
provide additional affordable homes subject to City Council approval.
Requests annexing parcel north of Sam’s to have a more cohesive land use- Staff has had several conversations with Mr. Rosenberg (landowner's
wants to lease to Sam’s for additional parking and coastal access.
representative) and has recommended consideration of the benefits of
annexing this parcel into the City of Half Moon Bay. It is possible that the
same land use outcome could be achieved through existing County
zoning, which is comparable to the City's adjacent C-VS zoning.
Any amendments to the sphere of influence (SOI) of the City of HMB shall Staff appreciates the comment and notes its consistency with Policy 2-40.
conform to Gov. Code Section 56425 and local LAFCo policy. A municipal
service review may be required to support any amendments to a SOI. As
noted in the draft document, Moonridge, the greenhouse uses at the
southeast end of town, and the greenhouses uses abutting the city limits on
the south side of Highway 92 are all currently outside of the LAFCo adopted
SOI for the City.
Any territory proposed to be annexed must be located within the SOI of the
City. An annexation shall comply with Section 56650, et seq., which requires
an application to LAFCo. In addition, changes to the urban-rural boundary
and any associated land use plans or regulations shall be coordinated with
the appropriate County and State agencies.
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Staff can clarify the need for coordination with the appropriate County
and State agencies in Policy 2-41. This can be applicable to city limit
boundary changes as well as special districts and/or agency
consolidations.
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Commenter/Forum

Roy Salume letter

Roy Salume letter

October 29, 2019

Date

9/13/2019

9/13/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Comment

Response

(1 of 2) Depending on what a specific project proposal offers, and its
location with respect to coastal recreational resources, tying C-VS density to
the Residential-Medium Density designation (2.1-16.0 units per acre) may
be too restrictive. At present, there are only 33 acres of C-VS in the City. It
is a priority use (Policy 2-3, p. 2-21), and demand for it is increasing. To
accommodate visitors from outside our area in the future, there is a need
for more. The challenge is to determine what will meet the need, where to
Page 2-12
Commercial -Visitor put it, and how best can it serve. An adjustment in density allows greater
flexibility in location, planning, and approval. To enhance the public’s access
Serving
to a visitor-serving resource, it would be wiser in policy to specify a wider
range using both the Residential Medium & High Density designations (2.125.0 units per acre). For example, a proposed C-VS project consisting of just
a few acres may be surrounded by many acres of recreational space, open
space, and other similar resources.

The Commercial - Visitor Serving land use designation is applied to a
limited number of sites at the south and north ends of the City along the
Highway 1 corridor. These locations are not the focus for residential infill
development and the intent of the visitor-serving designation is to help
the City fulfill its Coastal Act obligations with respect to supporting
visitors. The limited amount of residential development included in the
designation may potentially help a live-work arrangement for the use's
owner or members of its workforce.

(2 of 2) It would be in the public interest to permit a greater density for that
project, thereby increasing the opportunities for access. If the project’s
impacts to neighborhoods and traffic were also negligible, a higher density
to increase access would be advantageous. However, any approved
increased density should also be balanced against the overall size of a C-VS
project proposal. In practice, projects having less acreage might have a
higher approved density, while C-VS proposals with greater acreage could
have a lower approved unit density. Depending on the project’s scale and
Page 2-12
Commercial -Visitor location, this would result in more moderated impacts to traffic and other
resources for larger project proposals. In practice, perhaps a formula
Serving
developed by the Planning Department might serve as a useful comparative
tool for C-VS projects under consideration. A flexibility adjustment to
density policy would also present another advantage. If a C-VS project
proposal covered many acres, a lower density, coupled with clusters of
usage in the design, could act to reduce site impacts and preserve visual
corridors.

The Commercial - Visitor Serving land use designation is applied to a
limited number of sites at the south and north ends of the City along the
Highway 1 corridor. These locations are not the focus for residential infill
development and the intent of the visitor-serving designation is to help
the City fulfill its Coastal Act obligations with respect to supporting
visitors. The limited amount of residential development included in the
designation may potentially help a live-work arrangement for the use's
owner or members of its workforce.
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Roy Salume letter

Roy Salume letter

October 29, 2019

Date

9/13/2019

9/13/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Comment

Response

The stated purpose of the Heritage Tree Ordinance is “... to preserve and
Staff can supplement this paragraph to address native and non-native
protect the City’s town forest...”. I would suggest the addition of language tree species in the context of Half Moon Bay. Policy 2-29 is also
that would include “... enhance and expand the City’s town forest of native consistent with the goals of this comment.
species...”. Trees have a life cycle, the City’s tree population is not static,
and the numbers of trees within the City have fluctuated over time. The
trend shows that overall numbers of native species have declined over the
last hundred years. In their place, invasive non-native species such as Blue
Gum eucalyptus have been planted, often haphazardly. If there are to be
many more native Heritage Trees for future generations to enjoy, it is in the
public interest not only to preserve, but also to encourage planting many
Page 2-18 Heritage
more trees now. In this area, policy would actively promote the planting of
Trees
new trees, while the ordinance might offer property owners
project/approval incentives for doing so. The City’s Ordinance could create
a yearly target for new plantings, an inventory of each new tree planted, a
designation of “Future Heritage Tree” within the inventory, and a periodic
census of these new plantings. Finally, where a small property may not
support the planting of many new trees, a property owner could participate
in a tree-planting program on City owned, open space, or other reserve
lands.

Page 2-120

The reference to Pacific Avenue as a boundary within the North Wavecrest Pacific Avenue is a paper street in the North Wavecrest subdivision. Staff
area is somewhat confusing. There is a Pacific Avenue that intersects
can revise this narrative to clarify its location.
Grandview Avenue to the north, and east of Hwy 1. If this is an unmarked or
unfinished paper street, another boundary line should be used instead.
Please clarify.
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Roy Salume letter

Roy Salume letter

October 29, 2019

Date

9/13/2019

9/13/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

North Wavecrest
PD

North Wavecrest
PD

Comment

Response

Under North Wavecrest Policies, Development Type and Estimated Buildout
(p. 2-122, a., i.), the recommendation is for 10 acres of lower-cost visitorserving accommodations ... including camping. I think this is an outstanding
use for some of the lands in that area, and much needed to augment the
limited opportunities now available for visitor access to the area. I would
suggest that the policy should include the words “low impact” to define
what might be created in the area. This language would encourage new
campsite designs to be as unobtrusive as possible, enhancing the
experience and enjoyment of the natural setting. Such sensitive design
might include features such as raised tent platforms, natural-looking paths,
foot traffic only access, low profile fire rings, and supporting structures
located at the perimeter of the camping area. Low Impact would also refer
to any supporting construction in the area. In my opinion, 15,000 square
feet of permanent construction to support camping in the area seems a
little high. However, if the intention in the future were to include a visitor or
interpretive center of some kind, and offer expanded support services
missing in the area, then the square footage would be justified. In the
absence of a specific proposal, I would suggest that any such construction,
as well as the campsites it would support, be located as far eastward as
practical.

Staff will be deleting Policy 2-132 per Master Response 4, but proposes
to retain the vision for low-impact camping in the narrative for the North
Wavecrest PD. Staff is also proposing to include low-impact camping in
the definition of "resource-dependent use."

There are existing structures accessed from Wavecrest Road that now
Master Response 4
exceed 15 feet in height. Some of these are visibly screened from view. In
the future, they may be modified or repurposed to support future visitorserving activities in the area. Such modifications could also include solar
collectors and rainwater capture, resulting in a possible increase of the
roofline a few feet. These kinds of structural changes would be appropriate,
and align with some of the City’s other policies concerning sustainability.
Any modifications to an existing structure would certainly be subject to the
City’s review and approval process. With that understood, I believe the
intention of this policy is to guide new construction in the North Wavecrest
area. Suggest revising to say NEW structures.
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Roy Salume letter

Date

9/13/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Dolores PD

Steven Weed

9/13/2019

Surf/Dunes PD

William Walter letter

9/12/2019

Upper Grandview

Mo Rosenberg, PC
study session

9/24/2019

Mike Ferreira, PC study
9/24/2019
session

Kerry Burke, PC study
session

October 29, 2019

9/24/2019

Proposed
annexation

Comment

Response

I fully support the proposed Dolores PD, as well as the concept of using it as Master Response 6
a receiver site for TDRs from North Wavecrest (p. 2-128). In my opinion,
encouraging projects at Dolores with an increased density profile makes
sense. Within a well-defined perimeter, limited development in this area
could help meet the demand for a type of housing that is now under
represented in the Coastside’s real estate market. Access to public transit,
Hwy 1, and trail extensions at this location are optimal. It has the potential
to create positive, appropriate development in the southern area of Half
Moon Bay, while producing minimal impacts to traffic. I look forward to
seeing how this proposal develops, and what specific proposals for this area
are presented in future.
Comination of large setbacks, small net acreage, low density, and affordable
housing requirements may make the economic use of the Surf/Dunes
property infeasible. PUD zoning was meant to introduce flexibility into the
design and planning process. Draft LUP arbitrarily down-zones and
mandates development standards. These standards should be arrived at
during the Specific Plan process. Surf/Dunes property is not a public
amenity, it has been designated for development for many years. Request
that the LUP policies for Surf/Dunes remain unchanged from current plan,
except to the extent that certain site conditions (such as the absence of the
Friendly Acrea horse rental facility) should be noted.

The new PD policies attempt to provide a more realistic vision for
development at these sites, given development constraints, such as the
presence of ESHA, the Coastal Act provisions requiring preservation of
public access and viewsheds, etc. The PD designation provides significant
planning flexibility while acknowledging these constraints. Also see
Master Response 4.

Opposes conversion to PD designation in Upper Grandview. See comment
letter for details.
Client is the property owner North of Sam’s Chowder House – San Mateo
County Harbor Commission had planned to locate an office on this
property; however, the plans have changed. The property owner would like
to propose the new plans for this location including offices and a public
parking area for when offices are closed.

Master Response 6
Staff has had several conversations with Mr. Rosenberg and has
recommended consideration of the benefits of annexing this parcel into
the City of Half Moon Bay. It is possible that the same land use outcome
could be achieved through existing County zoning.

Reviewed past points in the Land Use Plan update process involving various Master Response 5
planned developments and how upsetting it was for the community, as well
as City Council; City Council directed that Pacific Ridge and Ocean Colony
PDs (CCC comment should not be subject to the new ADU ordinance. Pacific Ridge has a
complex history (lawsuit, appeals court, new law, settlement agreements,
letter)
and conservation easements) and should not be changed to a residential
zoning district.
Shares concern about the Coastal Commission’s direction with respect to
PDs (CCC comment
the planned developments. The landowners and community members
letter)
deserve information.
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Date

Page/Policy #
Reference

Greg Jamison, PC study
9/24/2019
session

R-2 zoning

Committee for Green
Foothills letter

Parcel Legality

Committee for Green
Foothills letter

Committee for Green
Foothills letter

Committee for Green
Foothills letter

October 29, 2019

10/7/2019

10/7/2019

10/7/2019

10/7/2019

Lot Retirement

TDR

Comment

Response

With respect to R-2 zoned properties, could we consider clustering
development on these sites properties to facilitate development of these
lots.

Staff has reviewed how such development approaches can be supported
and notes that there is a new provision proposed in the draft Land Use
Plan on Page 2-16 for Planned Area Development Permits to achieve
such flexibility.
There are many undeveloped lots within already subdivided areas,
This comment was included in the Committee for Green Foothill’s
associated with “Antiquated Subdivisions” that need to be carefully
comment letter on the draft Development Chapter dated January 22,
addressed including Proof of Parcel Legality, as we have noted previously. 2019. Staff appreciates this concept being brought up again and agrees
Contiguous undeveloped parcels may not be “legal separate parcels” per
that there is a need to include such a policy in the LUP update. Staff is
the Witt and Abernathy court decisions. The LUP Development Chapter
also considering implementing this sooner than the LUP update
should include a specific policy to address Parcel Legality. There may be far certification as a requirement of coastal development permit processing.
fewer “legal parcels” within substantially developed subdivisions as well as
within some of the undeveloped PDs. Assuming entitlements to a certain
number of residential units purely based on the existence of “paper lots”
within PDs or existing neighborhoods will likely result in overestimates.
We have also addressed this in previous comments. The Pacific Ridge
Settlement Agreement (2004 – Coastal Commission, Ailanto & Half Moon
Bay) resulted in significant funds for a Lot Retirement Program Ordinance to
be prepared by Half Moon Bay. What is the status of those funds and what
is the plan for ordinance adoption and implementation? The LCP should
include a policy applicable to future residential subdivisions in order to
mitigate the cumulative effects of new residential development on traffic
and the ability of the public to access the coast per Coastal Commission
findings and subsequently tested in the San Mateo Superior Court.

Staff is aware of the lot retirement funds provided through the Pacific
Ridge settlement agreement and the City is in possession of the line of
credit documents. We are looking forward to working more directly on
the program details for Coastal Commission approval for properly using
these funds. With respect to the LUP update, the draft plan does include
a lot retirement policy. The policy is specifically aligned with the CGF
comment in that it intends to mitigate the cumulative effects of new
residential development on traffic and coastal access. Reference Policy 217 on page 2-23.

We continue to question whether a TDR program is advisable for Half Moon
Bay, as such a program would greatly increase the complexity of record
keeping, would take many years to accomplish its goals, and could well
conflict and/or compete with a Lot Retirement Program.

There have been several discussions about the TDR program policy and
its intent in the public forum, including at the March 26, 2019 Planning
Commission study session. At that session, City staff presented on the
relationship between lot retirement and TDR programs. Staff expects
these two programs to work together and be able to be implemented
concurrently as lot retirement would function as a development
requirement imposed on new subdivisions, and TDR would function as an
incentive that is voluntary for developers.

The LUP should include a policy that requires workforce housing to be
included when approving Land Uses that require a significant number of
lower paid workers, for example: hotels/conference centers/spas, and large
Workforce housing restaurants. Providiing workforce housing could help alleviate significant
adverse traffic impacts, and is also a social justice issue, as workers must
travel long distances from their homes to coastal employment sites.
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The suggestion for required workforce housing is consistent with the
intent of the proposed Priority Housing Overlay but does go further than
what is currently included in the draft LUP update. Staff recommends
that the Planning Commission consider this comment for inclusion in the
final draft LUP update, the next Housing Element, or another General
Plan element.
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Commenter/Forum

Committee for Green
Foothills letter

Committee for Green
Foothills letter

Committee for Green
Foothills letter

Date

10/7/2019

10/7/2019

10/7/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Comment

The State Legislature this year has authored several bills that would impinge
on local government decisions regarding land use, particularly as it relates
to housing. Many of these bills will likely not actually achieve affordable
housing, but may well simply mandate additional market rate housing that
could further exacerbate already strained capacities of the Midcoast area’s
Affordable Housing sewer, water, and highway systems. This trend in the Legislature is likely to
continue. It would be prudent for the City to be cautious about increasing
residential densities, except in cases where the increased density is
specifically restricted as to affordable housing for low and moderate income
people, or where specifically required by state legislation.

ADUs

Nurserymen's
Exchange

We note that ADUs, whether within an existing home or an additional
structure on a property, will in fact result in increased demand for water,
sewer, and highway capacity. The LCP should include analysis and policies
addressing this issue.
We are not sure whether rezoning is necessary, as according to the City’s
Zoning Map, the “Nurserymen’s Exchange” area is a “PUD” already. We
agree that PD for this 37-acre area is appropriate.

We recommend keeping the entire site designated as PD in order to
maintain all conditions of the Court ordered Settlement Agreement.
Committee for Green
Foothills letter

10/7/2019

Pacific Ridge Areas
A and B

Committee for Green
Foothills letter

10/7/2019

Pilarcitos West
Urban Reserve PD

Committee for Green
Foothills letter

Committee for Green
Foothills letter

October 29, 2019

10/7/2019

880 Stone Pine
Road

10/7/2019

North Wavecrest
PD

We support the redesignation of this 145-acre area comprised of important
Class I and II agricultural lands on both sides of Pilarcitos Creek from PD to
Urban Reserve.
We support the redesignation of this 22-acre area, assuming that the City
will be acquiring it for both resource protection and public facilities with a
portion of the site outside the ESHA/riparian buffer area/dam inundation
zone designated as Public Facility (Municipal Corporation Yard).

Response
Staff appreciates this information and we are reviewing recent, as well as
pending, state legislation carefully with respect to the LUP update. For
clarification, the draft LUP update does not propose any density
increases in any land use designation, with the exception of the Priority
Housing Overlay designation. Density bonuses are noted throughout the
LUP update as they are a state requirement and should be considered as
a possibility for buildout assumptions. Potential density bonus units were
included in the buildout assumptions for both the 2040 and maximum
theoretical scenarios.

Staff agrees and has included ADUs in the buildout assumptions for these
reasons (reference Table B-1 at the bottom of page B-3 in Appendix B, as
well as the narrative on page 3-9 of Chapter 3. Public Works).
The existing LCP designates Nurserymen’s Exchange with the Residential
– Low Density land use designation and PUD zoning. Staff agrees that a
PD land use designation is more appropriate for this site, and has
proposed this land use change in the draft LUP update. Re-zoning is not
under consideration.
These areas were recommended to be re-designated as Open Space for
Conservation (a new land use designation proposed in the LUP update)
by the General Plan Advisory Committee some time ago. Staff will follow
up with legal research but is not currently aware of any conflicts
between the Open Space for Conservation land use designation and the
conditions of the settlement agreement for these lands to be protected
as open space for habitat conservation purposes.
Support for re-designation to Urban Reserve is appreciated.

Staff cannot assume who will own this property in the future. Staff has
been in communication with the current property owner to discuss
potential land uses that will not impact the conservation corridor. ESHA
protection and hazard avoidance policies will apply in any case. In staff’s
opinion, other potential land uses would need to be compatible with
adjacent uses (e.g. Spanish Town) and have low trip generation rates;
light industrial and agriculture are two such considerations.

We are curious as to why the POST 80 acres is proposed to be redesignated This parcel has been in active agriculture use, which is not consistent
as Open Space – Reserve rather than Open Space for Conservation.
with the Open Space for Conservation land use designation as currently
envisioned. Staff will confer with POST about the intended future use for
this parcel.
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Commenter/Forum

Date

Committee for Green
Foothills letter

10/7/2019

Committee for Green
Foothills letter

10/7/2019

Committee for Green
Foothills letter

10/7/2019

Committee for Green
Foothills letter

Committee for Green
Foothills letter

Committee for Green
Foothills letter

October 29, 2019

10/7/2019

10/7/2019

10/7/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Comment

We support dropping these PDs however we note that several parcels in
Dolores and Upper
Upper Grandview may be undevelopable due to the presence of wetlands
Grandview/Glencre
and associated buffers; therefore it may be desirable to keep Upper
e PDs
Grandview as a more limited PD area.
This site is vulnerable to tsunami inundation and Sea Level Rise, and should
Casa Mira PD
be so noted if it is redesignated as Residential, perhaps
with a Hazards overlay.
Per comments above, in order to maintain all conditions of the Court
Pacific Ridge PD
Ordered Settlement, the PD should not be changed.
(residential area)

Matteucci PD

We recommend keeping the PD designation as there are several very long
parcels bounded by the western edge that should not be re-subdivided; a
PD would be able to effectively address this.

Response
Support for dropping these PDs is appreciated. Staff notes that the
resource protection policies of the LUP would still apply to development
in Upper Grandview, and does not recommend keeping this area as a
more limited PD.
The policies contained in the Coastal Hazards chapter apply to this site
and essentially function as a “hazards overlay” as the site is within 300
feet of a bluff edge.
Staff is not currently aware of any conflicts between the Residential land
use designation and the conditions of the settlement agreement and will
follow up with the City Attorney’s office to confirm. Also see Master
Response 5.
Staff agrees that land use re-designations should not induce subdivision
potential as noted in the staff report for this study session. To address
this concern, staff presented for the September 24 study session, and
continues to recommend that the Planning Commission consider a new
large-lot rural residential land use designation with a range of minimum
lot sizes.

We do not object to the redesignation, however, we recommend that the
City find a way to maintain the historic Andreotti name here.

Staff welcomes ideas on how to maintain the historic Andreotti name in
this PD, whether it remains as a PD or is re-designated to other land use
categories. Staff is uncertain of the best way to do this, as the PD was
developed with commercial and residential areas with projects that did
not use the historic name, including street names.

This complete PD is fully developed with 64 affordable units. We
support redesignation as Medium Density Residential as long as the
affordability of these units is assured in perpetuity.

The terms of affordability are dependent on the affordable housing
requirements, not on the land use designation. In this case, the
affordable housing developed by MidPen Housing Corporation provides
for 55-year affordability through 2051 for Phase I (36 units) and 55-year
affordability through 2056 for Phase 2 (28 units). This information can be
found in Table 1-30 on page 1-19 of the Housing Element. This
development is considered to be at low risk of conversion due to its long
term and its ownership and management under an affordable housing
developer. Re-designating this development to a residential land use
would not affect this affordable housing requirement.

Andreotti PD

Main Street Park
PD
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Committee for Green
Foothills letter

Committee for Green
Foothills letter

October 29, 2019

Date

10/7/2019

10/7/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Ocean Colony PD

Carter Hill PD

Comment

Response

The CC&Rs for Ocean Colony are an important component of this PD. We do
not recommend rezoning the residential portions because there are
numerous Specific Plans with differentiations to standard zoning standards
(including street widths, parking standards, sidewalks, and no parking at
night), and there is a long and important collection of easements,
infrastructure ownerships, agreements and Settlements that the City would
only complicate by making this unnecessary change. In any event, the
affected homeowners and stakeholders in Ocean Colony should be
consulted regarding possible impacts of redesignating this long-standing PD.

Staff is not proposing re-zoning Ocean Colony. The intent of the
proposed land use change is to address Coastal Commission staff’s
concerns about the challenges of development review in PDs, especially
where the PD has been developed and could be re-designated to reflect
its actual land uses. As mentioned in the staff report, staff recommends
re-designating Ocean Colony into the appropriate residential and
commercial land use designations and either retaining Ocean Colony in
PUD zoning or creating a new zoning district that is specific to Ocean
Colony and is consistent with the CC&Rs. Land use and zoning changes
do not interfere with easements or infrastructure ownerships, and staff is
not aware of any conflicting agreements or settlements. Staff is
continuing to work closely with Coastal Commission staff and Ocean
Colony stakeholders to address these concerns, and welcomes Planning
Commission input. As previously noted above, staff feels that it will be
helpful to Coastal Commission staff to consider the range of input
received on this particular topic. Also see Master Response 5.

This is a very difficult site to develop due to hazards including steep slopes,
and highly flammable dense eucalyptus forest. Additionally, access to this
PD was expected to be from Foothill Boulevard – which is now defunct.
Access through the High School’s roads seems unwise given that the access
rights already granted to others already complicate that route’s capacity. A
Rural Residential zoning may be appropriate, however a PD may make more
sense due to the flexibility that a PD allows. San Mateo County’s Rural
Residential zoning does not allow connections to municipal sewer and
water, other than for Fire Protection.

Staff agrees that this is a challenging site and these constraints have
been stated in the draft Development chapter. A land use change to
Residential – Low Density would not significantly impact the capacity of
Lewis Foster Drive. Additional access drives onto Highway 92 are not
recommended. Carter Hill has a very different context from
unincorporated San Mateo County as it is located within the Urban/Rural
Boundary and has the potential to connect to municipal water and sewer
services. As the comment notes; however, given the many site
constraints, the Planning Commission should consider whether a PD
designation makes more sense for Carter Hill.
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Dawn Dillman, email

Dawn Dillman, email

Bill Balson, written
letter

October 29, 2019

Date

10/7/2019

10/7/2019

10/8/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Changes to Urban
Reserve land use

Changes to Urban
Reserve land use

Ocean Colony PD

Comment

Response

1. Please update the land use language to allow urban reserve areas to host
any event which is related to agri-tourism without added costs for special
permitting on private urban reserve land (except in cases where events
require amplified sound or public alcohol sales).
We recognize that our community embraces the rural beauty which
agriculture and urban reserve land provides, and we are committed to
keeping our land in production for generations to come. The ability to host
more things on the farm will allow us to maintain the farm and increase
community engagement.
The current land use language allows for rodeos, and things which directly
support the sale of produce, however no other events are listed as allowed.
This creates a large gray area which causes confusion for us and for the city.
For example we requested permission to erect temporary shade structures
during harvest season to provide a comfortable space for groups to gather,
participate in educational forums, and enjoy some shelter from the
elements. This request caused confusion at the city level because of the
aforementioned gray area.

These considerations are consistent with City staff’s intent to support
agricultural operations through supplemental uses and expedited
permitting processes, as included in policies of the draft Agriculture
chapter.

Supervisor Horsley has endorsed a program to assist farms in building
housing for our work force, and we hope the city will adopt policies which
will fast track the permitting process for farm housing and utilitarian
structures related to farming (barns, produce processing facilities, farm
kitchens, and educational/meeting spaces).

These considerations are consistent with City staff’s intent to support
agricultural operations through supplemental uses and expedited
permitting processes, as included in policies of the draft Agriculture
chapter.

Ocean Colony is a bit like a Gordian Knot at this late date and changes to its Master Response 5
underlying permitting structure fraught with risk for the public as well as the
property owners. A tangle of 20 subdivision permits exists each with unique
combinations of approved building code specifications spread over five
decades. Superimposed over those permits are the private property rights
of the 565 residential and commercial Association members, any one of
whom has enforcement rights separate and above those of the City and
Coastal Commission. And many of the subdivisions have their own subAssociation CC&Rs. Attempting to untie this knot raises more than a few
troubling questions. Examined objectively, the proposed rezoning of Ocean
Colony is a solution looking for a problem. The existing permitting structure
has served and continues to serve both the public and the Association’s
members well. Altering this time-tested and successful mixture of public,
commercial and residential uses can only produce excess cost and risk with
zero benefit to any involved party.
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Date

Bruce Russell, PC study
10/8/2019
session

John Callan, PC study
session

Kerry Burke, PC study
session

10/8/2019

10/8/2019

Mike Ferreira, PC study
10/8/2019
session

Page/Policy #
Reference

Ocean Colony PD

Comment

Response

Ocean Colony is not like any other Planned Development, many uses within Master Response 5
Ocean Colony, 24 residential subdivisions, hotel, restaurant, office, retail,
colony clubhouse; changing the land use designation begs the question of
zoning amendments; the subdivisions all have different setbacks, height
restrictions and envelopes; none of the existing zoning ordinances will cover
this area; has been functional for 45 years; an example is the development
of Spyglass Court, a development inside Ocean Colony—doesn’t work in R1; suggests that staff time would be better spend on other parts of the LUP.
Has submitted a letter, no response yet; would like to see CCC comment
letter; would like Wavecrest to be allowed per the approved conservancy
plan; family owns about 360 parcels on the Coastside; what is the
Wavecrest Arroyo and what happened to the rest of North Wavecrest?
What does “upper Grandview,” and “Dolores” mean? Keep Redondo Beach
Road as an access point.

Responses to previous comment letters are available in this table, and
the Coastal Commission staff comment letter is available online in the
agenda for the 9/24/19 Planning Commission meeting. The Wavecrest
Arroyo is the riparian corridor feature in the North Wavecrest PD that is
approximately 800 feet north of Redondo Beach Road as measured from
the bluff edge. Upper Grandview and Dolores refer to two new PDs that
were proposed with this LUP update that will not be brought forward.
Also see Master Response 4 and 5.

concerns with integration of General Plan and Local Coastal Plan, need a
legally defensible document and clarify which policies are which; support
removing reserve lands, suggests naming “Rural Coastal” designation could
work; need flexibility for Agricultural uses-- housing, etc.; concern about
General comments North Wavecrest missing parcels; look at Policy 2-78-- it needs to be in
timely manner so landowners have realistic idea of land use and value;
support re-designating Open Space Reserve parcel above Nurseryman’s to
Open Space Conservation-- parcel conforms to the designation.

Staff appreciates the support and suggestion for a consolidated reserve
designation. Staff recommends consideration of re-designating the Open
Space Reserve parcel above Nurserymen's Exchange to Open Space for
Conservation. Policy 2-78 is brought forward from the existing LUP.

North Wavecrest
PD

Planned
Developments

Matteucci Planned Development: 2 units or 2 SFRs plus 2 Accessory
Dwelling Units (ADUs)?; Pacific Ridge – Complicated settlement agreement,
not all completed such as the retirement lot program; Ocean Colony has
narrow streets and prohibition on overnight street parking along with
everything else Bruce Russell mentioned; South Wavecrest – 12 affordable
units part of this?; lot retirement is requirement for traffic mitigation by
Coastal Commission; Understand idea behind exempting affordable housing
but it doesn’t add up.

Matteucci PD – 2 units to the acre; allows a main residence and one
ADU. See Master Response 5 regarding Pacific Ridge and Ocean Colony
PDs. Exempting affordable housing from lot retirement requirements is
consistent with City Council's direction to facilitate affordable housing
projects. Also, most affordable housing development consists of multifamily rental housing and likely does not involve significant subdivision;
thus would not be subject to lot retirement.

3. Public Works

October 29, 2019
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Roy Salume, PC study
session

Lennie Roberts, PC
study session

Date

6/25/2019

7/30/2019

Mike Ferreira, PC study
7/30/2019
session

Lennie Roberts,
written letter

Lennie Roberts,
written letter

October 29, 2019

9/5/2019

9/5/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Comment
Is the Dolores PD included in storm water calculations? excess stormwater
that shows up on the bluffs needs to be addressed in this document.

Stormwater

Response
Detailed stormwater modeling will not be prepared with the Land Use
Plan. The City has a Storm Drain Master Plan and recently adopted a
Green Infrastructure Plan. Another example of on-going efforts on this
topic is the Poplar Gateways Plan, which will address bluff top drainage
and erosion. Policies in draft Chapters 6 (Natural Resources) & 7 (Coastal
Hazards) also address this matter.

General Public
Works comments

Hard to make informed comments as we just received this document;
Staff has met with Ms. Roberts and received a comment letter on
Coastal Act policy 30254 must take precedence. Need ways to reduce
Chapter 3 since the chapter was released. These general comments are
residential buildout; consider both Midcoast and Half Moon Bay buildout; brought up in the follow-up comment letter and are responded to below.
Surprised that CCWD has a 3-day emergency supply, verified? Hetch-Hetchy
will have future shortages.

General Public
Works comments

In the past, a City application for an LCP amendment was sent to Coastal
Commission to change priority for affordable housing, but it was denied. Is
the usage rate used in the model overlapping with the recent drought when
Governor Brown enacted a mandatory 25 percent reduction? In 2005-06
when Devils Slide was closed, a past City Manager worked out a roadway
management system to get over Highway 92 faster; it was an improvement
and should be considered.

Policy 3-1

Policy 3-2

Staff is not aware of this LCP amendment and would like to know more
about it. Water usage rates referenced in Chapter 3 rely on data from
CCWD's Urban Water Management Plan. Staff is also interested in
learning more about the roadway management system during the Devil's
Slide closure, and notes that policies of Chapter 3 and 5 support traffic
calming measures and multi-modal improvements to improve the
circulation system.

The first sentence of this policy refers to "the goals of the Coastal Act." A
Staff can make these clarifications for the final draft.
more precise reference should be "the Chapter 3 requirements of the
Coastal Act." The last phrase of this policy calls for sizing of public
infrastructure "with safety margins so as to be resilient during periods of
high demand or emergency, but not as capacity that would support
additional development." This provision is vague, contradictory, and could
well be used to justify inappropriate oversizing of water and sewer systems
as well as highways in order to accommodate an "emergency." For example,
an assertion could be made that in an emergency it would be necessary to
evacuate all residents at the same time by vehicle, and therefore the
capacity of Highways 92 and 1 would need to accommodate this scenario. It
would be inappropriate to size new or expanded Public Works facilities to
such a degree and funding to accommodate emergency use would be
exorbitant.
The Local Coastal Program, once certified, is part of the General Plan, so
reference to the General Plan is unnecessary. A more appropriate
requirement would be to also require conformity with the Zoning
Regulations.
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General Plan element. Zoning regulations are part of the certified LCP.
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Lennie Roberts,
written letter

Lennie Roberts,
written letter

Date

9/5/2019

9/5/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Policy 3-4

Policy 3-6

Lennie Roberts,
written letter

9/5/2019

Policy 3-7

Lennie Roberts,
written letter

9/5/2019

Policy 3-8

October 29, 2019

Comment

Response

This policy references adequacy of public works capacities to accommodate
growth only to the 2040 "plan horizon." The LCP should also determine
whether planned growth, including growth within the Mid-Coast Urban area
that shares public works facilities with the City, can be accommodated at
Buildout.

Chapter 3 assesses public works infrastructure under both the 2040
buildout and maximum theoretical buildout scenarios. Although each
system presents different supply constraints (limited water connection
allocations, existing heavy traffic congestion, etc.) and opportunities for
improvements (recycled water facilities, I/I management, Town
Boulevard improvements, etc.), it is important to note that the maximum
theoretical buildout is an unlikely scenario that not anticipated to ever
occur. The Midcoast LCP buildout estimates were carefully considered in
these analyses.

This policy references "all new urban development." Urban development is Staff can make these clarifications for the final draft.
not defined. In the Agriculture Chapter, the City is divided into urban or
rural zones. This further confuses what is meant by "urban development."
While some of the suggested system improvements may be simple in-kind
replacement of system components, "improving system capacity to prevent
sewage overflows" would actually be considered growth inducing, therefore
the last phrase is contradictory.

This policy is intended to allow system improvements for infrastructure
serving existing development. Sewage overflows can occur during heavy
rain events and due to outdated infrastructure, and can cause significant
environmental impacts. Increasing pipe sizes to prevent overflows does
not increase capacity in the same way that expanding treatment plant
capacity would. Staff recommends that policy ensure that the City and
associated districts are able to manage sewage conveyance in the most
environmentally way possible. This may require better infrastructure,
including bigger pipes in some locations.

The term "substantially undeveloped" should be further defined.

Staff can make these clarifications for the final draft.
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Commenter/Forum

Lennie Roberts,
written letter

Date

9/5/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Policy 3-9

Lennie Roberts,
written letter

9/5/2019

Policy 3-11

Lennie Roberts,
written letter

9/5/2019

Policy 3-13

Lennie Roberts,
written letter

9/5/2019

October 29, 2019

Policy 3-17

Comment

Response

Subsection (a) of this policy refers to the "carrying capacity of the Planning Staff understands the confusion with the "Planning Area" reference and
Area and public works capacities as a whole." Reference to the Planning
will revise accordingly, and can include a reference to the
Area is misleading and inapplicable as it includes lands outside the City
Comprehensive Transportation Management Plan.
Urban-Rural boundary, and within the designated San Mateo County Rural
Coastal Zone, that are subject to Measure A protections. Measure A does
not allow extension of municipal utilities outside the Urban-Rural Boundary,
with one notable exception. Both the San Mateo County LCP and Measure A
allow extension of both sewer and water services to the Moonridge Farm
Labor housing site. Otherwise the City "Planning Area" lands are also
outside the LAFCo designated sphere of influence for the city. The
appropriate "Planning Area" in this context is the Urban Mid-Coast (that is
also within the LAFCo sphere of influence for HMB). The City and the Urban
Mid-Coast area share SAM sewer and Highways 92 and 1 public works
infrastructure and partly share CCWD municipal supply infrastructure. We
suggest revising this policy to state: "The amount of new or expanded
capacity shall be determined by: (a) estimating the capacity needed to serve
the land use plan for the City and the urban Mid-Coast area at buildout, (b)
considering the availability of related public to establish whether capacity
increases would overburden the existing and probable future capacity of
other public works; (c) considering the availability of public funds; (d)
considering available information from the Comprehensive Transportation
Management Plan required by San Mateo County LCP Policy 2.53 (as
certified by the Coastal Commission), and (e) coordinating with the County
of San Mateo to take into consideration all relevant policies of its certified
Local Coastal Program.

Listed water supply facilities (line 2) include only pumping stations and
water treatment facilities. Other water supply facilities that should be
specified are: expanded pipelines, community groundwater wells and
reclaimed water.
In the title and third line of this policy, suggest adding "storage" before
"capacity."
This policy states "if CCWD obtains a CDP or permit amendment…" This
policy should be revised to reflect that most of the CCWD infrastructure as
well as some potential new sources of water are located within the City. In
these instances, the City would be the permitting agency for a CDP. The City
could therefore require as a condition of approval that CCWD sell
connections according to Policy 3-15. In other instances, the City should
support implementation of this policy, not only through CCWD, but also by
San Mateo County Planning and/or the Coastal Commission.
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This policy was brought forward from the existing LUP. Staff recommends
deleting "(chiefly pumping stations and water treatment facilities)"
rather that include additional specifications at the policy level.
Staff can make this revision.
Staff can make this clarification for the final draft.
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Commenter/Forum

Lennie Roberts,
written letter

Lennie Roberts,
written letter

Lennie Roberts,
written letter

Lennie Roberts,
written letter
Lennie Roberts,
written letter

October 29, 2019

Date

9/5/2019

9/5/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Policy 3-18

Policy 3-19

9/5/2019

Policy 3-22

9/5/2019

Sewer Facilities
policies

9/5/2019

Policy 3-24

Comment

Response

CGF recommends that the title be changed to "New Municipal Wells."
Staff can make these clarifications for the final draft. Policy 3-10 requires
Subsection (c) should also include streams as sensitive habitats that must
monitoring of the water system as a whole.
not be impacted through establishing a safe yield. Subsection (d) should be
revised to require that studies to determine safe yield and pumping
restrictions should be based on a qualified professional with experience in
groundwater management agreed upon by the City and CCWD. In
subsection (2), the suggested term of only one year to determine whether
the preliminary safe yield is inadequate, particularly if the first year happens
to be an unusually high rainfall year. CGF suggests at least a three-year
period for annual monitoring, reporting, and evaluation of the preliminary
safe yield. An additional requirement for new municipal wells should be
annual reports on well production and monitoring to the City.

CGF recommends that the title be changed to "New Private Drinking Water Staff is considering changes to this policy to clarify its provisions. The
Wells" and revised to prohibit new or expanded private drinking water wells intent was to limit the creation of private wells to certain, well-defined
circumstances when municipal water service is not available.
for all uses except agriculture, floriculture, public recreation, commercial
recreation, or habitat restoration. CGF does not support allowing of new
private wells to replace failed wells in the urban areas of the City where
CCWD already has municipal water service available for the reasons stated
in our general comments on the Public Works chapter. (n.b., CGF does not
suggest including coastal dependent uses as eligible for private drinking
water wells since this land use requires a location on, or adjacent to the sea
in order to be able to function at all, and therefore would presumably
depend on sea water in the unlikely event that a coastal dependent land
use is proposed in the City).
This policy supports the establishment of a sustainable reclaimed water
Staff will consider changing this terminology, and will clarify that
supply system. CGF recommends that Policy 3-22 title be changed to
regulatory water quality standards must be met or exceeded.
"Reclaimed Water" and policy revised to specify that reclaimed water must
not only meet or exceed water quality standards for use by local agriculture
and floriculture, but also must be consistent with Coastal Act Policy
30241(e) that requires (in relevant part) that public facility expansions do
not impair agricultural viability through increased assessment costs or
degraded water quality. (n.b.), without additional treatment to remove
residual pathogens, salts, or nutrients, it is highly unlikely that indoor
floriculture will be willing to use reclaimed water.
The titles of Policies 3-32, 3-33, 3-34, and 3-35 are inconsistent ("private
Staff will reconcile these titles and terms for the final draft.
sewer systems" or "septic systems")
This policy should revise the term for "recycled water" to "reclaimed water" Staff will review the terminology.
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Lennie Roberts,
written letter

Lennie Roberts,
written letter

Lennie Roberts,
written letter

Lennie Roberts,
written letter

October 29, 2019

Date

9/5/2019

9/5/2019

9/5/2019

9/5/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Policy 3-27

Policy 3-32

Policy 3-33

Table 3-4, page 314

Comment

Response

The existing SAM plant is located within the mapped Tsunami Inundation
Staff can clarify this policy to include known and potential hazards.
Area as well as the Dam Failure Inundation Area (from failure of Pilarcitos
Dam on upper Pilarcitos Creek) per Figure 7-5 Flood Hazards. Additionally,
sea level rise will increase these vulnerabilities over time as a higher sea
level will also increase flood hazards to development in vulnerable areas.
Coastal Hazards policy 7-105 Critical Facilities requires, among other
measures, to develop strategies for the managed retreat of infrastructure
and public facilities at risk of damage from sea level rise, but not for tsunami
or dame failure risks. Similarly, Policies 6-155 Wastewater System
Protection, 6-156 Wastewater Infrastructure Retrofit, Relocation and
Removal and 6-157 Wastewater Treatment call for measures to address the
hazards of sea level rise, but do not include tsunamie or dam failure
hazards. This policy should be revised to include hazards from already
known Tsunami and Dam Failure vulnerabilities.
Second sentence, suggest rewording to: "Require connection to the
municipal sewer system on any parcel where there is an existing septic
system at the time of failure of existing onsite septic system or when
replacement or addition to the onsite septic system is proposed or
required." This suggested language implements provisions in the San Mateo
County Onsite Wastewater Treatment System (OWTS) Ordinance, adopted
in January 2016 (Section 4.48.040). (n.b.), it is not clear whether the
County's OWTS Ordinance would allow exemptions for non-priority uses;
and if so, under what conditions; this question would need to be
researched.

Staff will research the ability to impose this requirement on existing
septic systems. Policy 3-32 encourages conversion of existing septic
systems to the municipal system, and Policy 3-30 requires municipal
sewer connections for new development within the urban boundary with
exceptions for priority land uses.

Suggest that this section include reference to the requirements of the San
Mateo County Environmental Health Department that has the authority to
review and approve any new septic systems. Policy should include
requirement for review and approval of any proposed development (such
as a deck that may impinge upon an existing OWTS or reserved replacement
area for drain field expansion area) that may affect existing system
components.
Non Residential Maximum Theoretical Buildout Summary and discussion re:
jobs has vastly different figures than Table B-7, page B-8 for non-residential
existing, 2040, and Buildout. These two tables need to be harmonized. The
projected job growth in Table B-7, projects only 17 jobs from 2018 (5,362) to
2040 (5,379). These inconsistencies should be resolved.

Staff will revise to reference the SMC Environmental Health Department.
The requirement for review of such development is captured by Policy 28.
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Staff agrees and had redacted Table B-7 to work on this number. This
table will be updated for the final draft.
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Lennie Roberts,
written letter

Lennie Roberts,
written letter

Lennie Roberts,
written letter

October 29, 2019

Date

9/5/2019

9/5/2019

9/5/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Comment

Housing is not a priority use under the Coastal Act. If the total cumulative
impact of new development allowed by the Land Use Plan, including
residential development, cannot be accommodated by existing or planned
public works, particularly water, sewer, and highway capacities, then the
LCP must include policies addressing potential reduction of new residential
development to mitigate for any significant adverse cumulative impacts on
General comments
public access to the beaches of Half Moon Bay and the Midcoast area.

Page 3-14

Table 3-7

Water Supply and Infrastructure- the first paragraph discusses the CCWD
service area, which includes unincorporated Miramar, El Granada, and Pillar
Point Harbor/Princeton areas in addition to HMB. Yet much of the draft LCP
analysis is based on the entire CCWD service area, including the
unincorporated urban area. Since HMB only has decision-making authority
over lands within the City limits, specific information as to the City's portion
of CCWD's supply and demand is necessary. How many CCWD existing
water service connections are in the unincorporated area? How many of the
2200 connections that were sold in order to finance the Crystal Springs
Pipeline remain? How can the City address the unfortunate escalation of
costs of a water connection in the "gray market" - that was initially $7,000
and is now reportedly at $100,000 per connection? What is the breakdown
as to existing and projected (2040 and Buildout) residential, commercial,
industrial, commercial and public recreation, floriculture, and essential
public service water uses within HMB?

Response
Conversely, the Coastal Act requires conserving infrastructure capacity
for priority uses. Non-priority uses will be limited by the remaining
capacity, and numerous policies in the draft LUP address this concern.
For example, the system of water allocations - priority and non-priority effectively accomplishes the statement in the comment with respect to
reduction in residential development because there are not enough nonpriority connections available at this time for the build-out projections in
the San Mateo County and City portion of the service area. If at any
future time the number of non-priority connections is proposed to be
increased, the capacity to serve priority uses would be evaluated again.

Staff worked closely with CCWD on development of this chapter and
coordinated the information presented carefully with CCWD's Urban
Water Management Plan (UWMP) and the SMC Midcoast LUP. Table 3-5
includes data on the remaining uninstalled water connections in the
CCWD service area. Water demand was calculated using per capita data
consistent with the UWMP. Policy 3-17 encourages CCWD to not sell
connections in advance of development proposals should any new water
connections be created.

This table expresses water demand in both daily per capita demand and
Staff will revise the units to mgd.
million gallons per year. This raises questions as to terminology. The use of
MGY is almost meaningless for most people; a better metric would be Total
Annual Average Daily Water Demand in Million Gallons per Day (MGD).
MGD is also used in the SMC LCP. For example, the SMC LCP Table 2.10
concludes: "Taking into account 9.5% of system losses, the total annual
average water supply capacity needed for the CCWD to serve combined
residential and non-residential buildout is at least 1.36 MGD." And "The
total peak day water supply capacity needed for the CCWD to serve
combined residential and non-residential buildout is 2.44 MGD." It is
important that the two Mid-Coast area documents use consistent
terminology for shared utility systems.
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Lennie Roberts,
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Date

9/5/2019

9/5/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Page 3-15 (private
drinking wells)

Page 3-15 (private
drinking wells)

Comment

Response

CGF notes that in many cases, private well water is NOT potable, or may
The comment points out the need for additional research. However,
simply have unacceptable qualities (smell, staining, etc.) for residential
generally, policies in the draft LUP do not support new wells for noncustomers. This section should include a discussion regarding the
priority uses (especially residential), unless it is for farm labor housing.
inadvisability of allowing private drinking water wells to serve residential
uses in an urban area, where 5,000 - 10,000 square foot lots as well as
setback requirements from adjacent wells, septic systems and/or sewer
lines make such individual wells problematic. During the 1980's, prior to
construction of the Crystal Springs Pipeline, hundreds of private individual
drinking water wells were installed within the CCWD service area. In a
memo to the CCC dated January 26, 1989, District Director Ed Brown and
Planner Diane Landry noted that "over the last few years, about 619 private
wells have been granted permits in the City of HMB and in the
unincorporated urban mid-coast." The memo further notes that while most
of these wells serve single family residences, some serve multi-family
projects (2-148 units) and commercial uses (warehouses, offices). In 1989,
the City passed an Urgency Ordinance requiring new private wells to obtain
a permit from the City. Is this ordinance still in effect? How many private
wells are still in use in the City? What is the expectation as to their long
term viability? Failed wells should be provided for in the LCP.

While some of the terrace aquifers in HMB may have sufficient water for
Staff will review the various policies related to this comment. The general
individual private drinking water wells, there are significant water quality
intent of the draft LUP for private wells aligns with the comment.
problems from local wells, due to the presence of high iron and manganese.
Additionally, it does not make financial sense to allow some properties
within a community water service area to avoid the shared cost of these
essential services, that increase the financial burden to the rest of its
customers. This is especially important for the CCWD since the District also
provides water for fire protection. New or expanded private drinking water
wells should only be allowed for agriculture, public recreation, commercial
recreation, or habitat restoration and only if well production and water
quality standards are met and if long-term reliability of the groundwater
basin is demonstrated by a comprehensive study, including adequate supply
and performance during extended drought periods.
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Lennie Roberts,
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Date

9/5/2019

9/5/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Groundwater
sources

Figure 3-1

Comment
CCWD, in a letter dated August 28, 2018 to the State Department of Water
Resources, requested that the Half Moon Bay Terrace basin remain a low or
very low priority under the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act
Basin Prioritization process. The Department has subsequently reclassified
the HMB Terrace Basin as "very low priority." Nonetheless, there may be
enough groundwater in the HMB Terrace Aquifer or the Pillar Point Marsh
Aquifer, where CCWD has existing wells, to consider a program of
groundwater recharge and management in order to meet the needs of
CCWD customers, if its current allocation from the SFPUC Hetch Hetchy
system is reduced or other sources prove inadequate in the future. CGF
recommends that Policy 3.18 be revised to address New or Increased Public
(Community) Wells. More comprehensive language is needed regarding
Policies 3-18 c and d regarding long term safe yield and pumping restrictions
to ensure that there are no impacts on wetlands, riparian areas, stream flow
in adjacent creek(s), and/or from salt water intrusion. Demonstration of no
adverse impacts to other wells, particularly agricultural and private
recreation must also be required.

Response
The City participated in the analysis of the ground water basin
classification and is aware of its condition. We will review the policies
with engineering advisors to ensure they are consistent with and
protective enough of the basin.

This map should be revised to show CCWD's Urban and Rural service zones, The Johnston House is outside City limits and thus the San Mateo
required to be adopted by SMC LCP Policy 2.31. Within the rural zone, only County's LUP covers this topics.
floriculture and agricultural uses and museum related uses at the Johnston
House historic site are permitted to have new water connections.
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9/5/2019

9/5/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Comment

Response

CGF is particularly concerned about the conclusion in the draft LUP that
"water supply is expected to serve water demand for the 2040 projected
buildout as well as maximum theoretical buildout." This conclusion appears
to rely on overly optimistic assumptions used in the CCWD's 2015 Urban
Water Management Plan (UWMP). These assumptions are likely to change
over time, in light of extended, severe droughts. For example, in December
2018, the State Water Board adopted higher unimpaired flows on the
Tuolumne and other rivers of the Central Sierra that are tributary to the San
Joaquin and Delta. These new instream flow requirements have yet to be
Reliability of Water implemented, but the SFPUC has asserted that implementation would result
Supply (p. 3-20 and in significant water supply shortages during single dry and multiple years.
The PUC forecasted shortages are much greater than those projected in the
21)
2015 UWMP. While droughts have historically been a recurring feature in
California's mediterranean climate, global warming and associated longer
and more severe droughts make long term reliance on Sierra snowpack less
and less reliable. CGF recommends that the Water Supply Assumptions in
the LUP be updated and revised to require the most up-to-date available
information and also provide for revisions to LUP policies to address new
state or other requirements in the future.

Staff will once again refer this to qualified engineering staff. However,
the water supply adequacy considered in the draft LUP was for a very
conservative case of maximum theoretical buildout in collaboration with
CCWD. In the near-term, CCWD will begin preparing their 2020 Urban
Water Management Plan which will bring forward the most current
information and anticipated constraints applicable to new requirements.
This type of assessment should be on-going with monitoring as draft LUP
policy requires.

The discussion of the history of the Crystal Springs Pipeline project states
that the CCWD sold all of the non-priority water connections to fund the
project. It should be noted that the total sold at that time was 2,200
connections, of which approximately 1,300 connections remain as
Water Supply
previously stated. Of the 840 "non-priority" connections, does CCWD have
Allocation (p. 3-17)
any way of tracking the current holders of these gray market connections?
Is there any way to require buy-back of these unused connections at a "fair"
price so they can be re-allocated?

All sold but uninstalled non-priority connections are associated with
specific properties and CCWD retains those records. There is no current
policy or other means to establish buy-back of the connections other
than through the open market.
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Lennie Roberts,
written letter
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9/5/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

9/5/2019

Sanitary Sewer
System (p. 3-24)

Lennie Roberts, email

9/9/2019

General

October 29, 2019

9/11/2019

Response

"Recycled water" is included as a potential new source. A more appropriate Staff can strengthen the language around the need for
term is "reclaimed water" in this context. CGF strongly supports the use of recycled/reclaimed water facilities which is consistent with Planning
reclaimed water for golf courses, landscaping, roadsides, and cemeteries. A Commission direction.
key issue is that reclaimed water must be available to potential customers
at a price that is affordable and must be of sufficient quality for the
intended use. See specific suggested changes to Policy 3-22. Notably, in
New Sources (p. 3- 2005 the voters of HMB overwhelmingly (84% yes vote) supported the
21)
Sewer Authority Midcoastside (SAM) pursuit of reclaimed wastewater. Yet
to date, despite strong support of the voters, reclaimed wastewater has not
been achieved, for a variety of reasons. CGF remains hopeful that within the
next 22 years, reclaimed water will be a part of a more robust and resilient
water supply system.

Lennie Roberts,
written letter

Pete Smith, written
letter

Comment

General (water)

The SAM wastewater treatment plant was intially built as a 2.0 mgd facility If additional information is available it can be added.
in the early 1980's and has been expanded to a 4.0 mgd facility, with other
features added from time to time. The discussion of the system should
include the existing condition and life expectancy of the various WTTP
system components. If major upgrades and/or replacements are going to be
necessary during the next 20 years, an important issue for SAM and this LCP
is whether the existing WTTP should be upgraded/expanded in the existing
location, or whether it should be relocated, inasmuch as it is within the
mapped Tsunami Inundation and Dam Failure Inundation Hazard zones
(page 7-28) and will be increasingly vulnerable to flooding due to sea level
rise increasing these hazards.
"reclaimed water" vs. "recycled water"

Terminology will be review as previously noted.

The plan should recognize, encourage, and approve the use of "grey water"
to minimize the use of regulated water sources. While this policy may be
slow to take hold, the impact of any new developments will minimize the
use of critical water infrastructure resources. Water permit fees could then
be adjusted away from the outdated meter size as dictated be fixture unit
count to a more reasonable water meter by Virgin water fixture count. The
high connection fees may be able to be modified in order to further
encourage smaller dwelling sizes. Such a change will improve the availability
of diminished size residences typical of mobile homes, mini houses, and the
like. This change will encourage conservation, potentially modify new
structure plumbing, and improve CCWDs "infrastructure capacity to serve."

Plan policies encourage use of alternate water sources and will be review
for this particular suggestion. Moving past the existing connection
system is beyond the scope of the LUP, but would not be precluded by
the LUP. Such an effort would involve amending or new permits for
CCWD.
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SAMCAR email

Date

9/16/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference
Page 3-1

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Page 3-3

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Page 3-8

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Page 3-14

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Page 3-17

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Page 3-21

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Page 3-22

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Page 3-23

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Page 3-29

SAMCAR email

October 29, 2019

9/16/2019

Page 3-35

Comment
Tier 3) Non-Priority Uses: Creating jobs is essential to reducing traffic and
improving the quality of life. While the language may prioritize other uses
generally, any project that will hire locals and/or remove daily car trips must
be given priority.
California Coastal Commission Environmental Justice Policy: We appreciate
the irony of the CCC, in 2019, recognizing that “Coastal development should
be inclusive for all who work, live and recreate on California’s coast”, while
ignoring its policies have had a large hand in the creation of many of those
exclusions. Housing for those who work on the coast and jobs for those
who live on the coast are essential and must be supported in the LCP
update.
Town Center: The language calls for increased density in the Town Center.
Again, no proposal will be approved without revising the parking ordinances
and community sentiment.
mid-page: The document only foresees and additional net increase of 674
jobs in the next 21 years? The city, county, chamber of commerce, SAMCAR
and all other stakeholders should make creation of more local, high-paying
jobs for locals a priority.
Water Supply Allocation: The City should work with CCWD to obtain
approval for additional non-priority water connections. Through
conservation and reclamation, the capacity is available but constrained due
to regulations.

New Sources: We strongly supports the development of a water recycling
facility.
Recycled Water: We urge the city, CCWD and SAM to develop a recycled
water master plan ASAP. The delay in developing such a plan and the
current litigation gives impetus to encouraging the city to explore utility
consolidation.
Water Connections; We support the evaluation of water connection
requirements.
Sewer System Performance: We wish to commend the city for its
comprehensive inspection program for I/I detection.
Converting from Gray to Green Infrastructure: We also commend the city
for preparing its first green infrastructure plan. It is unfortunate that it did
not happen in 1989. We also hope that the CCC will not declare bioswales
as protected habitats as it threatened to do when they were proposed
several years ago.
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Response
Master Response 2

Master Response 2

Staff is currently working on such parking changes in the Zoning Code.

This estimate was based on projection data provided by ABAG. The City
is very supportive of local job creation.

The Coastal Commission permit for the El Granada pipeline replacement
restricts the ability to create new water connections until such time that
improvements to the road system are made to achieve an LOS C. The
CCWD would need to lead the CDP or CDP amendment application
process as the water provider and the applicant for the El Granada
pipeline project. The City would be supportive of this as described in
Policy 3-15 and 3-17.
Staff appreciates the support.
Staff agrees and intends to strengthen the language on needs for a
recycled water facility for the final draft.

Staff appreciates the support.
Staff appreciates the support.
Staff appreciates the support and is looking forward to coordinating with
the CCC on implementing the Green Infrastructure Plan as needed.
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SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Page 3-42

KC Branscomb letter

9/12/2019

Policy 3-4

KC Branscomb letter

9/12/2019

Policy 3-6

KC Branscomb letter

9/12/2019

Policy 3-8

KC Branscomb letter

9/12/2019

Policy 3-14

KC Branscomb letter

KC Branscomb letter

October 29, 2019

9/12/2019

9/12/2019

Policy 3-21

Policy 3-35

Comment

Response

Communications: Our local members were severely disadvantaged with the Staff agrees and supports this concept through Policy 3-45.
recent outages. While the individual brokerages might have gotten credit on
their bills, there is no way to compensate for the individual agent’s lost
productivity. Reliable connectivity is essential to the businesses of Half
Moon Bay and the wellbeing of its residents.
Make Agriculture or uses ancillary to agriculture at Tier 1 or 2 use explicitly
including Farm labor housing.
Retain the existing language “except for parcel designated Urban
Reserve”…. From LUP Policy 9-4. Your Policy 3-8 already limits provision of
services to anything except agriculture and recreation…

We will consider if uses ancillary to coastal act priority uses qualify as
Tier 1.
We will review the language to ensure consistency.

“and uses anciliary to agriculture” or include grazing operations and horse
breeding in the definitions.
Include in “affordable housing” Tier 2 on-farm employee housing. (not
required to be available to the public)

Will review definitions with respect to ancillary uses and how they will be
categorized with respect to the tiers.
The definition of affordable housing for Tier uses is for extremely low,
very low, and low income households. If the on-farm employee housing
is within these categories it could potentially qualify.

Either explicitly include field grazing operations OR include them in the
definition of Horticulture.

Definition of agriculture (not horticulture) will be reviewed with respect
to field grazing and for what circumstances it would qualify. Field grazing
associated with horse breeding should qualify because horse breeding is
defined as an agricultural use.

Is in conflict with 32 which allows existing septic systems to be maintained. Staff will review the policy with County Environmental Health and the
There are existing operating septic systems located in riparian corridors that San Mateo County LUP.
should be exempted from Policy 35 or delete the word “existing” from the
first sentence. G. is unacceptable if that is the only source of waste
treatment for an existing home and there are no alternative locations for
the septic field.
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CCWD letter

Date

9/11/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Page 3-21

CCWD letter

9/11/2019

Policy 3-12

CCWD letter

9/11/2019

Page 3-15 and 3-23

CCWD letter

9/11/2019

Page 3-23

October 29, 2019

Comment

Response

The assertion that CCWD’s SFPUC Individual Supply Guarantee is tied to the The suggested language will be considered and as will additional
current Water Supply Agreement and subject to reduction on renegotiation clarification about supply assurance..
of that agreement is incorrect. Below is suggested rewording for the
paragraph that starts on the bottom of Page 3‐21.
Supply Assurance and Conservation. Most of CCWD’s supply comes from
the City and County of San Francisco, with District‐owned local sources
making up the balance. Although CCWD has a perpetual right to draw
approximately 800 million gallons per year from the San Francisco system,
both the San Francisco supply and CCWD’s sources are subject to reduction
during drought or as a result of regulatory action. This makes it important
for CCWD to continue to pursue conservation and development of
additional local water sources. The Land Use Plan policies are specifically
protective of groundwater supplies, seek development of new water supply
sources, require reservation of supply for Coastal Act priority uses should
the need arises, and require managed growth of non‐priority uses.
”Water quality” is undefined and can be subject to interpretation. As
defined with reference to federal and state drinking water regulations, the
quality of the District’s current local and imported water supplies sets a
standard that no new supply could meet. This policy, as written, would
therefore preclude development of new local water supplies, including
groundwater and recycled water. Since the LUP policies encourage
development of these new sources, the language of Policy 3.12 should be
changed. We suggest the following:
Ensure that the quality of new potable water supplies meet or exceed the
drinking water quality standards set by the state and federal governments.

The suggested language will be considered.

CCWD has 10 treated water storage tanks, not 11. (Hazen’s Tank is no
Staff will make this correction.
longer in service)
Under the peak demand section, eliminate the sentence below as it is not Staff will review with CCWD.
correct. (Note that we are able to use our local groundwater sources at
Denniston in the summer. We are also able to obtain water from Pilarcitos
Lake most times of the year.) Eliminate: For example, the local groundwater
sources cannot be used in the summer months. The Pilarcitos Lake
conveyance is also limited.
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Commenter/Forum

Rob Bartoli/LAFCo
letter

Date

9/12/2019

Mike Ferreira, PC study
9/24/2019
session

George Muteff, PC
study session

9/24/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Policy 3-29

KC Branscomb; written
General chapter
11/27/2018
letter
comment

Response

In a 2008 report, San Mateo LAFCo reaffirmed the SOIs for CCWD and GCSD, The LUP does not intend to preclude these types of studies. Annexation
both of which have a consolidation designation. The report also
policies in Chapter 2 will be revised to further address districts and
recommended that a single, regional water and sewer district serve both
consolidation.
the unincorporated and incorporated study area (City of Half Moon Bay and
the urbanized midcoast) that was delineated by the existing urban/rural
boundary. While the report did not recommend one specific course of
action to achieve this consolidation, it did provide a number of potential
options, including consolidation of districts and the creation of regional
service providers.

The Sierra Club would like to except all of the comments made by the
Committee for Green Foothills with one exception, the Sierra Club would
like to define water capacity in terms of permits for 5/8” connections. Also
expressed that the City’s Land Use Plan should use the same units as the
Water
San Mateo County plan with respect to water supply and demand (use
millions of gallons per day [mgd] instead of millions of gallons per year
[MGY].)
Recognized staff for their work, the plan has come a long way since the
2004-2005 years; an outstanding opportunity to encourage affordable
Affordable housing housing. With the high property values, it will be important to address the
incentives
high cost of water and sewer connections to make development of
affordable housing more feasible.

4. Agriculture

October 29, 2019

Comment

(1 of 2) The characterization of the economic viability of agricultural uses of
HMB land “remained substantially unchanged” since 1985 is, in my opinion,
inaccurate and misleading. I am convinced the majority of larger parcels
within the town which had historically provided basic living income as open
field agricultural operations, now rely almost exclusively on a combination
of retail distribution of outside originated produce, visitor-serving
recreation, and distribution operations. This could be confirmed by a
simple survey of irrigated and non-irrigated acre lease rates and/or Cal state
Ag Survey returns for larger rural use properties within Urban Reserve (eg.
Podesta, Fiorina/Santos, Acevedo, Andriotti, Branscomb). With respect to
my own Urban Reserve 74 acres, the loss of economic viability of open field
agriculture was not only recognized back in 1983 when the town
encouraged my predecessor the EW McLellan & Company to remove the
land from the protection of the Williamson Act in anticipation of urban
development within 20 years (it takes 10 years to leave Williamson), it is a
demonstrable fact.
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Staff can change the units to mgd.

This will require additional research. That said, the draft LUP policies
would not preclude this type of price tiering.

Numerous efforts have been made in this draft LUP to address the
specific requests of agricultural land owners. Strategies include:
expanding the definition of agriculture, adding many ancillary uses, and
acknowledging the role of agriculturally compatible uses. Staff will work
this this property owner to review the whole of these policies to ensure
consistency and adequacy to meet the intention of retaining in-town
agricultural viability.
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Date

Page/Policy #
Reference

KC Branscomb; written
General chapter
11/27/2018
letter
comment

Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter
Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter
Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter

Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter

Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter

October 29, 2019

Comment
(2 of 2) The type of struggle I experienced in gaining a use permit for a
related low density non-residential open-field related use in horse breeding,
veterinary services, and equestrian services is testimony to a conflicted set
of interests that leave the larger rural parcels and long time family farm
owners caught in the squeeze. The requirements for biological reporting
and monitoring, fire safety regulations, urban/rural boundary concerns,
limitations on water use and access to available utilities as well as what I
believe is an excessively expensive and time consuming permitting process
heavily depleted my financial resources and have been a challenge to the
sustainability of my fragile business.

Add Class III lands that are capable of growing artichokes and brussel
Page 4-3 and Figure sprouts to prime ag land layer, consistent with SMC LUP.
4-1
Only include agricultural land within city limits.
Table 4-1

Figure 4-1

Page 4-7

Response
Numerous efforts have been made in this draft LUP to address the
specific requests of agricultural land owners. Strategies include:
expanding the definition of agriculture, adding many ancillary uses, and
acknowledging the role of agriculturally compatible uses. Staff will work
this this property owner to review the whole of these policies to ensure
consistency and adequacy to meet the intention of retaining in-town
agricultural viability.

Staff notes that any such lands would already be mapped on Figure 4-1
under the definition of prime agriculture land, and that the Class III
specification goes beyond the Coastal Act's definition of prime
agriculture land.
Staff will revise Table 4-1 to clarify what acreage is included within city
limits and what is included outside city limits but within the planning
area.

Map includes cross-hatched area between Kelly Ave and Pilarcitos Creek
west of Hwy 1 but no cross-hatch on legend. Concurs with Errata Sheet to
include legend category for "No Soil Data" and for the Urban-Rural
Boundary. Cross-reference Urban-Rural boundary line with discussion on
page 4-9.
Definition of Agricultural Land Use should not include horse breeding
operations as commercial equestrian breeding is not included as an
agricultural use under the Williamson Act or Coastal Act. More appropriate
under Compatible Use. Determination of "Compatible Use" could be made
by the Community Development Director or Planning Commission.

The cross hatching in this area is due to parcel lines shown on top of the
"Existing Agriculture" symbology. The narrative on Page 4-9 contains a
reference to the Urban/Rural Boundary line shown on Figure 4-1.

Add definitions of “non-residential development customarily considered
accessory to ag uses” and “uses ancillary to ag” from SMC LUP, relate to
possibility for CDP exemptions/waivers and exemptions from 20% maximum
supplemental use limit.

Staff has provided for ancillary uses in Urban Reserve and Open Space
Reserve land use designations in Policies 2-141, 2-142, and 2-145, and
can make reference to these permitted uses in Chapter 4 as well. Staff
notes that Policy 4-8 does include exemptions for uses that could fall
under the scope of these two definitions from the San Mateo County
LUP, such as barns. Policy 4-15 also supports CDP exemptions and
waivers for agricultural development that would not adversely impact
ESHA. We will consider other appropriate ways to address definitions
and uses consistently throughout the document.

Page 4-7
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Commercial horse breeding was included in the definition of "agricultural
land use" as consistent with the definition of Agricultural Use in San
Mateo County's Williamson Act Regulations and the State Department of
Conservation's Equine Industry Policy as a clarification to the Williamson
Act. The process of determining a qualifying "Compatible Use" could be
clarified in the Implementation Plan.
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Commenter/Forum

Date

Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter
Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter
Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter
Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter
Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter
Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter
Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter
Lennie Roberts
(Committee for Green
1/22/2019
Foothills); written
letter
KC Branscomb, PC
1/22/2019
meeting public
comment

October 29, 2019

Page/Policy #
Reference
Page 4-8

Page 4-10

Policy 4-3

Policy 4-7

Policy 4-9

Policy 4-18 and 419

Policy 4-22

Policy 4-23

Policy 4-9

Comment

Response

Discussion on "expanded employee housing options" should specify that
these options are limited to affordable housing for farm workers and the
proposed Priority Residential Overlay.

The comment is consistent with the intent of the overlay for farmworker
housing.

Forestry narrative should acknowledge that Monterey pine, Monterey
cypress, and eucalyptus are not considered commercial species under the
California State Forest Practices Act.

Staff agrees and can make this change.

From Errata Sheet, "voluntary" is redundant with "at the landowner's
discretion".

Staff agrees and can make this change.

Suggests limiting supplemental uses to 10% of the parcel area, not to
exceed 2 acres. Agri-tourism activities and events like weddings and
conferences should have size, location, and frequency limits.

Staff is reviewing Policy 4-7 in context with this and other comments as
well as for the Priority Housing Overlay designation. Staff will consider,
but is cautious about adding additional zoning controls on ancillary uses
that do not degrade the agricultural use.

Instead of deleting Policy 4-9 (Economic Feasibility Evaluation) per Errata
Sheet, suggests alternative language: "Applicant shall demonstrate that
supplemental uses will not diminish the viability of existing agricultural
uses."
San Mateo County includes this disclosure on all property tax bills for land
within the rural coastal zone that is designated Ag or is adjacent to Ag.
Perhaps similar disclosure could be set up for HMB.

The intent of the 20% parcel size limitation on supplemental uses
achieves the same goal of ensuring that the supplement use(s) will not
diminish the viability of existing agricultural uses.
The City can coordinate with San Mateo County and with the San Mateo
County Association of Realtors to implement these policies.

Disagrees with deleting subsection (a) per Errata Sheet, as such setbacks
help mitigate the size and mass of greenhouse structures and provides a
safety zone. In subsection (j), suggests adding energy derived from methane
gas recovery at the Ox Mountain landfill as an additional acceptable energy
source.
Add the San Mateo County Food Systems Alliance and the Half Moon Bay
Farmer's Market to the list of agencies and organizations.

Staff suggests making the setback language in (a) more general rather
than deleting. Perhaps "Maintain sufficient setbacks from roads and
buffers from non-agricultural land uses.” Specific setback distances
should be established through the Zoning Code. Staff agrees with the
suggested revision to subsection (j).
Staff agrees and can make this change.

Coastal Act Section 30241.5 re: economic feasibility of agricultural
operations-- need a flexible point of view about these supplemental
options.

Staff is proposing to delete Policy 4-9 per the 1/22/19 Errata Sheet.
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Commenter/Forum

Roy Salume, PC
meeting public
comment

Date

1/22/2019

Steve Wilson on behalf
2/13/2019
of Terry and Dino
Andreotti, email

Steve Wilson on behalf
2/13/2019
of Terry and Dino
Andreotti, email

October 29, 2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Page 4-10, Climate
change section

Policy 4-3

Figure 4-1

Comment

Response

Climate change impacts may be more immediate, causing impacts to food
supply. Growing locally and farm-to-table may be a necessity. Consider
rapid agricultural production.

Staff agrees with these concepts and notes that the Agriculture chapter
does support local food production and considers potential impacts due
to sea level rise and climate change. Food security may also be discussed
further in a General Plan element (such as an optional Healthy
Communities element) as it is not directly related to implementing the
Coastal Act or guiding coastal development review.

As a policy matter, and for avoidance of possible confusion in the future, full
dignity must be given to the provisions of the agriculture conservation
easement (ACE) about to be recorded. As we see it, this Element should
harmonize the highly particular provisions of our ACE (and in the future
potentially others created within city limits) with the city’s planning
objectives. In practical terms, we think the policy should be that when the
city reviews and “approves” an ACE, its provisions should be respected to
the maximum possible extent. The Andreottis’ ACE is, after all, highly
particular, supportive of city policies and zoning criteria, and General Plan
policies and goals should be harmonized with provisions of any ACE in
existence when the Plan is adopted. Put another way, as a simple matter of
fair play, the city should write this element in a way that the city can’t move
the goal posts. I believe you have already heard Terry Andreotti address
this issue. POST and the Andreottis know how to farm. The city doesn’t.

Staff agrees and notes that draft Policy 4-3 supports agricultural
easements without regulating the provisions of such easements. In
addition, Chapter 4 as a whole supports the continued viability of
agricultural operations such as the Andreotti Farm.

For avoidance of doubt, It should be made clear that the Andreottis’ R-1
zoned lots along Kelly are not classified as “prime soil.” Additionally, that
distinction should be made for the part of the Hwy. 1 parcel upon which
further development of Visitor-Serving Uses. If that classification is for some
reason legally unavoidable, something needs to be added to this Chapter to
subordinate restrictions possibly implicit in that classification to other
zoning and General Plan provisions, as well as permissible uses contained in
a recorded ACE.

The R-1 zoned lots along Kelly are shown as "Urban/Built Up" on Figure 41. This figure is based on the Coastal Act's definition of prime agriculture
land and NRCS data. This chapter does allow agricultural, agricultural
compatible, and agricultural supplemental uses to occur in areas of
prime and non-prime agricultural soils. Conversion of prime and nonprime agricultural land to a non-agricultural land use are regulated by
Policy 4-11 and 4-12. Permitted uses in a recorded ACE should be
consistent with the underlying land use and zoning.
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EMC, written letter

Date

3/20/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Per the proposed LUP, the Surf Beach/Dunes Beach site is identified as
containing soils classified as prime. Yet the site is designated for
development with urban uses as specified in Policy 2‐124. It is also
designated for urban development in the existing LUP. Policy 4‐2, Town
Center Boundary in the proposed LUP, which specifies the City’s support for
preserving prime agricultural lands anywhere outside the Town Center, is
contrary to Policy 2-124. It is worth noting that the California Department of
Conservation Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program does not classify
General comments
the site as Prime Farmland or Farmland of Statewide Importance.

EMC, written letter

3/20/2019

Policy 4-2

Pete Smith, written
letter

9/11/2019

Page 4-3

Pete Smith, written
letter

9/11/2019

General

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Page 4-10

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Policy 4-6

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Policy 4-9

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Policy 4-18

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Policy 4-19

October 29, 2019

Comment

Response
The LUP must be consistent and compliant with the Coastal Act, which
has specific definitions for “prime agricultural land” and “non-prime
agricultural land.” These definitions differ from the CA Department of
Conservation’s Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program (FMMP)
categories of farmland. Under the Coastal Act’s definition of “prime
agricultural land,” all land that qualifies for rating as Class I or Class II by
NRCS is considered prime agricultural land. The NRCS identifies the soils
south of Young Avenue in the Surf Beach/Dunes Beach PD as Class II.
Draft Policy 4-11 and 4-12 contains allowances for converting prime and
non-prime agricultural lands to a non-agricultural use, and mitigation for
conversion is required by Policy 4-13. In addition, agriculture is included
as a permitted land use in draft Policy 2-124 and Policy 2-79 requires
analysis of existing agriculture uses and approaches to retain such uses in
a PD master plan site assessment.

Suggested Changes to Policy 4-2: Town Center and PD Boundary Areas. The Staff does not recommend making these suggested changes.
Town Center is the designated location for concentration of development
and Planned Development areas are designated for other urban
development; outside of these areas, Town Center the City shall support ongoing agricultural operations and preservation of prime and non-prime
agricultural lands.
The LUP draft states that there are no livestock operations for the purpose
of food within the city. This is incorrect.
The language in the Ag Chapter supports the zoning designation change for
the 2411 Cabrillo South parcel to be changed from OSR to UR.

Staff is not aware of the location of the livestock operations referenced
in this comment.
Staff is considering a consolidated "reserve" land use designation in
response to Coastal Commission staff direction.

Forestry: We encourage the city to work with RCD and other agencies to
Staff agrees and notes that draft Policy 2-29 addresses the City's Heritage
ensure the health of our trees. Many are diseased and dying. The proximity Tree ordinance and need for a healthy, climate-appropriate urban
increases fire hazards. The native biome was not forested. The city’s tree
canopy.
and forest policies should be based on science and sustainability.
Farmworker Housing: We support this policy. Those who grow our food
Staff appreciates support for this policy.
should have safe and secure shelter.
Economic Feasibility Evaluation: We support the economic feasibility to be a Staff has recommended deleting Policy 4-9 in the 1/22/19 Errata Sheet as
component of ALL land use decisions.
it represents an additional burden for agricultural landowners, and
continued economic viability is supported and protected through draft
Policies 4-1, 4-3, 4-7, and 4-8.
Right-to-Farm: If the city is to develop a right-to-farm ordinance, we would Staff will be sure to involve SAMCAR.
like to be involved.
Mandatory Disclosure: In ANY arena the city will be adopting mandatory
Staff will be sure to involve SAMCAR.
disclosure ordinances, SAMCAR must be involved in the process of
developing those disclosures.
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Date

Page/Policy #
Reference

KC Branscomb letter

9/12/2019

Policy 4-3

KC Branscomb letter

9/12/2019

Policy 4-3

KC Branscomb letter

9/12/2019

Policy 4-4

KC Branscomb letter

9/12/2019

Policy 4-6

KC Branscomb letter

9/12/2019

Policy 4-7

KC Branscomb letter

October 29, 2019

9/12/2019

Policy 4-8

Comment
To completely take away the stated and intended carrot of potential
residential development in some kind of priority status OR to force
property owners to “volunteer” to place their properties in permanent
conservation easements or Williamson Act covenants (if even eligible
anymore) in order to avail themselves of what modest agricultural support
policies are envisioned in the new draft plan seems unfair. Is the intent that
we could only undertake the uses in 2-141-144 IF we accept the permanent
easement or WA declaration. I’m still confused about that?

Response
Policy 4-3 does not require permanent conservation easements or
Williamson Act contracts to be placed on agricultural lands. These are
meant to be options available to agricultural landowners to help
continue their agricultural or agricultural compatible operations. The
land uses permitted by Policies 2-141 through 2-144 are available to
Urban Reserve lands regardless of having an agricultural easement or a
Williamson Act contract.

What incentives specifically to volunteer? How about giving Urban Reserve Policy 4-3 offers agricultural easements and Williamson Act contracts as
some TDR credits if they convert?
examples of incentives. TDR potential needs to be researched.
Is agricultural land use designation only available to those who are able
(Williamson has restrictions on what size of operation they will accept) and
willing put their properties under Williamson Act or accept permanent
conservation easements? Do you know if any of the properties in Urban
Reserve are actually eligible for Williamson Act protection? – I’m doubtful.

Urban Reserve or Open Space Reserve parcels may be re-designated with
an Agriculture land use designation at the land owner's request,
regardless of having a Williamson Act contract or conservation
easement. It is likely that very few properties as they are currently
configured would qualify for a Williamson Act contract; however, the
intent is to preserve the opportunity and identify this as a supported
priority.
Include specific reference to Urban Reserve for the availability of siting on- Staff can clarify which land use designations this policy is applicable to,
farm employee housing.
including Urban Reserve. Staff also notes that farmworker housing is
permitted in Urban Reserve as noted in the land use designation
description on Page 2-13 and through the Priority Residential Overlay as
described in Policy 2-144.
For properties designated as majority prime ag soils regardless of historical Staff agrees and can make this change to Policy 4-7 because there are
use, I suggest adding the phrase “unless no other location on the parcel is many case where the entire parcel or collection of parcels comprising
available” to the last sentence. There also, for fairness, needs to be an
one agricultural operation are mapped ad prime. Figure 4-1 utilized a
appeals process for owners to request that the NRCS classifications of Class I 2018 data layer from the NRCS to show areas of prime and non-prime
or Class II soils within the city limits be updated to reflect current conditions soils in the city, as consistent with the Coastal Act's definitions of prime
and non-prime agricultural land. If a site-specific soils analysis in
and changes in use since the last LCP (1985) since soils use and character
association with a coastal development permit application shows that
can change over time.
the soil does not meet the definition of prime, then the LUP policies
regulating prime agricultural land would not apply.
In the errata sheet, the definition of Horticulture could also include grazing
operations OR limit supplemental uses to agriculture to be limited to the
20% of parcel size but NOT require that there be an equal amount of
“Horticulture” – that is forcing grazing operations or horse breeding to enter
businesses and land uses we know nothing about and maybe be
incompatible with our existing operations. I maybe misunderstanding the
intent of this policy so it might just be a clarification.
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Grazing operations are included in the definition of "agricultural land
use" on Page 4-7 of the draft LUP update. There is no requirement for
lands in Urban Reserve, Open Space Reserve, or Agriculture land use
designations to have a horticulture land use component.
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KC Branscomb letter

KC Branscomb letter

KC Branscomb letter

Date

9/12/2019

9/12/2019

9/12/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Policy 4-15

Policy 4-17

9/12/2019

Policy 4-20

KC Branscomb letter

9/12/2019

Policy 4-21 and 422

KC Branscomb letter

9/12/2019

Policy 4-23

Response

Exemptions should be expanded to include open barns or shelters, hay
Several of these examples could be considered either exempt from
storage, fencing, irrigation improvements, equipment storage facilities, and coastal development permit requirements under the existing LCP or may
farm roads.
be considered de minimis development that could qualify for a permit
waiver process as established by Policy 2-8 and 4-15. Staff recommends
clarifying that waivers could apply to "de minimis development and
activities" in Policy 4-15, and suggests leaving the language broad at this
policy level so as to not preclude the specific types of development that
could qualify for an exemption or waiver.
HMB has parcels currently involved in rural or agricultural businesses that
are not greenhouses that are on parcels less than 25 acres and in some
cases less than 10 acres. What is the minimum parcel size you are
proposing? What happens to the other parcels that don’t qualify?

Policy 2-138 establishes a minimum lot size of 50 acres for the
Agriculture, Urban Reserve, and Open Space Reserve land use
designations. Parcels less than 50 acres would be considered nonconforming and would not be permitted to subdivide or adjust a lot line
in a manner than worsens the non-conformity. Non-conforming parcels
are still able to develop with the permitted uses established in Chapter 2
and 4 of the draft LUP update; however, this will need to be studied
further for zoning implementation in that parcel sizes in these
designations vary considerably (e.g. some are much more
nonconforming than others).

How do you declare a buffer area between a land use like mine and the
homes of Sea Haven except by further taking of my lands away from my
operation? Are you thinking to ask for conservation easements on the back
yards of the Sea Haven residents that share my fenceline? Where would the
city be imposing a “buffer zone”? Have you considered the impacts on the
grazing operations of allowing second story structures and people removing
protective screens from existing fences or is all the burden of the
urban/rural boundary falling on the shoulders of the ag operations owners?
Just doesn’t seem fair.

Policy 4-17 would apply to new development proposals where a property
line between agricultural and non-agricultural uses are shared. Buffer
zones will not be imposed on existing permitted agricultural operations.
This policy can be revised to clarify that buffers should be provided on
the non-agricultural use lands as consistent with Policy 2-143.

Policy 4-16

KC Branscomb letter

October 29, 2019

Comment

While most owner operators do engage in many if not all of these practices Staff agrees and has proposed to revise Policy 4-20 such that it supports
rather than requires use of best agricultural management practices in the
voluntarily, by legislating them into a plan and requiring a regulatory
framework of enforcement, you effectively strangle and only add a nail to 1/22/19 Errata Sheet.
the coffin of viable open field economic uses within the town.
Could grazing operations be included in the definition of “Horticulture”
(errata sheet).
It is sad but revealing that not a single interagency partner listed represents
the interests of actual open field agricultural use – what about including
Farm Bureau, San Mateo County Horsemans Association, California Farmers
Association, etc. ….
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Grazing operations are included in the definition of "agricultural land
use" on Page 4-7 of the draft LUP update.
Staff has proposed to include the San Mateo County Farm Bureau in
Policy 4-23 in the 1/22/19 Errata Sheet. These additional organizations
may be included as well.
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KC Branscomb letter

KC Branscomb letter

Rob Bartoli/LAFCo
letter

KC Branscomb, PC
study session

Terry Andreotti, PC
study session

Date

9/12/2019

9/12/2019

9/12/2019

10/8/2019

10/8/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Comment
Is irrigation of pasture for grazing operations and farm labor housing
“priority use” or not?

Policy 4-26

Policy 4-27

Page 4-4

Economic viability
in U-R

Economic viability
of ag land

Response
The draft Agriculture chapter includes grazing in its definition of
"agricultural land use," and agriculture is considered a priority land use
under the Coastal Act and this draft LUP update. The draft LUP update
also proposes to define affordable housing as a local priority land use,
which would apply to the Priority Residential Overlay units permitted in
agricultural land uses for affordable farmworker housing.

What exactly do you mean by “promote use of alternative water sources”? Policy 4-27 is intended to support the use of recycled water or other
Is there a specific idea?
water sources for agricultural operations to ensure groundwater and
Hetch Hetchy water sources remain available for other land uses.
Chapter 3: Public Works includes further discussion of the City's water
sources and need for recycled water facilities.
As shown in Figure 4-1, all parcels that are under a Williamson Act contract Staff appreciates the comment and can include a reference to LAFCo's
within the Planning Area are currently located outside of the city limits of
regulatory involvement in the Williamson Act narrative on Page 4-4.
HMB. These parcels are also outside of the LAFCo designated sphere of
influence (SOI). Land under existing Williamson Act contracts that are
proposed to be included in a SOI shall be subject to the requirements of
Gov. Code Section 56426.6, which restricts contracted parcels from being
included within a SOI, unless certain parameters are met. Section 56426.6
also outlines the factors that the Commission shall consider in making a
determination regarding the inclusion of the parcels in the SOI.
Hoped that the new plan would support her farm to stay in HMB; when
purchased land, was told by previous owners that the future value is in
Table 9-1 of the 1993 LUP; what about the fifth amendment?; suggests the
City buy her land if it is wanted as a park or conservation area; when is a
down zoning unjust; researched California eminent domain.com – “Good
Faith Reliance.”

Table 9-1 is considered a build-out estimate, not an entitlement. The
Urban Reserve lands may still convert to a Planned Development land
use for master planning at the time that certain buildout elsewhere in
the city is achieved, per draft Policy 2-135. In addition, draft Chapter 4
supports the continued economic viability of agricultural and agriculturalcompatible uses through allowances for farmworker houses and
supplemental uses such as agritourism and small-scale farm lodging. The
proposed Priority Residential Overlay also permits additional affordable
housing units in Urban Reserve. The underlying density and permitted
uses of the Urban Reserve land use designation and zoning has not been
changed by this LUP update. Also see Master Response 10.

I would like to be included in decision making to help farmers keep doing
what they are doing; currently farms on Kelly Avenue, gives farm tours to
children that covers history, farming and water conservation; would like
farm labor housing; cooking classes and a farm center.

Draft Policy 4-6 and 4-7 provide for uses such as farmworker housing,
cooking classes, and a farm center on agricultural lands such as the
Andreotti Farm. Staff has been working closely with the agriculture
community on this draft chapter, including meetings with the
Andreotti's, and welcomes any additional input on the draft Agriculture
chapter.

5. Coastal Access & Rec

October 29, 2019
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ATTACHMENT 2

Commenter/Forum

KC Branscomb, PC
meeting public
comment

KC Branscomb, PC
meeting public
comment

Mike Ferreira, PC
meeting public
comment

Mike Ferreira, PC
meeting public
comment

Helen Wolter, PC
meeting public
comment

EMC, written letter

October 29, 2019

Date

Page/Policy #
Reference

Comment
Will the Vista Trail impact her farm?

Response
The Vista Trail does not have a planned alignment. Policy 5-92 calls for
preparation of a feasibility study to fully understand opportunities and
constraints of potential trail alignments. As noted on Page 5-40, it is
possible that such a study could conclude that the Vista Trail is not
feasible in certain locations due to conflicts with resource protection
policies or surrounding land uses.

12/19/2018 Policy 5-92

Is there an expectation to relocate existing facilities east of Hwy 1? How
does this impact her?

Policy 5-113 is intended to apply only to development of new equestrian
uses and facilities. This policy does not necessitate any changes or
12/19/2018 Policy 5-113
relocation of existing facilities. This policy also does not impact
Branscomb Farms as it is an existing equestrian facility on the east side of
Highway 1.
Concerned about the scope of the LUP update. Suggests that much of the
Since this comment was made, the City has received specific edits to the
content can be addressed in the Circulation Element, which is much easier Coastal Access and Recreation chapter as well as general comments on
to modify than a LUP. The Coastal Act allows exactions for the Coastal Trail, the draft LUP update from California Coastal Commission staff. This
but worried about process and legality of requiring easements for other
review did not identify concerns with the scope of this chapter or the
12/19/2018 General comments trails (Policies 5-5 and 5-58).
intent of Policies 5-5 and 5-58. Section 30212 of the Coastal Act requires
that new development projects between the first public road and the
shoreline provide public access, which is not limited to the Coastal Trail.

12/19/2018 Town Boulevard

City proposed a conceptual plan for Highway 1 in 2004. The Town Boulevard The Town Boulevard concept is intended to portray the vision for
concept is too loose and vague for the LUP.
highway improvements that could occur without widening the road.
Specifications will be closely studied prior to design and implementation.
The Planning Commission and City Council may consider if this concept
should be detailed further in the LUP. Coastal Commission staff were
comfortable with the Town Boulevard being included in the LUP.

Appreciates the emphasis on alternative transportation. Would like to
The draft LUP update supports safe bicycle and pedestrian facilities
discuss protected bike lanes for safer routes. Would also like more attention through a number of policies such as Policy 5-41, 5-45, and 5-60. These
policies could certainly support installation of protected bike lanes.
to complete streets.
Protected bike lanes are more specifically addressed in the City's Bicycle
12/19/2018 General comments
and Pedestrian Master Plan. Complete streets are addressed and
encouraged on Page 5-16 and 5-27, as well as in Policy 5-29 and 5-43.
Complete streets are also addressed more specifically in the Circulation
Element and the Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan.

3/20/2019

Our main concern is with Policy 5‐21, Public Access. The language is
ambiguous. Therefore, its feasibility is in question. Conditioning (requiring)
all development types proposed today to anticipate an effect that may
General comments never occur or affect a particular project site appears unworkable. We have
suggested language to address this concern. We have recommended
changes to other policies in this chapter for clarification and balance.
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Policy 5-21 is intended to be a high-level land use policy that provides
protection for public access along the shoreline over time in
consideration of sea level rise and bluff erosion. The policy would be
implemented more specifically through the Zoning Code
(Implementation Plan), and would apply in project-by-project cases with
site-specific information.
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ATTACHMENT 2

Commenter/Forum

EMC, written letter

EMC, written letter

EMC, written letter

EMC, written letter

Pete Smith, written
letter

October 29, 2019

Date

3/20/2019

3/20/2019

3/20/2019

3/20/2019

9/11/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Policy 5-21

Policy 5-106

Policy 5-107

Policy 5-108

Policy 5-6

Comment
Suggest replacing policy 5-21 in its entirety with: "On substantially
undeveloped sites which currently include coastal public access and/or
recreation areas, work with site developers to explore reserving areas for
future public access and recreation in anticipation of losing the existing
amenities due to coastal bluff erosion or sea level rise."

Response
The suggested language to "explore" protecting areas for future public
access and recreation uses does not achieve any directive project review.
Staff recommends revising the first sentence of Policy 5-21 to "Require
the preservation of…"

Suggested changes to policy 5-106: Consider the carrying capacity of the
Staff does not recommend any changes be made to Policy 5-106. Coastal
coast, visitor demand over a range of affordability levels for various
Commission staff had no comments on this policy as written.
accommodation types, and consistency with all applicable LCP and General
Plan policies before approving any new overnight accommodation
development proposals. including Prioritize lower-cost visitor-serving
accommodations and over higher-cost lodging.
Suggested changes to Policy 5-107: Require new development of highercost accommodations to provide for a component of lower-cost
accommodations (e.g. a lowercost bank of rooms in a hotel, a hostel,
campground, RV park, etc.). The lower-cost accommodations may be
provided on site, off-site, or through payment of an in-lieu fee fund to
support establishment of new lower-cost accommodations. The equivalent
of at least 15 percent of the approved high-cost accommodation unit
number or visitor capacity shall be provided in the form of The provision of
lower-cost accommodations shall be at least 15 percent of the number of
approved high-cost accommodations.

Staff concurs with the clarification of providing at least 15 percent of the
number of approved accommodation units, but does not concur with
inclusion of visitor capacity in this policy requirement. It should be noted
that Coastal Commission staff suggested 25 percent and thus we are
engaged with them for how to address this with some flexibility.

Suggested changes for Policy 5-108: Generally locate new visitor-serving
commercial development including facilities that provide lodging, food and
automobile services within the Town Center area, within and near Ocean
Colony/Half Moon Bay Golf Links, near Pillar Point Harbor, within Planned
Developments near Dunes Beach, and in locations along Highway 1 as
designated for Commercial Visitor-Serving on the Land Use Diagram.

Staff recommends revising Policy 5-108 to state "…near Pillar Point
Harbor, within Planned Developments where such uses are deemed
appropriate near Dunes Beach, and in locations…". This revision will
provide more internal consistency between this policy and the permitted
uses in Planned Developments as described in Chapter 2: Development.

The plan should include allowance for needed parking in open space should
be allowed in zoning ordinance categories controlling open space areas in
the southern parts of the city to eliminate the crowded and inadequate
parking at Cowell Ranch and Miramontes Point Road access points. Since
the recent completion of sidewalk access in Miramontes Point Road from
Route 1 west all the way to the beach access points, an increase of day
parking and foot traffic to the beach has been noticed. Such actions would
be consistent with and support Policy 5-6.

The LUP update recognizes Miramontes Point Road as a coastal access
route and coastal access point, and identifies the need for coastal access
improvements in the North Wavecrest area (Pages 5-6 through 5-8 and
Figure 5-1). The LUP update also includes policies that require
maximizing coastal access and recreation opportunities throughout the
city (Policy 5-1); encourage new public beach parking facilities where
there is no conflict with adjacent land uses or sensitive habitat areas
(Policy 5-6); and establish siting and design guidelines for coastal access
points including parking facilities (Policy 5-9). Also refer to response to a
similar comment on Chapter 1.
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ATTACHMENT 2

Commenter/Forum

Pete Smith, written
letter

Pete Smith, written
letter

Date

9/11/2019

9/11/2019

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

SAMCAR email

SAMCAR email

October 29, 2019

9/16/2019

9/16/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Page 5-33, OnStreet Parking

Short term rentals

Comment

This section should be expanded to address the limited access to coastal
The City can address parking issues through different management
access points by dayworker, overnight and multiday parking by those with approaches outside of the policy construct of the LUP.
no room for those vehicles. Miramontes Point Rd is a prime example with
frequent examples of motor homes, commercial vehicles, trucks in support
of nursery and hotel operations, Moon Ridge overflow, and hotel events
clogging the parking locations for this popular coastal access point. The
implementation of a ban on overnight parking would eliminate much of this
multiday use for secondary vehicle storage on public parking spots.

Policy should encourage the availability and use of privately held short term Master Response 1
rentals in all city zoning categories as are available through Airbnb and
similar services. This would improve the availability and diversity of visitor
serving accommodations offered.

The CCC mandates that the Coastside be made accessible and attractive to
all Californians. At the same time, right or wrong, it limits our road capacity.
The two main sources of car trips are tourists and residents. While we can’t
do much to get visitors and their cars off our highways and streets, reducing
General comments the need for our workforce to commute would. The retention of workers in
the community would reduce the burden on 1 and 92 and would improve
the quality of life for everyone. The city needs to make that a priority.

Policy 5-26

Page 5-22

Page 5-25

Response

The draft LUP update provides several opportunities for improving traffic
flow with the Town Boulevard concept, enhancing bicycle and pedestrian
systems to reduce dependency on vehicles, and providing housing for
the local workforce with the Priority Residential Overlay. As discussed on
Pages 3-40 through 3-42, the City is prioritizing growth management
solutions, multi-modal improvements, and concentrating development in
the Town Center to address traffic problems.

Town Boulevard: We support the idea but only with case studies of similarly
constrained communities. Too many good ideas prove to be unworkable or
undesirable in real life.
Bicycle and Pedestrian Coastal Access: We urge the city to work with the
county, CUSD and the private schools, to aggressively support and expand
safe passage programs. It is striking to note the difference in Hwy 1 travel
times when school is in session and not.

The Town Boulevard concept will be closely studied prior to design and
implementation.

Railroad Right-of-Way Trail paragraph: We urge balance in situations such
as the extension from Grove to Wavecrest Rd and Smith Field. While there
is an ESHA, what are the environmental and social costs of not have a direct
access from those two points? Do kids create their own trail that causes
more damage? Do younger kids have fewer Smith Field options because
they do not have neighborhood access? What is the GHG cost of extra car
trips? It may be that no trail is the best option but then, it might be the best
option if a wider lens were used in the evaluation. It’s a chronic problem
with CEQA and ESHAs. Again, flexibility will likely lead to a better result than
bans and prohibitions.

The City is sensitive to balancing the needs of habitat protection and
public access. Public trails are considered a resource-dependent use that
can be developed within sensitive habitat areas per Policy 5-47 and 6-20.
Policy 6-21 also requires siting and design measures that would avoid or
minimize impacts to sensitive habitat areas from development of such a
trail or other type of resource-dependent use.
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The draft LUP update supports safe bicycle and pedestrian facilities
through a number of policies such as Policy 5-41, 5-45, and 5-60. Policy 560 in particular supports coordination with CUSD to implement Safe
Routes to School improvements. The City's Bicycle and Pedestrian Master
Plan also supports such improvements.
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ATTACHMENT 2

Commenter/Forum

SAMCAR email

Date

9/16/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Page 5-36

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Policy 5-83

John Callan letter

9/13/2019

Page 5-7

John Callan letter

John Callan letter

KC Branscomb letter

October 29, 2019

9/13/2019

9/13/2019

9/12/2019

Comment

Parking, Transit and Alternate Modes Policies: We encourage a
The City is currently working on several updates to the Zoning Code that
comprehensive and systemic analysis of both downtown and neighborhood will provide for parking reductions in the Town Center. These updates
parking policies.
are intended to support the City Council's priorities for development in
the Town Center and to facilitate increased densities without requiring
parking exceptions.
Recreation is another place where consolidation would make sense and we Policy 5-83 appears to address this comment. Specific suggestions for
would support efforts to put all of the Coastside’s public recreation under changes to this policy language is welcome. The general annexation
one umbrella. B&G, CUSD and state parks do not recognize the dividing line policies in chapter 2 could also be expanded to address districts.
between the city and the county. Most residents who recreate on the
Coastside do it without recognizing the boundary. Efficiency and synergy
would increase with the removal of multiple bureaucracies and fiefdoms.
We are supportive of a plan for a new vertical access point and upgrades to Support is appreciated. Redondo Beach Road is noted as a coastal access
Redondo Beach Road for coastal access and other approved uses.
improvement point on Page 5-7 and on Figure 5-1.
How can a private landowner provide no-cost or low-cost visitor serving
commercial uses? Shouldn't there be a percentage of market rate use that
can support the sub-market cost goal similar to affordable housing?

Lower cost visitor serving commercial uses are permitted in several areas
throughout the City as described further in Chapter 2: Development,
including the Commercial - Visitor Serving land use designation and the
Surf Beach/Dunes Beach and North Wavecrest Planned Developments.
Draft Policy 5-107 specifies that any new higher-cost visitor
accommodation development must provide lower-cost accommodations
in the amount of at least 15% of approved higher-cost accommodations.

Additional commercial land uses should be allowed on Redondo Beach
Road. This policy is in conflict with the objectives stated in the North
Wavecrest table on Page 2-117.

Staff recommends revising Policy 5-108 to state "…near Pillar Point
Harbor, within Planned Developments where such uses are deemed
appropriate near Dunes Beach, and in locations…". This revision will
provide more internal consistency between this policy and the permitted
uses in Planned Developments as described in Chapter 2: Development.

Policy 5-104

Policy 5-112

Policy 5-113

Response

Equestrian Facilities: This would be a great place to acknowledge the local The "Equestrian Use" paragraph on Page 5-43 can be revised to better
recreational, visitor serving, and visual resource benefits of horse breeding acknowledge these benefits. Equestrian uses are also acknowledged and
and open grazing/field boarding operations as well as equestrian events and supported in Chapter 4: Agriculture.
education programs. I still strongly encourage the town to consider
creating an equestrian board or committee to self-regulate the manure
management and animal safety and health standards within the horserelated businesses and facilities in town. Or simply defer to San Mateo
County Horseman’s Associations recommendations for stabling, fencing,
manure management, and water quality etc.
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Commenter/Forum

Roy Salume letter

Roy Salume letter

Date

9/13/2019

9/13/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Response

What is not mentioned is the pressing need for a dedicated recreational
facility that would serve the entire population of the Coastside. This appears
to be missing. Whether it would take the form of a YMCA, or a publicprivate collaborative venture, the need has been with us for decades. We
have a few components that approximate what such a facility might include
(a small pool at the high school, the skateboard park, a Boys and Girls Club
Gym, and a Recreation Department). While offering value, these
components often appear to function in an uncoordinated fashion. Unlike
Page 5-47, Policy 5- other communities, we have no such dedicated recreational facility to serve
83
the entire spectrum of the community. That population includes families,
single adults, the senior population, and children out of school. Unlike the
club at Ocean Colony, it would (and should) be welcome to all at a modest
and reasonable cost. This is an obvious deficit on the Coastside, and denies
the residents the full range of athletic and recreational activities that many
other vibrant communities already enjoy. Let’s begin to fix it first within the
LUP.

The recently adopted Parks Master Plan addresses this with respect to
the need for a community park, pool, and updates and master planning
of the Ted Adcock Community Center. Such a dedicated recreational
facility is resident oriented and not Coastal Act specific.

A new policy addition should be included in Chapter 5, with appropriate
mentions in Chapters 2 & 3. The new policy addition would (1) Discuss the
need for such a centralized recreational facility, (2) Define its purpose to
Page 5-47, Policy 5- serve the entire community as a reasonable cost, and (3) State the goal of
83
creating such a facility for the community in future to allow the process of
discussion and development to begin.

The recently adopted Parks Master Plan addresses this with respect to
the need for a community park, pool, and updates and master planning
of the Ted Adcock Community Center. Such a dedicated recreational
facility is resident oriented and not Coastal Act specific.

6. Natural Resources
Dana Riggs; PC Study
Session public
comment

General chapter
11/27/2018 comments, ESHA
maps

Mike Ferreira, PC
Study Session public
comment

11/27/2018 ESHA maps

Mike Ferreira, PC
Study Session public
comment

11/27/2018

Mike Ferreira, PC
Study Session public
comment

11/27/2018 Policy 6-20

October 29, 2019

Comment

Buffer
policies/Table 6-4

Biologist by profession; concerned that properties are being designated
ESHA where they weren't before. Why designate an impoundment as ESHA
if it is in active use? There is potential for the red legged frog to be
anywhere so these designations are unclear. There is no refugia on KC
Branscomb's property, it is only "occupied" for part of the year.

Man-made impoundments are shown as Potential ESHA in the LUP
update ESHA maps as they have potential to support special status
species. However, Policy 6-65 and 6-67 specify that active impoundments
are not considered ESHA and does not restrict their continued use. Also
see Master Response 8.

Suggests using a different color for active and abandoned
ponds/impoundments.

Staff does not recommend making this change. An LCP amendment
would be required for a map change if an active/abandoned status
changes.
Buffer language invites reduced buffer zones. Be more specific about who is Policy 6-17 clarifies that a qualified biologist must be a City-approved
a "qualified biologist," it is left too open now.
qualified professional. The City has an established process for including a
biological consultant company on the approved City list. Also see Master
Response 7.
"Public accessways" is more expansive than trails, be more specific.
Inclusion of "public accessways and trails" as a resource-dependent use
has been recently certified by the Coastal Commission in other LUPs,
including Solana Beach and Malibu.
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Commenter/Forum
KC Branscomb; PC
Study Session public
comment
Chris Rodgers; PC
Study Session public
comment
Chris Rodgers; PC
Study Session public
comment
Chris Rodgers; PC
Study Session public
comment
Chris Rodgers; PC
Study Session public
comment

Kerry Burke; PC Study
Session public
comment

Date

Page/Policy #
Reference

Comment

General chapter
11/27/2018 comments, ESHA
maps

Existing Table 9-1 entitles Urban Reserve owners with residential units.
Table 9-1 in the existing LUP is considered a buildout estimate, not an
Staff, PC and public need to find a common ground to help ag farmers.
entitlement. Also see Master Response 8 and 9.
Wants property ground-truthed as that is one of the protocols for mapping
ESHA. Policies conflict with Fire Department requirements.

11/27/2018 Figure 6-1

"Landscaped" and "Agriculture" oranges are too similar, golf course looks
like it is mapped agriculture

11/27/2018 Policy 6-18

11/27/2018 Policy 6-78

This policy conflicts with 6-39 that allows agriculture in riparian buffers.
Clarify the types of invasives prohibited.

General chapter
11/27/2018 comments, ESHA
maps

This is a professional obligation, could reframe to state that.

Policy 6-78 is intended to prohibit the use of invasive plant species in
ESHA and ESHA buffers with respect to landscaping uses, not agricultural
uses. Staff can revise this policy to clarify.
It is hard for the public to digest the technical info and data in this chapter. Staff will be working on reducing and/or clarifying the technical
The colors on the maps are hard to read. Suggest an online GIS system that information in this chapter based on public comment and Coastal
allows you to search for specific parcels. Amendments to the maps are
Commission staff comments. Staff is working towards having an online
costly and timely.
GIS system that would be accessible to the public and could include the
habitat information provided on these ESHA maps. Any change to the
certified ESHA maps requires an LCP amendment per Policy 6-11.

11/27/2018 Policy 6-42

Kerry Burke; PC Study
Session public
comment

11/27/2018 Page 6-69

Terri Andreotti; PC
Study Session public
comment

11/27/2018

October 29, 2019

Staff has conveyed this comment to the biological consultant for the
ESHA maps. The golf course is intended to be shown as Landscaped.

Staff agrees and can revise this policy to reflect the professional
obligation. This is also a "programmatic policy" that could be moved to
the General Plan.
A biologist is not the best person to do sea level rise assessment, clarify this Staff agrees and can revise this policy to clarify.
in the policy.

11/27/2018 Policy 6-15

Clarify whether the 20 or 35 ft. buffer applies to Pullman Watercourse.
Kerry Burke; PC Study
Session public
comment

Response

General chapter
comments

Pullman Watercourse is considered a non-riparian intermittent
watercourse, which requires a 35-foot setback from the top of bank for
vacant parcels and a 20-foot setback from the top of back for existing
developed sites as written in the draft LUP update. Staff notes that due
to comments from the public and Coastal Commission staff, the City is
considering revisions to the buffer requirements to provide for more sitespecific flexibility as evidenced in a biological evaluation.

What are the implications of a lot retirement program? Need more detail on The draft Development chapter was released after this comment was
received and addresses lot retirement in Policy 2-17. As staff has noted in
what this would entail.
subsequent study sessions, the lot retirement program is presented at a
policy level and will be defined in more detail through an update to the
Implementation Plan (Zoning Code) following the LUP update.
Tries to be a good stewart of the land as an ag farmer. Needs every bit of
soil, not more restrictions.
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Chapter 4 policies aim to achieve this. Chapter 6 also makes several
accommodations or exceptions for agricultural land uses, including Policy
6-32, 6-36, 6-39, 6-65, and 6-88.
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Commenter/Forum

Sara Polgar; PC Study
Session public
comment

Lennie Roberts; PC
Study Session public
comment

Kerry Burke; PC Study
Session public
comment

Date

11/27/2018

11/27/2018

Page/Policy #
Reference

General chapter
comments

General chapter
comments

11/27/2018 Policy 6-125

KC Branscomb; written
General chapter
11/27/2018
letter
comment

October 29, 2019

Comment

Response

The Groundwater Management Act can really affect our ability to access
our groundwater-- is there any local say in the State regulations? Need
more discussion on water storage in Hydrology section, especially with
respect to agriculture. The fully-protected status of the San Francisco garter
snake presents a challenge for hydrological restoration work.

The City has coordinated with the Department of Water Resources
regarding the city's water basin. The basin is no longer being considered
for re-prioritization at this time. Water storage is discussed in Chapter 3,
which was published after this comment was received. Restoration is a
permitted use in ESHA. It is possible that any hydrological restoration
work would need an incidental take permit to protect the San Francisco
garter snake and other special status species.

Pilarcitos Quarry (Vulcan) has a permit for deep excavation; they will end up Staff can update the narrative to reflect this information.
with a large water body. They have an agreement to store water and
release into Pilarcitos Creek in summer for groundwater recharge. It is a
long-term process but should be addressed in Hydrology section.
Wants clarification on implications of this policy and how it is impacted by
the Groundwater Management Act. City needs to be open to other water
source strategies.

The intent of this policy is to avoid development that may contribute to
or cause seawater intrusion into the City's aquifers. Chapter 3: Public
Works was published after this comment was received, and further
details the City's water sources and other opportunities or constraints for
water sources.

While well intended, the Natural Resources policies fail to recognize the
Master Response 8
realities of soil, vegetation, and animal life management on larger
commercial ag and ag-related open field properties. Cannot legislate "open
space" by hoping that an actively managed grass paddock or cultivated field
can be designated ESHA or possible ESHA, thereby entangling property
owner with additional regulatory restrictions and expenses. Prior to any
designation or mapping of riparian or ESHA-related restrictions, the land
owner should be offered a) prior notice; b) evidence via physical site
assessment by qualified biologist that the endangered species or plant is
present or has been seen in the past 5 years; and c) an appeals process for
providing additional or contradicting biological evidence. The idea that the
only way to have your property remapped from an ESHA designation is to
amend the LCP and have the amendment certified by the Coastal
Commission is unfair and misleading for regular citizens with normal
financial means.
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Date

Page/Policy #
Reference

Comment

I have a licensed and approved 7.5 acre-foot man-made impoundment and
adjacent silt pond that are essential to farm field irrigation and fire safety.
Must be maintained including dredging every 4-8 years to remain useful, so
it is important to provide some kind of ESHA exemption in these situations
for active impoundments without requiring the land owner to depreciate
their entire property with a conservation easement or Williamson Act
KC Branscomb; written
11/27/2018 Table 6-3 Page 6-50 restriction. Otherwise, how do you maintain your irrigation system if you
letter
cannot drain and dredge the impoundment periodically? Many of the
waterfowl and animals that depend on these impoundments have been
getting along just fine without your regulatory intervention. Changing the
use by way of a new designation may have unintended consequences.

KC Branscomb; written
Page 6-51 & ESHA
11/27/2018
letter
figures

KC Branscomb; written
Page 6-51 & ESHA
11/27/2018
letter
figures

KC Branscomb; written
Page 6-51 & ESHA
11/27/2018
letter
figures

October 29, 2019

Response
Policy 6-65 provides exceptions for active agriculture impoundments.
Specifically, active agriculture impoundments are not subject to ESHA
policies or restrictions. This policy, as well as the LUP update as a whole,
does not require any agriculture or agriculture-compatible land owners
to obtain a conservation easement or Williamson Act contract.

You state that areas within the town that are designated ESHA are "wellMaster Response 8
studied areas that have been evaluated by professional biologists to contain
significant natural resource value." It would be helpful to have a process for
property owners to review biological data and be offered an appeals
process to present countervailing biological information prior to ESHA
designation. Where parcels are larger than the defined ESHA area, it is fair
to expect that at least an on-site biological study be required to verify the
specific ESHA boundaries rather than using large scale aerial mapping
techniques used by USFWS which is demonstrated to be inexact at the level
of individual acres or portions thereof.
The definition of a "Potential ESHA" site appears to be ambiguous or
incomplete. Can you clarify how this designation with be administered?

The definition and procedures for administering Potential ESHA are
provided in Policies 6-9, 6-16, and 6-17.

Section 4(b)(2) of the Endangered Species Act requires federal agencies to Master Response 8
designate critical habitat "on the basis of the best scientific data available
and after taking into consideration the economic impact…of specifying any
particular area as critical habitat." So, should be the same in this case when
designating an area as ESHA given the consequential restrictions on existing
activities that the designation imposes. It is not clear that the best scientific
data available nor the consideration of economic impacts has been taken
into account prior to designating ESHA on my property. Federal law also
acknowledges that such designations may impose unfair restrictions on
existing operations in areas that may support endangered species by way of
the operation itself. This too should be considered.
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KC Branscomb; written
Page 6-51 & ESHA
11/27/2018
letter
figures

Comment

Response

I am specifically disputing the definition of the ESHA boundary lines on my - Master Response 8
080 and -110 parcels. That boundary includes my permitted residence, a
permitted 65x120' indoor arena, two large barns, a 4-acre class II baserock
pad that has been in place since the 1940s, and numerous farm roads
dating to the 1920s. The entire area has been in active cultivation either as
open pasture, horse paddocks, horticulture (ornamental eucalyptus), red
oat hay, or road access historically.

The definition of "undeveloped lands such as in Urban Reserve" needs to be
clarified with respect to recognizing that just because a piece of land is not
covered with houses it does not mean it is not legitimately employed in
commerce or supporting necessary eocnomic activity. Some exception for
rural character commercial land use should be offered. It is not fair to ask
farmers and rural land use operators to hinder their operations and reduce
Page 6-66 through the available land for commercial activity simply because the city approved
KC Branscomb; written
11/27/2018 6-69 (ESHA Buffers subdivisions in the past that offered insufficient insulation from pre-existing
letter
rural commercial land uses or regulatory expansion has resulted in an
& Table 6-4)
expansion of riparian vegetation or brush that is counter to the historic
normal commercial agricultural use of the area. What about pre-existing
fences, barns, houses that were permitted at the time or did not require
permits but have been maintained and are within even the 20' buffer zone?

The intent of this statement was to indicate that there may be areas of
Half Moon Bay where new development could accommodate a larger
buffer from sensitive habitat areas, such as when the new development
is proposed on a larger, less developed parcel. Pre-existing development
would not be subject to any new buffer requirement, only new
development through a coastal development permit. Staff also notes
that there are a number of permitted uses within riparian buffer zones,
including agricultural uses and structures on existing legal building sites.
Also see Master Response 7.

Another huge problem with ESHA’s and ESHA buffers within the city is the Master Response 9
conflict between CalFire and the WUI requirements for reducing brush and
Page 6-66 through dry wood fuel for wildfires and the city’s ESHA restraints on tree
KC Branscomb; written
11/27/2018 6-69 ESHA Buffers maintenance and brush clearing. I saw this conflict in action recently around
letter
the landscaping and completion of my farm residence. It is not fair to
& Table 6-4
require the property owner to comply with two diametrically opposing
regulatory requirements.
I would appreciate clarification of which buffer (100 or 20) would apply in
my case? What about pre-existing structures and uses that are within ESHA
or the buffer area. How will they be treated for repair, maintenance, or
structural improvement as might be required in the future for either fire
Page 6-66 through safety or continued commercial use?
KC Branscomb; written
11/27/2018 6-69 ESHA Buffers
letter
& Table 6-4

October 29, 2019
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Buffers from sensitive habitat areas are only required for new
development and are dependent on the exact type and location of the
proposed development. Pre-existing development would not be subject
to any new buffer requirement, only new development through a coastal
development permit. Repair, maintenance, and structural improvements
may qualify for a coastal development permit exemption. Staff also notes
that there are a number of permitted uses within sensitive habitat areas
and their buffer zones, including agricultural uses and structures on
existing legal building sites within riparian buffer areas. Also see Master
Response 7.
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Comment

Response

What is the accommodation for pre-existing permitted structures (barns,
paddocks, homes, labor housing, irrigation fixtures, and fencing) that
currently exist within the proposed 100/100 riparian corridor. Do these
Page 6-66 through automatically become non-conforming uses or what? Would I be restricted
KC Branscomb; written
11/27/2018 6-69 ESHA Buffers from updating them as needed to meet other code or safety requirements?
letter
& Table 6-4
Frenchmans Creek road itself appears to be in the riparian corridor under
this definition in several sections – would we be restricted from improving
and maintaining this road?

Any land use that was developed under a regulation that changes, such
that the development no longer conforms, is considered to be a "legal
non-conforming use." Such uses may lawfully continue provided that the
non-conformity is not exacerbated. Staff notes that there are a number
permitted uses within sensitive habitat areas and their buffer zones,
including repair and maintenance of existing roadways. Also see Master
Response 7.

Does my 7.5 acre ft impoundment qualify under Man-made agricultural
Page 6-66 through
KC Branscomb; written
impoundments or not? If not, why not?
11/27/2018 6-69 ESHA Buffers
letter
& Table 6-4

Yes, the Branscomb Farms impoundment is considered an active manmade agricultural impoundment.

Please clarify “resource-dependent uses”
KC Branscomb; written
11/27/2018 Policy 6-2
letter

KC Branscomb; written
11/27/2018 Policy 6-4
letter

KC Branscomb; written
11/27/2018 Policy 6-11
letter

KC Branscomb; written
11/27/2018 Policy 6-38
letter

October 29, 2019

The draft Glossary defines resource-dependent uses as "Any
development or use that depends on the area or resources within or
adjacent to environmentally sensitive habitat areas to be able to
function, including, but not limited to, nature observation, research and
education, passive recreation including horseback riding, bicycle and
pedestrian trails, and low-impact campgrounds."

Is there a statute of limitations or time period before which land uses within Master Response 8
a currently designated ESHA area are grandfathered in? For example, the
proposed ESHA area on my own property against the hills was regularly
cleared, cultivated, planted, and harvested for decades long before I
purchase it 15 years ago. There are photographs of the entire area cleared
back in the 70’s and there is a long-standing perimeter road that I am told
has been there since the late 1920’s. Am I to be held liable for the actions of
others long dead?
It is unclear if the process of appealing and/or ultimately removing an ESHA
designation as provide for in 6-14 and 6-17 is actually made impossible by
the following language “ Revisions to ESHA maps shall be treated as LCP
amendments and certified by the Coastal Commission”. If we haven’t been
able to amend our LCP since 1985, what’s the likelihood anyone could have
their property undesignated or boundaries redrawn regardless of the
reason or justice of it. The last sentence in that policy is not understandable
by me. What is the implication of that statement?

Any change to the certified LCP requires review and approval of the
Coastal Commission. Appendix A details the many LCP amendments that
the City has processed since effective certification of its LCP in 1996. The
last sentence of Policy 6-11 is intended to protect any area that meets
the definition of ESHA in Policy 6-8, regardless of whether the area is
included on the ESHA maps or not. Also see Master Response 8.

This policy might need to reference 39 and 40 or explicitly state an
exception for pre-existing permitted development as well as long time
grandfathered commercial uses (eg. Grazing or cultivation) within the
riparian corridor or buffer zone.

Exceptions for pre-existing development are provided for in Policy 6-24.
Policy 6-36 and 6-39 also provide for a number of permitted uses in
riparian corridors and their buffer areas, including crop growing and
grazing.
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KC Branscomb; written
11/27/2018 Policy 6-72
letter

KC Branscomb; written
11/27/2018 Policy 6-83
letter

Comment

Response

I would strongly encourage the PC to establish a livestock or equestrian
The Planning Commission or City Council could consider establishing such
committee within the town to address minimum stabling, manure
a committee. This could be done separately from the LUP update.
management, pasture management, and trail safety rather than try to
legislate a specific solution absent knowledgeable input. San Mateo County
Horsemens Association or Woodside Horse Owners Association are
examples of effective, self-regulating bodies that make sure horses and the
environment are mutually beneficial.
The issue of wildfire fuel in so-called ESHA for low density developed larger Master Response 9
properties is a serious problem and one that creates conflict between two
opposing legitimate public interests. This policy 83 is a classic example of
writing a “cake and eat it too” expression that leaves the property owner
confused and caught in an impossible situation – for a home in an supposed
ESHA area, how can anyone comply with the fire safety requirements to
clear brush, branches, and dry wood within 100 feet of a WUI residence or
building and at the same time, not impact visual resources, and cut any
trees or clear any possible wood or brush? What is there that is actually in
between and WHO makes the decision between CalFire and the Town over
what is and isn’t needed. I have been in the middle of that and it is like
whack a mole – trying to find common ground.

KC Branscomb; written
11/27/2018 Policy 6-91
letter

Can you clarify if this means that for five years, someone is actually going to Staff appreciates the need for clarity in this area, and notes that the
come see if the seeded pasture around the home is still growing? Does it
intent is slope stability. We will review the language.
mean that after complying with CalFire we have to replant the very bushes
and scrub they asked to be removed? And will the city provide the water to
irrigate it if they aren’t sure it is growing fast enough? This policy is
confusing at best.

KC Branscomb; written
11/27/2018 Policy 6-94
letter

Who pays for this five years of monitoring? The property owner or the city? Policy 6-94 applies to applicants of new development projects that cause
Have you considered the economic impact on the farm owner?
unavoidable impacts to ESHA and are required through conditions of
approval to mitigation these impacts with habitat restoration or
enhancement. Monitoring of this restoration or enhancement would
occur at the applicant's expense.

KC Branscomb; written
11/27/2018 Policy 6-102
letter

Please clarify the specific intent and resources available. Basically, if you
want someone’s private land – just to look at and enjoy as open space or a
park, I respectfully submit that the usual way is to just raise some public
money and go buy it. This policy reads like an explicit license to “take”
property rights with a “whatever works” approach. Is that really what you
intended? Do you have the money from POST or city funds to pay even
modest compensation to the landowner whose lands you are taking for
such public use?

October 29, 2019
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The intent of this policy is to identify habitat management strategies for
sites with habitat value. These sites are still permitted to develop as
consistent with their land use designations and the permitted uses within
sensitive habitat areas and their buffer zones. Also see Master Response
10.
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Sara Polgar; written
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11/29/2018 Page 6-10

Sara Polgar; written
letter

11/29/2018 Page 6-18

Sara Polgar; written
letter

11/29/2018 Page 6-23

Sara Polgar; written
letter

11/29/2018 Page 6-24

Sara Polgar; written
letter

11/29/2018

Sara Polgar; written
letter

11/29/2018 Table 6-3

Sara Polgar; written
letter

October 29, 2019

Table 6-1, Page 634

11/29/2018 Policy 6-10

Comment
Fully Protected Species: Might be good to note the other parts of the code
that are applicable. Fish and Game Code Sections 4700, 5050 and 5515.
Also, the last sentence of the paragraph is confusing. It makes it sound as if
only birds have fully protected status, but San Francisco Garter Snake is fully
protected as well.
Central California Coast Steelhead: Is there any site specific info regarding
presence in HMB’s creeks? What are the habitat (quality) issues that need
to be addressed to make these creeks good/better habitat?

Response
Staff concurs and can make these clarifications.

Pilarcitos Creek, Frenchman's Creek, and Arroyo Leon have been
designated as critical steelhead habitat in Half Moon Bay, as shown on
Figure 6-3. Research and restoration are permitted uses in these riparian
corridors, and these uses are supported through several policies
including Policy 6-95, 6-96, 6-100, 6-108, 6-110, 6-118, 6-158, and 6-160.

Monarchs: Couldn't tell from description if they are, or are no longer,
Staff will confirm and clarify this.
roosting in winter at Magnolia eucalyptus grove.
Unique Species - Wintering Raptor Foraging Habitat: I like how you captured Staff agrees and can make these changes.
the significance of raptor populations in Wavecrest and west of Railroad
Ave, and that the discussion of factors contributing to the value of these
areas for these species recognizes that the mix of grasslands, wetlands,
trees and shrubs are essential. Later, the draft describes this combination of
habitats as the Coastal Terrace Prairie– it might be good name this here as
well. Also, I think that this description should note that Wavecrest and west
of Railroad are large areas of contiguous habitat ‘mosaics’ which create just
the right conditions for wintering raptors to flourish (i.e. both size and
composition – together-- matter tremendously).
Habitat column for Yellow Warbler: I think you mean "migration" instead of Yes, staff will correct this.
"mitigation".
I like this table -- it synthesizes a lot of different and useful info quite well, Staff agrees and can make this change.
but I would use a different word than "constraints". The info in the General
Constraints column are not really constraints related to special status
species, and it makes it sound like the habitats and/or the species are a
problem. Especially considering that the draft encourages the public to
report and verify sightings of special-status specie to CNDDB, it is important
to avoid framing these species and habitats in negative terms.
Define unique species as an organism or group of organisms. Also, other
than this definition policy, the policies do not explicitly protection of the
valuable size and composition (see comment above) of key habitat areas
(ie. Coastal Terrace Prairie) upon which they rely. I think that this could
easily be added/clarified in language in Policy 6-54. Performance Standards
in Coastal Terrace Prairie.
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Staff agrees and can make these changes. Staff also notes that the size
and composition of coastal terrace prairie are provided protections
through the limited uses permitted in this habitat (Policy 6-53), required
buffers for new development (Policy 6-55), encouraged public acquisition
for habitat conservation (Policy 6-57), and provision for habitat migration
corridors to allow space for inland migration with sea level and bluff
erosion (Policy 6-106).
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Sara Polgar; written
letter

October 29, 2019

Date

Page/Policy #
Reference

11/29/2018 Buffers policies

11/29/2018 Buffers policies

Comment

Response

The policies address buffers for ESHA as well as individual habitat
Master Response 7
types—which are also ESHA. This gets very confusing. (Bruce Russell
commented at the Planning Commission Study Session about this.) I am
assuming that the ESHA buffer policies (6-22-23 and 6-25) are meant to be
general buffers info and that the following, habitat-specific buffers policies
provide details about how to implement the overall ESHA buffers policies
within a particular type of habitat. If that is the case, (and you have to keep
the general ESHA buffers policies to satisfy Coastal Commission
requirements) I think you should 1) mention in the ESHA buffers policies
that habitat-specific buffers requirements/parameters/?? are provided for
wetlands, riparian corridors, etc, in the following policies; 2) try to use the
same language to frame the buffers definitions and exceptions (e.g. 6-55.
Coastal Terrace Prairie Buffers is described in the same way as the general
ESHA policy 6-22.); and 3) format in all of the buffers policies to clarify the
standard buffer requirement vs exceptions that allow for smaller buffers
(per the general ESHA buffer policy ‘a’ and ‘b’). For example, policy 6-42
(Non-Riparian Watercourse Buffers) starts with the buffer definition and
then lays out the specifics in ‘a’-‘c’, whereas policy 6-38 (Riparian Corridor
Buffers) is one long paragraph. This latter policy could have a definition for
‘regular’ riparian corridors, and describe the other 3 special cases in ‘a’-‘c’.

Use of the word “establish” in the buffers policies: I think that you should
Staff can clarify that these policies are applicable only to new
change this word for two reasons: First, you use it to describe existing
development. Also see Master Response 7.
neighborhoods (e.g., “established neighborhoods”) and as a directive for
buffers (e.g., “establish the buffer zone…”) in the same policies (e.g., Policies
6-38 and 6-42). This can be confusing. Second, using the word “establish” as
a directive really make the policies sound as if they will be actively applied
to all areas (i.e. existing development and land uses, such as ag). I fully
understand that the application of these policies would only be triggered by
a permit for development, but, as written, this language is may be
unnerving to property owners. I would use language along the lines of
“when permitting development and/or new uses, require buffers…” I know
that this is really clunky, but adding a few more words to clarify that this will
not be retroactive, may help avoid some unnecessary angst.
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Sara Polgar; written
letter

11/29/2018 Buffers policies

Sara Polgar; written
letter

11/29/2018 Policy 6-42

Sara Polgar; written
letter

11/29/2018

Sara Polgar; written
letter

General policy
11/29/2018
comment

Sara Polgar; written
letter

11/29/2018

Sara Polgar; written
letter

11/29/2018 Policy 6-82

Sara Polgar; written
letter

11/29/2018 Policy 6-82

Sara Polgar; written
letter

11/29/2018

Sara Polgar; written
letter

October 29, 2019

General policy
comment

General policy
comment

Fuel Modification
policies

Comment

Response

Sea Cliffs/Bluffs: Why are there no buffers policies for this habitat type? I
Setbacks for new development near blufftops are regulated through
assume that the standard ESHA ones apply, but it is odd that there are not Policies 7-14 through 7-18 in the Coastal Hazards chapter. Also see
habitat-specific ones for this when all the other habitats got that treatment. Master Response 7.
Furthermore, of all of the ESHA types, this one requires extra buffering
precisely because it has an actively moving (inland) boundary due to natural
and human-exacerbated erosion.
Change “drainage ditches” to watercourses.

There may be a need to have a term to distinguish between natural and
man-made watercourse. E.g. "man-made drainages."

When you say "Education" in the policies do you mean "Community
"Education" could be synonymous with "community education" in many
Education" per definition in 6-5? If so, I would recommend adding
cases, but could also apply more broadly than to just the Half Moon Bay
"community" every time you say "education" in the policies. Basically, I just community (e.g. school field trips, higher-education field studies, etc.).
recommend being consistent with this terminology.
Since "research" can be broadly interpreted, I would prefer to see a specific The Coastal Act does not have a definition of research. Staff recommends
definition in the first section of the policies. Does the Coastal Act have one? keeping this term broad at the LUP policy level. Any research activities
that require a coastal development permit would be assessed on a caseby-case basis.
In policies where the “Permitted Uses within…” some habitat type where
Staff can include the policy number references.
you reference same uses as in a previous habitat type, I recommend
referencing the policy number so that it is easy to jump back and find the
uses that are permitted.
By “scientific uses” do you mean research or is this something new?
Scientific uses was intended to mean research. Staff can revise this for
consistency.
The mention of “vulnerability to overuse” in ‘c’ is confusing.
The concern about overuse likely stems from observation that certain
areas, although appropriate for passive use, may not be suitable for
heavy use. The language will be reviewed.
I realize that the hazards chapter will have more about fuel modification,
Staff recommends referencing out to the Chapter 7: Coastal Hazards
but this chapter needs some background/context (including defining what is narrative and policies that address fuel modification to avoid duplicating
meant by “fuel modification”). Otherwise, these policies are very confusing. information in Chapter 6.

Do the mitigation policies only apply to projects for which CDFW requires
mitigation? (i.e. Is mitigation used in this chapter as a regulatory term?) If
11/29/2018 Page 6-63 and 6-91 so, this needs to be more clearly conveyed, and the use of “mitigation”
should be consistent throughout the document.
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The mitigation policies apply to any new development project that cause
unavoidable impacts to ESHA and other sensitive resources. This would
include but not be limited to projects for which CDFW requires
mitigation.
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Sara Polgar; written
letter

Sara Polgar; written
letter

Sara Polgar; written
letter
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11/29/2018 Policy 6-95

11/29/2018 Policy 6-95

11/29/2018 Page 6-91

11/29/2018 Policy 6-101

Comment

Response

(1 of 2) I can’t tell if the intent of this is to create an additive requirement
that will go beyond mitigation, or to ensure that projects that don’t require
mitigation (per regulatory thresholds) but still have habitat impacts (of what
significance thresholds??? determined by who/what regulations???) are
still, essentially, mitigating for those habitat impacts. Either way, I do not
think that this is a well-conceived policy as currently written. The language-“Require habitat restoration as a condition of approval for any permitted
impacts to habitats when, in the judgment of the Community Development
Director, restoration is partially or wholly feasible.”—doesn’t give City staff
much wiggle room for applying this policy.

This policy is meant to apply to development projects for which
mitigation is required through Policy 6-92 and habitat restoration is the
chosen form of mitigation. This policy would not apply as an additional
requirement for any development project. Staff can revise to clarify. Staff
also notes that this policy may be duplicative of the requirements stated
in Policy 6-92 and 6-94, and could be deleted.

(2 of 2) Furthermore, I know from my professional experience implementing
habitat restoration projects in coastal San Mateo County, that the
requirements that this policy places on projects -- for meeting restoration
objectives, performance standards and demonstrating these through
monitoring and reporting -- are a huge undertaking in time and cost.
Overall, I assume that the goal of this policy is to ensure that new
development projects ultimately have a net benefit on habitat
quantity/quality in HMB rather than chip away at these resources.
However, at best, the policy would lead to piecemeal habitat restoration
that is determined by locations of applications for development rather than
by where restoration efforts would be most efficacious for our natural
resources. Furthermore, I actually think the policy will do more harm than
good by making it all the more difficult and expensive to accomplish
projects that the City has identified as priorities for our community. For
example, completing the Coastal Trail at Wavecrest would be cost
prohibitive if this policy were applied.

This policy is meant to apply to development projects for which
mitigation is required through Policy 6-92 and habitat restoration is the
chosen form of mitigation. This policy would not apply as an additional
requirement for any development project. Staff can revise to clarify. Staff
also notes that this policy may be duplicative of the requirements stated
in Policy 6-92 and 6-94, and could be deleted.

Mitigation and Restoration section: Currently, the policies only seem to
address required habitat restoration. I would like to see a policy that is
supportive of habitat restoration – particularly multi-benefit projects. For
example, Coastside Land Trust is working with the City and other partners
on a project to enhance seasonal wetlands, address surface water quality
issues, and reduce erosion due to stormwater flows. I don’t recall seeing a
policy in this Biological Resources section that would support this kind of
multi-benefit work.

Habitat restoration (both required and voluntary) is most generally
supported through Policy 6-1. A number of other policies also support
habitat restoration including Policy 6-51, 6-56, 6-79, 6-96, 6-103, 6-108, 6118, and 6-160.

Just checking if there is a reason that Coastside Land Trust and Peninsula
These organizations were considered to fall under the "other related"
Open Space Trust are not mentioned here. No need to include if the named organizations, and were not purposefully excluded. Staff can include
entities are solely government.
these organizations as well. Staff also notes that this may be considered
a "programmatic policy" that could be re-worded or moved to the
General Plan.
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Sara Polgar; written
letter
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Comment

How do these policies interact with/relate to the ESHA buffers policies?
Right now, they don’t reference or align with each other, so it is confusing
Policy 6-106 and 611/29/2018
as to which policies have precedence. I’d suggest trying to integrate the
107
objectives currently found in these SLR policies into the ESHA buffers
policies (as applicable).
Natural Shorelines intro: If I read this correctly, it sounds like local sand
sources (e.g. eroding bluffs) are a more significant source of beach sand in
HMB than longshore transport. If this is accurate, it should be explicitly
stated. This condition only makes it more important to avoid situations (e.g.
placement of new development too close to bluff edges) that will lead to
11/29/2018 Page 6-96
requests for bluff armoring for protection of development. In theory the
Coastal Act prohibits this, but in practice, it can be politically difficult for the
City Council (and, on appeals, the Coastal Commission) to deny these
requests.
Change "ditches" (last sentence in Minor Creeks and Drainages) to
watercourse.
Is water being drawn from any of our creeks for supply? I mention this
because of Lennie Roberts’ comments at the 11/27/2018 Planning
Commission study session regarding the future Ox Mountain reservoir being
Hydrology & Water
11/29/2018
used to increase summertime/low-flows in creeks to benefit fish. Is low
Quality Section
water preventing steelhead use of creeks? If so, this should be identified
and addressed in this section and the Biological Resources section.

11/29/2018 Page 6-101

Response
Staff agrees and will cross-check these policies with the ESHA buffer
policies to better align and/or integrate as applicable.

Staff can confirm and clarify this, but notes that this is a dynamic system
with multiple sand sources. Staff agrees that in either case, shoreline
development must to be sited and designed to avoid the need for future
shoreline protection. Policies 7-14 through 7-18 provide for these
requirements.

Staff can make this change.
CCWD's water supply sources are discussed in more detail in Chapter 3:
Public Works, and include surface water diversions from Denniston
Creek, Pilarcitos Creek, and the Denniston Wells. Staff will recheck with
local biologists regarding low water levels and steelhead.

Per my comments at the 11/27/2018 Planning Commission Study Session: I Water supply and storage is discussed in Chapter 3: Public Works, which
would recommend acknowledging that additional water storage may be
was published after this comment was received.
necessary to meet supply needs and protect natural resources. (E.g., new
Hydrology & Water
11/29/2018
water storage ponds to help landowners avoid having to draw groundwater
Quality Section
if that becomes limited; or to avoid pulling water from creeks during the lowflow summer months when fish most need the water in the creek.)

Sara Polgar; written
letter

I like the inclusion of a general habitat restoration policy here, but I prefer Staff notes that 6-118 and 6-160 are duplicative and could be combined
the broader more “multi-benefit” language in Policy 6-160. Restoration. This into a single policy that includes language on multi-benefit projects.
Policy 6-118 and 6- latter policy better reflects the reality of the work we need to accomplish in
11/29/2018
160
our community, and I would encourage expanding it even further to
support multi-benefit projects.

Sara Polgar; written
letter

Just want to say that I think it is really important that these policies are well- Chapter 2: Development (published after this comment was received)
Policy 6-117,
integrated with the Development chapter policies that staff is working on
was drafted to be internally consistent and complimentary of the
Development
11/29/2018
right now!
Hydrology and Water Quality policies contained in Chapter 6.
policies, and
Stormwater policies

October 29, 2019
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letter
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Date

9/6/2019

9/6/2019

9/6/2019

9/6/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Comment

Response

There is a man-made stormwater detention pond adjacent to the 10th hole Staff will make this change for the 10th hole pond.
tee of the Old Course incorrectly designated in "aqua" as a "Coastal
Freshwater Marsh" (Figure 6-1) and designated in "blue with dotted yellow
lines" as a Riparian Corridor (figure 6-2). As with all the other man-made
Figures 6-1 and 6-2 irrigation or stormwater detention ponds on the Old Course that were
approved and constructed in 1973 and in continuous operation since that
time, this 10th hole pond should be designated "Man-made impoundments
and Ponds".

Page 6-51 & ESHA
figures

Pages 6-64 and 65

Table 6-4

In the description of "Potential ESHA" we suggest that a portion of the
sentence be changed to "…or special status species but may be either
exempt areas or areas that require further definitions or study before a final
ESHA designation can be made" (emphasis added). Several "exempt areas"
are being designated in the map figures as "Potential ESHA" which do not
require further definition or study for ESHA purposed. They are designated
"Potential ESHA" instead of "ESHA" because of an exemption, not because
they need additional definition or study. This sentence, as written, suggests
otherwise.

Staff recommends revising the description of Potential ESHA on Page 651 as follows: "Areas noted as Potential ESHA are areas that are likely to
support sensitive habitat or special status species but may be either
exempt from ESHA policy requirements (e.g. active impoundments) or
require further definitions or study before a final ESHA designation can
be made."

As written, the discussion of the ponds, Ocean Colony development history, The discussion of habitat areas within Ocean Colony is proposed to
riparian corridors and other narratives are all accurate and acceptable to us. remain as written in the current public draft.
However, we note that a November 2018 draft revision of these sections
(apparently not incorporated) was inaccurate and we would want to
address those revisions should they be incorporated.
As you know the definition of ESHA includes many features such as
Master Response 7
watercourses, riparian corridors and wetlands. We think there is some
potential confusion in Table 6-4 over which buffer requirements and
exceptions apply to which types of ESHA. While we recognize that a
statement at the end of Policy 6-8 (page 6-77) suggests that if riparian
corridors or wetlands are designated as an ESHA, the standards applicable
to them (not ESHA) shall apply, we do not believe that does the trick. We
suggest that under the phrase "ESHA" in Table 6-4, the following be added:
"(other than watercourses, riparian corridors and wetlands)".
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Bruce Russell, written
letter

9/6/2019

Table 6-4

Bruce Russell, written
letter

9/6/2019

Page 6-20

Bruce Russell, written
letter

9/6/2019

Page 6-21

Fanny Yang (SCC) email 9/13/2019

Policy 6-20

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Policy 6-22

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Policy 6-40

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Policy 6-83

October 29, 2019

Comment

Response

The new buffer zone areas and requirements are considerably different and Master Response 7
more onerous than those in the existing LCP/HMB ordinances and in place
since 1993. Existing homeowners, commercial users, agricultural
enterprises, recreational businesses, civic/charitable landowners, public
entities, (and yes, developers) may have in good faith relied on those
restrictions in acquiring, planning, developing and/or operating their
properties. While City land use provisions and restrictions can obviously
change and "endless reliance" is not a property right, Table 6-4 and the
narrative provisions might do well to include some narrow and carefully
crafted "grandparenting" or "transitional" standards. The "established
neighborhood" and "existing building site" language may, to the extent that
they apply, provide some relief in certain situations, but seem too limited.
Other concepts such as ownership cut-off periods, existing compatible uses,
pending applications, "break-in" periods, and interim rules are often
employed in government land use and other "new" law situations to help
address the community's reasonable and good faith reliance on the last "26
years of rules."

In the White-tail Kite paragraph (last line), Miramontes Point is not in Ocean Staff will confirm the location reference (Miramontes Point vs.
Colony. The sentence should end after "Point."
Miramontes Point Road) with the biological consultant and revise as
applicable.
In the Loggerhead Shrike paragraph (next to last line) the phrase "…Coastal Staff will make this change.
bluffs between Ocean Colony and Kelly Avenue…" should be corrected to
read "…Coastal bluffs between Redondo Beach Road and Kelly Avenue…"
There are no documented sightings of Loggerhead Shrike in Ocean Colony.
Include camping and other lower cost overnight accommodations as a
resource-dependent use.

Staff recommends consideration of low-impact camping as a resourcedependent use. This is not a new concept in the coastal zone, and has
been certified by the Coastal Commission in the Santa Monica Mountains
LUP.
ESHA Buffer Zones: Again, we do not support any regulation that will result Master Response 7
in a takings. There are still many individually owned properties in Half Moon
Bay that are not outside an ESHA buffer. For the sake of those property
owners and to minimize future litigation and appeals costs, identify those
properties and minimize the impact on those property owners.
Pre-Existing Building Sites: What if the property is damaged and cannot
Master Response 7
meet a 20’ setback? What if the property is fine but the owner wants to
remodel or add on?
Fuel Modification: We ask that the city ensure there is no conflict between Master Response 9
this policy and landscape plans, tree replacement and other city regulations.
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SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Policy 6-92

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Policy 6-93e

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Policy 6-106

John Callan letter

9/13/2019

ESHA maps

John Callan letter

9/13/2019

Page 6-65

John Callan letter

9/13/2019

Page 6-71

John Callan letter

John Callan letter

October 29, 2019

9/13/2019

9/13/2019

Page 6-74

Comment

Response

The City does not have a specific program dedicated to off-site
mitigation, but does currently require mitigation as applicable through
environmental review and conditions of approval of development
projects.
Trees reduce groundwater recharging and block sun and it’s active and
Staff agrees that a list of approved tree species would be beneficial for
passive energy. We urge the city to consult with native plant specialists and the city's urban canopy and implementation of the heritage tree
local landscapers to develop a list of alternatives that will provide the most ordinance, as noted in draft Policy 2-29. Staff also notes that trees have
ample benefits including nesting habitat for birds, carbon sequestration,
benefits while not wasting passive solar energy.
soil stabilization, and stormwater runoff management.
Mitigation: Does the city currently have an offsite mitigation program?

Sea Level Rise and ESHA: We strongly urge the City to seek out
demonstration projects that have been effective at reducing erosion and
other impacts of SLR and then through public and private efforts,
implement them on the Coastside. Ocean Colony did such a project several
years ago and it has been very successful. Other similar projects should be
found and copied.
Per Figure 6-1, the bulk of the habitat type for our property is non-native
grassland. Table 6-3 indicates that non-native grassland could be considered
ESHA. Who makes that final decision? Can a landowner submit a biological
resource assessment of their property prior to that determination? Will
there be any amendments to the ESHA maps before submittal to the CCC?
What will the development setback be from a coastal freshwater marsh?

Staff agrees and supports such projects through numerous policies in
Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 that address sea level rise and related impacts
on sensitive habitat areas .

What portion of North Wavecrest has been identified as CRLF upland
habitat?
How will landowners be compensated for lot retirement in North
Wavecrest?

Figure 6-3 (Sheet 3 of 3) depicts the areas identified as CRLF upland
habitat.
North Wavecrest owners will likely be the beneficiaries of the lot
retirement program, since they will be able to sell their development
rights to landowners/developers who are required to buy them.

Sensitive species and habitats life requirements change all the time. It
seems unreasonable and unwise to include the ESHA maps in the LUP since
changes to the ESHA maps require a LUP amendment. Please consider an
alternative that would require studies of vacant land and allow landowners
to obtain site specific information on the status of any ESHA on their
individual parcels.

The habitat protection policies apply to the on-the-ground condition at
the time of a development proposal as evaluated in a biological report.
Policy 6-17 requires this site-specific study to be provided for new
development project in or adjacent to ESHA. Policy 6-11 recognizes that
the ESHA maps are a tool for development review that need to be kept
up to date, and Policy 6-14 provides a process for removing an ESHA
designation from the ESHA maps.

What is the annual budgeting cost of the updating ESHA mapping policy?

Costs for updating the ESHA maps will vary based on required time and
resources. City funding and grant funding may be available for such map
updates. It is also of note that the intention for routine updates is to
incorporate information gained from new biological resource
evaluations. Many of these studies are privately funded as part of
development review.

Policy 6-11
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Biological evaluations for new development projects will provide sitespecific evidence for staff to make an informed decision on how to apply
ESHA policies and buffer requirements. The ESHA maps are currently
draft and will be finalized prior to adoption by City Council and submittal
to the Coastal Commission. Also see Master Response 7.
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John Callan letter

9/13/2019

Policy 6-38

John Callan letter

9/13/2019

Policy 6-58

John Callan letter

KC Branscomb letter

9/13/2019

9/12/2019

ESHA maps

9/12/2019

ESHA maps

KC Branscomb letter

9/12/2019

Riparian buffers

KC Branscomb letter

9/12/2019

Riparian buffers

Response

The Wavecrest Arroyo is located approximately 800 feet north of
Redondo Beach Road as measured from the western terminus of the
road. The arroyo is primarily contained within two parcels owned by
Peninsula Open Space Trust.
Is the sea bluff area considered 300 feet from the bluff? Will any uses other The approximate boundary of the sea cliff area is mapped in pale red on
than public trails be allowed? How will private landowners be compensated Figure 6-2. Policy 6-58 specifies permitted uses in sea cliff areas.
for no use of their property?
Additional restrictions may apply to development within 300 feet of the
bluff edge pursuant to Policies 6-53, 7-14, 7-16, 7-17, and 7-18. Also see
Master Response 10.
Can you please idenitfy the location of the Wavecrest Arroyo?

We are supportive of programs and organizations that can acquire private
land for conservation to meet the goals of the LUP. It is only fair that
Policy 6-101 and 6property owners be compensated for lands that have been identified for
103
protection and that will have no other utility for the landowner.

KC Branscomb letter

October 29, 2019

Comment

I am formally contesting the representation of the eastern upper portion of
my 48-310-080 and 48-310-110 parcels as an ESHA. They consist of a duly
permitted Indoor Arena, fenced pasture, and a 3 bedroom home with
associated landscaping and farm roads.
I am formally contesting the representation of my 7.5 acre foot SWRCB
licensed water storage pond (in use continually since 1946) facility as a
“potential ESHA”.

Support for these policies is appreciated. Also see Master Response 10.

Master Response 8

Man-made impoundments are shown as Potential ESHA in the LUP
update ESHA maps as they have potential to support special status
species. However, Policy 6-65 specifies that active agricultural
impoundments are not considered ESHA and does not restrict their
continued use. The Branscomb Farms water storage pond is considered
an active agricultural impoundment and is not subject to ESHA
protection policies.
Similarly I believe that use of this facility for its intended use requires that it Man-made impoundments are shown as Potential ESHA in the LUP
be exempt from any riparian habitat assessment and a 0 buffer zone. It is update ESHA maps as they have potential to support special status
essential to the viability of the use of the surrounding lands and our
species. However, Policy 6-65 specifies that active agricultural
business.
impoundments are not considered ESHA and does not restrict their
continued use. The Branscomb Farms water storage pond is considered
an active agricultural impoundment and is not subject to ESHA
protection policies.
We have several long pre-existing legal but non-conforming structures
Buffers from sensitive habitat areas are only required for new
(including farm employee residences, barns, fences, and vehicle parking)
development and are dependent on the exact type and location of the
that are within the recommended buffer zone for Frenchmans Creek –many proposed development. Pre-existing development would not be subject
of them there for 40 years or more. It is essential that we be allowed to
to any new buffer requirement, only new development through a coastal
continue to repair and/or replace these structures and uses without being development permit. Repair, maintenance, and structural improvements
subject to riparian buffers beyond what has been historically in place.
may qualify for a coastal development permit exemption. Staff also notes
that there are a number of permitted uses within sensitive habitat areas
and their buffer zones, including agricultural uses and structures on
existing legal building sites within riparian buffer areas. Also see Master
Response 7.
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KC Branscomb letter

KC Branscomb letter

Date

9/12/2019

9/12/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Riparian, ag wells

9/12/2019

Policy 6-38

KC Branscomb letter

9/12/2019

Policy 6-72

October 29, 2019

9/12/2019

Policy 6-83

Response

Improvements permitted under CDFW 1602 permits should be exempt from Buffers from sensitive habitat areas are only required for new
town review or riparian buffers as well as ag wells that replace duly
development and are dependent on the exact type and location of the
permitted ag wells that are removed from service or fail.
proposed development. Pre-existing development would not be subject
to any new buffer requirement, only new development through a coastal
development permit. Repair, maintenance, and structural improvements
may qualify for a coastal development permit exemption. Staff also notes
that there are a number of permitted uses within sensitive habitat areas
and their buffer zones, including agricultural uses and structures on
existing legal building sites within riparian buffer areas. Also see Master
Response 7.
The definition of “undeveloped lands such as in Urban Reserve” needs to be
clarified with respect to recognizing that just because a piece of land is not
covered with houses does not mean it is not “developed” and legitimately
employed in commerce or supporting necessary economic activity.

The intent of this statement was to indicate that there may be areas of
Half Moon Bay where new development could accommodate a larger
buffer from sensitive habitat areas, such as when the new development
is proposed on a larger, less developed parcel. Pre-existing development
would not be subject to any new buffer requirement, only new
development through a coastal development permit. Staff also notes
that there are a number of permitted uses within riparian buffer zones,
including agricultural uses and structures on existing legal building sites.
Also see Master Response 7.

This policy might need to reference 39 and 40 or explicitly state an
exception for pre-existing permitted development as well as long time
grandfathered commercial uses (eg. Grazing or cultivation) within the
riparian corridor or buffer zone.
I would strongly encourage the PC to establish a livestock or equestrian
committee within the town to address minimum stabling, manure
management, pasture management, and trail safety rather than try to
legislate a specific solution absent knowledgeable input. San Mateo County
Horsemens Association or Woodside Horse Owners Association are
examples of effective, self-regulating bodies that make sure horses and the
environment are mutually beneficial.

Exceptions for pre-existing development are provided for in Policy 6-24.
Policy 6-36 and 6-39 also provide for a number of permitted uses in
riparian corridors and their buffer areas, including crop growing and
grazing.
The Planning Commission or City Council could consider establishing such
a committee. This could be done separately from the LUP update.

Page 6-68

KC Branscomb letter

KC Branscomb letter

Comment

Needs to be clear that CalFire and the WUI requirements for reducing brush Master Response 9
and dry wood fuel for wildfires clearly supercede environmental or “visual
resource” restraints on tree maintenance and brush clearing. A specific
exemption for brush clearing and tree maintenance on properties larger
than 10 acres should be included.
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KC Branscomb letter

Committee for Green
Foothills letter

Date

9/12/2019

10/7/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Policy 6-102

ESHA buffer
language

7. Coastal Hazards

KC Branscomb, PC
meeting public
comment

12/19/2018 Policy 7-54

KC Branscomb, PC
meeting public
comment

12/19/2018 Fuel management

Helen Wolter (CGF)
written letter

2/12/2019

General comment

Helen Wolter (CGF)
written letter

2/12/2019

Page 7-6 and 7-44

October 29, 2019

Comment

Response

This policy reads like an explicit license to “take” property rights with a
“whatever works” approach. I recommend rewriting it to be clear about
what the real intent is.

The intent of this policy is to identify habitat management strategies for
sites with habitat value. These sites are still permitted to develop as
consistent with their land use designations and the permitted uses within
sensitive habitat areas and their buffer zones. The policy language will be
studied in that it may be too broad. The focus is conservation areas. Also
see Master Response 10.

We are concerned about any project specific “adjustments” to
ESHA buffers and performance standards. Our experience over many years
tells us that even the best consultants are subject to economic pressures
and there are all too many consultants that fall well below the best
category. We favor keeping the current minimums with the exceptions of
moving the intermittent stream measuring point from the midpoint of the
stream to the bank edge when there is an absence of riparian vegetation
and some thoughtful consideration of development that occurred prior to
the Coastal Act. We also favor wording in the ESHA definition that clearly
captures the Appeals Court ruling regarding Vernally Wet areas.

Staff agrees that the LUP update should not loosen any buffer
requirements as established in the current LUP and agrees on the bank
edge modification for riparian buffer measurements as already
presented in the draft LUP (Chapter 6. Natural Resources). Staff will work
with the City Attorney’s office to ensure consistency with the Appeals
Court ruling on vernally wet areas.

Intent of this policy? Impoundments are caught up with flood risks, how
does the Coastal Commission deal with this?

This policy is intended to support the City's understanding of flood risks
associated with impoundments and encourage best management
practices for protecting habitat and water quality. This policy could be
considered more "programmatic" in light of Coastal Commission staff's
recent comments. Staff, Planning Commission and City Council can
consider how to improve this policy language to better guide
development review.
Master Response 9

This chapter seems conflicted with vegetation removal and fire safety
requirements.
Use stronger language to give readers a better sense of potential hazards
from climate change. Add discussion concerning the public's potential
liability in face of climate change- reference Jordan v. St. Johns County case
law.

Staff will be re-organizing and improving this chapter to better portray
the hazards that occur at the shoreline and that occur upland of the
shoreline, both as exacerbated by climate change impacts. The
referenced case law is from Florida and focuses on a County's duty to
maintain public roads, so it has little relevance to the LCP. Policy 7-89
requires shoreline property owners to recognize the risks of new
development in hazardous areas through development permit conditions
and deed restrictions.

Establish clearer baselines and projected amounts of sea level rise and
erosion. Reference SMC SLR Vulnernability Assessment.

Staff will add a reference to the County's SLR Vulnerability Assessment
and will update Table 7-2 to reflect best available information on
baselines and projections.
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Helen Wolter (CGF)
written letter

2/12/2019

Page 7-44

Helen Wolter (CGF)
written letter

2/12/2019

Page 7-44 and 45

Helen Wolter (CGF)
written letter

2/12/2019

Figure 7-9

EMC, written letter

3/20/2019

Policy 7-97 and 7100

EMC, written letter

October 29, 2019

3/20/2019

General comment

Comment

Response

Table 7-2 is out of date. Update with State of California SLR Guidance 2018
version.
Impacts section: clarify the possible amount of erosion that could be seen,
and explain the process of erosion and its uncertainty. Similar to erosion
discussion on page 7-51. Explaining ambiguity up front will assist with future
planning.

Staff will update Table 7-2 to reflect best available information on
baselines and projections.
Staff can update this section to reference historical erosion rates and
projected erosion amounts found by the City's SLR Vulnerability
Assessment, and can reference out to the erosion narrative on Page 7-51
to avoid duplication of information. Staff also notes that this chapter will
be reorganized to discuss hazards that occur at the shoreline separately
from hazards that occur upland, so these discussions on sea level rise
and shoreline erosion will more closely follow each other.

Concerned by the scale of this map. Suggest smaller scale maps, such as
those from the HMB SLR Vulnerability Assessment.
Policy 7‐97 and Policy 7‐100 address managed retreat of development in
high coastal hazard areas. The policy requires action (“Ensure that
foundation designs…”) based on a premise that managed retreat “…might
be appropriate at some point in the future”. While we understand the
intent of the policies, we question their implementation feasibility. For
example, how would new development “ensure foundation design or other
aspects of the development will not preclude future incremental relocation
or managed retreat” or that “foundation design allows for incremental
removal as foundation elements become exposed”? From a foundation
engineering and safety perspective, this may not be technically or
financially feasible for many types of structures. Further, it appears that the
coastal hazard setback requirements identified in other proposed LUP
policies are intended to minimize or avoid the need for managed retreat.
We recommend that Policy 7‐97 and Policy 7‐100 be deleted or
substantially revised.

Because best available science is evolving, instead of including these
maps, staff recommends referring out to best sources.
In response to this comment and corresponding Coastal Commission
suggested edits on these policies, staff recommends clarifying the
distinction between existing development that may be subject to future
managed retreat, and new development that will be subject to setback
requirements that ensure the development will be safe from erosion
over its anticipated life. The intent is for new development to avoid
hazards, avoid creating or contributing to site instability, and avoid
alteration of natural landforms per Coastal Act Section 30253.

An LUP section containing term definitions is needed, including a definition The draft Glossary was published after receipt of this comment letter.
of “managed retreat” and its relationship to managing hazards to
Staff recommends clarifying the meaning of "managed retreat" in
development through hazards setbacks as already required in other LUP
chapter narrative rather than in a glossary definition.
policies.
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SAMCAR email

SAMCAR email

SAMCAR email

October 29, 2019

Date

9/16/2019

9/16/2019

9/16/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Page 7-3

Policy 7-2

Page 7-17

Comment

Response

“Existing Structures”: We take exception to this provision. It will, most
likely, be yet another CCC defeat at the hands of PLF. Since Day 1 of the
CCC, the policy was that if they permitted it, it had rights. Then, 40+ years
it, the CCC decides that it has changed its mind and wants to claw back what
it perceives to have lost. As protectors and defenders of private property
rights, No. Government does not get to play those kinds of games. Half
Moon Bay’s LCP was not certified until 1996, 20 years after the Coastal Act.
That means that the CCC directly permitted all building in Half Moon Bay
between January 1, 1973 and the date the LCP was certified. Now, it wants
to say that those folks only got limited permission? No. We realize this is a
state issue and not to be determined by the city but does want the city on
notice that this issue will be fought and fought hard.

Staff agrees that this is a state-wide policy issue that the Coastal
Commission has adopted a stance on in their Sea Level Rise Policy
Guidance documents. Staff will be discussing the terminology of "existing
structures" with Coastal Commission staff, as this is a fairly common term
applied in many other land use and development situations beyond the
intended meaning of Coastal Act Section 30235.

Climate Change Agency Coordination: It has taken nearly 30 years to obtain Support for this coordination policy is appreciated.
all of the permissions for the mouth of Pescadero Creek to be opened. It
has taken nearly 20 years for everyone to get on board for the harbor to
begin dredging. Now, there are issues with eelgrass and a few other
hiccups. A non-native mammal is disrupting the Farralons and the preferred
removal has very broad negative consequences. We support improving the
coordination between these agencies so that paralysis and incompetence
does not plague our future. Systems, protocols and strategies need to be
developed so that when an issue arises, it can be dealt with promptly.
Shoreline Protection: We recognize that “managed retreat” is the policy-ofthe-day. Our experience with CCC staff in general and with specific LCP
updates is that CCC interpretation is, “Retreat as soon as it can be legally
managed.” Private property rights advocates interpret it as, “Manage until
retreat is necessary.” This is new territory for government and the citizenry
because, for the first time, property owners will be put on notice that they
will lose their property, they will not be compensated, and they will be
required to pay for its removal. We urge the city to continue to educate the
community as to the risks but also to listen to the community when it
comes to how these hazards will be addressed. We also urges the city to be
stalwart in pushing back against CCC staff when the CCC positions are too
restrictive or onerous.
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Staff will be working with Coastal Commission staff on how to better
define triggers that indicate the need for retrofit or retreat. Staff agrees
that this is developing science and new policy territory, and will work to
provide necessary parameters and flexibility in this policy document.
Ultimately, this document will be reviewed by the Coastal Commission
for its ability to implement the Coastal Act.
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SAMCAR email

SAMCAR email

SAMCAR email

Date

9/16/2019

9/16/2019

9/16/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Policy 7-23e

Policy 7-25

Policy 7-26

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Policy 7-28

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Page 7-26

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Poilcy 7-48

October 29, 2019

Comment

Response

Shoreline Management Plans emergencies: We urge current and future
staff to not assume that violations are meant to thwart city or CCC policies.
SAMCAR members have horror stories of adjacent property owners cutting
down trees, digging trenches, on their own and nearby properties, and a
host of other actions during emergencies and then facing legal penalties.
Most had no intention (a few have been opportunists for sure) other than
protecting themselves or their property. Many people who have been very
conversant in land use regulations have had difficulty wending through the
regs. If violations occur, use SAMCAR to help mediate.

The City's certified LCP (including this LUP update) provides a mechanism
for the public to undergo emergency actions when necessary to
immediately protect life and property. Emergency development permits
may be reviewed and approved retroactively in such cases. Coastal
development permits may also be reviewed and approved for nonemergency development after the fact.

Protection for Critical Facilities: An issue SAMCAR has had with the CCC and
the Residential Adaptation Policy Guidance (RAPG) is that it has developed
guidelines for residential property and proposed adopting those prior to the
commercial and the public works. This policy allows shoreline protection
for the SAM plant. Presumably those protections would extend beyond the
400-500’ of shoreline the plant sits on. What does this policy mean to the
property owners on Pilarcitos? If one of them wanted to do an addition
that needed protection and the protection was going to be developed down
the road for the plant, would they be allowed to do the addition?

Coastal Commission staff have indicated that the sea level rise guidance
document specific to critical infrastructure is expected in Spring 2020.
More site-specific information and studies would be required at the time
that this situation might come into play, but Policy 7-25 does not permit
shoreline protection for critical facilities to be any larger than necessary
to protect the facility and Policy 7-14 does not permit new development
to rely on shoreline protective devices.

Protection for Existing Structures: Again, to reinforce, the CCC is reneging
on decades of policy. We have the strongest opposition possible to this
wholesale revocation of property rights. In addition, as the unknown
impacts of climate change and SLR become known, creative, new,
innovative approaches to solving the resulting problems need to have as
free a path as possible. Regulations need to be flexible enough that the
next great idea doesn’t get quashed before having a chance to save the
world.

Staff agrees that this is a state-wide policy issue that the Coastal
Commission has adopted a stance on in their Sea Level Rise Policy
Guidance documents. Staff will be discussing the terminology of "existing
structures" with Coastal Commission staff, as this is a fairly common term
applied in many other land use and development situations beyond the
intended meaning of Coastal Act Section 30235. Staff also agrees that
this is developing science and new policy territory, and will work to
provide the necessary parameters and flexibility in this policy document
while meeting Coastal Act requirements.

Again, SAMCAR, in the strongest possible language, opposes waiving all
rights.

This policy would apply to new development that may be subject to
shoreline hazards as a condition of approval of a coastal development
permit. New development is not permitted to rely on any existing or
future shoreline protective devices, as would be ensured through this
policy.
The City's Green Infrastructure Plan was adopted by City Council in
September 2019. Support for this plan is appreciated.
Staff will work with SAMCAR to development such real estate
disclosures.

Green Infrastructure: We support the Green Infrastructure Plan being
developed on a fast track.
Flood Hazard Policies Real Estate Disclosure: When any new real estate
disclosure will be required, SAMCAR would like to be involved in the
development.
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SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Policy 7-52

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Policy 7-77

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Policy 7-89 and 790

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Policy 7-91

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Policy 7-92

SAMCAR email

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

9/16/2019

Policy 7-96

9/16/2019

Policy 7-103

John Callan letter

9/13/2019

Policy 7-14 and 717

Response

Citywide Drainage Master Plan: We support the plan and encourages
coordination with the county to do the same for the unincorporated area.

Support for the City's Drainage Master Plan is appreciated.

We encourage and support agencies clarifying and eliminating competing
and conflicting regulations.
We recognizes property owners will be assuming risks and that disclosures
will be required. We request the opportunity to be involved in the
development of both.
Remove the reference to pre-Coastal Act.
Eliminate the word prohibit and replace with a provision for limiting or
denying on a case by case basis. A building may have a 20 year life
expectancy. If the property owner is willing to forego the ability to access
public insurance, to engineer so that the hazard is not increased, and holds
harmless, what interest does the state have in not allowing 20 years use of
that improvement on her/his property?

Support for this coordination policy is appreciated.
Staff will work with SAMCAR to development such deed restrictions and
real estate disclosures.
Staff will make this change.
Policy 7-92 would allow expansions, additions, or renovations of existing
structures along the shoreline provided that evidence from a site-specific
hazards evaluation (as required by Policy 7-86) supports the new
development's ability to be protected from and not contribute to
shoreline hazards over the anticipated life of the development.

Redevelopment Standards: This language would seem to be overly
restrictive when the impacts of SLR and climate change are yet unknown.
Again, case by case.

Similar to the City's existing Zoning Code on non-conforming structures,
this policy requires that substantial redevelopment of a structure is
treated like a new structure that is subject to current development
standards, including hazard setbacks and a waiver to rights of shoreline
protection. Staff agrees that this policy applies on a project-by-project
basis and would depend on factors such as the scope and location of the
proposed development.

Managed Retreat: This provision will require policies and protocols to
ensure that individual’s property rights are not unnecessarily proscribed.
SAMCAR’s interest is in protecting the private property rights for a s long as
is possible.

The managed retreat policy will be implemented more specifically
through the Zoning Code following adoption of this LUP update. Similar
to the sea level rise and redevelopment policies commented on by
SAMCAR, this policy would also apply on a case-by-case basis. Staff will
be working with Coastal Commission staff on how to better define
triggers that indicate the need for retrofit or retreat in these cases.

Policy 7-94

SAMCAR email

October 29, 2019

Comment

Acquisition and Buyout Programs: Who will decide that Property Owner A This policy would be implemented more specifically through the Zoning
must remove her building at her cost while Property Owner B is bought out? Code following adoption of this LUP update. Staff also notes that this
could be considered a "programmatic policy" that may be moved to the
General Plan Safety Element.
Is the life expectancy for development 100 or 150 years? It is important to Life expectancy for development depends on the specific development
know what standard will apply for the analysis.
type. This would be considered through project-specific review.
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KC Branscomb letter

KC Branscomb letter

KC Branscomb letter

Date

9/12/2019

9/12/2019

9/12/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Comment
What specifically is meant by “require on-going maintenance to minimize
risk of flood … and protect ESHA’s” If impoundments are licensed SWRCB
water impoundments associated

This policy is intended to support the City's understanding of flood risks
associated with impoundments and encourage best management
practices for protecting habitat and water quality. Required on-going
maintenance would only apply to a coastal development permit for a
new impoundment. This policy could be considered more
"programmatic" in light of Coastal Commission staff's recent comments.
Staff, Planning Commission and City Council can consider how to improve
this policy language to better guide development review.

I would not exempt established neighborhoods. Continued development or
expansion of houses in Sea Haven increases the risk of dam failure and
flooding from pre-existing (before Sea Haven) SWRCB licensed McLellan
impoundment (the water impoundment on my property just above them)
or maybe at least have the property owners provide a specific release of
liability to the town and to Branscomb Farms for increasing development
down water from this earthen dam.

Sea Haven has one remaining vacant residential lot. Development of this
lot would not likely be considered to contribute to flood hazard risks. The
policy can be clarified to indicate the types of development it specifically
applies to.

Clarify (f) – are we supposed to cut down all the Blue Gum Eucalyptus? But
not impact any habitat?

Blue gum eucalyptus is considered to be an invasive, high fuel load tree
species that is not protected under the City's LCP. If the eucalyptus is
contributing to a larger habitat area that could be considered ESHA, a
biological report and restrictions on removal timing may be required to
avoid any impacts to roosting monarchs or nesting birds. Staff notes that
this specific policy would be applied through conditions of approval for a
coastal development permit for new development and redevelopment.

Policy 7-54

Policy 7-55

Response

Policy 7-65

8. Cultural Resources
No public comments
received
9. Scenic & Visual

General zoning and streetscape comments. Currently live in Arleta Park, R-1 Staff notes that the City's Municipal Code does not permit people to live
zone, and don't want to see people living in trailers in this neighborhood.
in trailers parked on- or off-street. New residential development is also
Jules Sofer, PC meeting
12/19/2018 General comments People take advantage of parking where there are no curbs or sidewalks.
required by the Municipal Code to provide sufficient off-street parking
public comment
and frontage improvements.

Scott McVicker, PC
meeting public
comment

October 29, 2019

Concerned about the definition of scenic/visual resources. Habitat and
watersheds are concrete, viewshed is an assertion. Viewsheds in private
ownership- right to look across it burdens the landowner. Williamson Act
12/19/2018 General comments
creates viewsheds, precluding development by calling open spaces visual
resources.
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Staff has drafted these visual resource definitions as consistent with the
Coastal Act and other certified Land Use Plans. Defining a viewshed does
not preclude development; rather, any development proposed in the
viewshed would be required to protect the visual resource through siting
and design. Also see Master Response 10.
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EMC, written comment 3/20/2019

EMC, written comment 3/20/2019

EMC, written comment 3/20/2019

EMC, written comment 3/20/2019

October 29, 2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Comment

Response

Our overarching concern with this chapter is about a lack of precision with
regards to visual resource management‐related definitions and the related
open‐ended nature of visual resources policies. These issues could readily
lead to policy implementation challenges. In particular, the lack of precision
could imply that any type of development activity in any portion of the
coastal zone could be constrained by visual resource policy consistency
concerns. This concern applies to several policies, with Policy 9‐3, Scenic
Resources, being highly representative. How does the City “Ensure the
long‐term enjoyment of publicly accessible scenic view corridors,
General comments viewsheds, vista points, and unique or characteristic visual resources”?
Implementing this policy is especially problematic given that the terms used
in the policy, as described below, are not defined or comprehensively or
accurately mapped. The Coastal Act calls for balance between the use and
conservation of natural resources and social and economic needs.
Open‐ended visual resource conservation policies that are not precise have
the potential to lead to imbalances between these needs.

Staff will be working on improving this chapter to better align the
definitions of different visual resource areas with the figure and policies
intended to guide review of development in or near those visual
resource areas. Coastal Act Section 30251 requires protection of scenic
and visual qualities of coastal areas through appropriate siting and
design of development, minimizing alteration to natural landforms,
combability of new development with surrounding areas, and restoring
and enhancing visual quality of visually degraded areas. The example of
Policy 9-3 is consistent with these Coastal Act goals. Coastal Commission
staff is providing guidance to City staff on this chapter.

Resources and terms identified on Figure 9‐1, Scenic & Visual Resources,
need to be defined. There are several terms and resources identified on
General comments
Figure 9‐1 that are not defined, including “vista point,” “community
gateway,” and “viewshed.”
Unclear symbology used on Figure 9‐1, Scenic & Visual Resources. The
symbology used for “viewshed east” and “viewshed west” is confusing,
especially as it appears to apply to the Dunes Beach/Surf Beach site. In
General comments
addition, the symbol used for vista points does not indicate the direction of
the vista available from the point. Is it 360 degrees or a narrower view?

Several visual resource terms are provided on Page 9-11. A vista point is
considered within the definition of viewshed, which staff can better
clarify. Gateways are further defined on Page 9-4 and 9-5.

Chapter 9 Scenic and Visual Resource policies that do not correlate with
Figure 9‐1, Scenic & Visual Resources. Several visual resources terms used in
the policies do not correlate with resources identified on Figure 9‐1. For
example, Policy 9‐6 refers to “coastline, foothills, ESHA, open spaces, and
other largely undeveloped areas as highly scenic coastal areas”. These areas
are not identified on Figure 9‐1. Further, it is unclear how open space and
General comments ESHA can categorically be considered highly scenic coastal areas. Policy 9‐7
refers to “viewing areas” and “vista points” but, only vista points are shown
on Figure 9‐1. These features and locational terms should be referenced on
Figure 9‐1 to the extent possible so a reader can understand where and how
the policies apply. Otherwise, the purpose and function of Figure 9‐1 seems
to be unclear and incomplete.

Staff will be working on improving this chapter to better align the
definitions of different visual resource areas with the figure and policies
intended to guide review of development in or near those visual
resource areas.
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The different viewshed symbols are intended to make a distinction
between a viewshed that provides views when facing west or when
facing east. Surf Beach/Dunes Beach is a "viewshed west." Staff can work
with the graphics consultant to clarify the symbology in this figure.
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Page/Policy #
Reference

EMC, written comment 3/20/2019

Figure 9-1

EMC, written comment 3/20/2019

Policy 9-3

EMC, written comment 3/20/2019

EMC, written comment 3/20/2019

EMC, written comment 3/20/2019

October 29, 2019

Policy 9-6

Policy 9-7

Policy 9-11

Comment

Response

Accuracy of Figure 9‐1, Scenic & Visual Resources. The entire Surf
Beach/Dunes Beach Planned Development site is identified as “viewshed”.
A significant portion of the site is blocked from view from Highway 1 by
vegetation and other barriers. We will demonstrate this through a specific
site analysis. Which part of the site is considered a viewshed east versus a
viewshed west? On what factual basis are these assumptions made? We
suggest that the figure be revised to say “potential” where some
uncertainty exists as to the validity or extent of the resource (i.e. potential
view corridors and potential viewsheds). If development is proposed on
sites that contain potential viewsheds or view corridors, a site specific visual
analysis should be required.

The Surf Beach/Dunes Beach PD is currently designated as a visual
resource area in the existing LUP, and is shown as a "Viewshed - West"
on Figure 9-1 as the site provides broad ocean views facing west as seen
from Highway 1. Policy 9-28 requires that a visual impact evaluation is
provided for any development proposed in a visual resource area
including a viewshed or view corridor.

Recommend deleting Policy 9-3.

Staff does not recommend deleting this policy.

Suggested changes for Policy 9-6: Designate certain areas of the beach and
ocean, coastline, foothills, ESHA land designated Open Space on Figure 2-1,
Land Use Map, open spaces, and other largely undeveloped areas not
designated for urban development, as highly scenic coastal areas.

Staff does not recommend making these changes. Designation of these
areas as visual resources does not preclude development from occurring
as permitted by the land use designations in Chapter 2. For example,
Policy 9-28 requires that a visual impact evaluation is provided for any
development proposed in a visual resource area, and Policy 9-26
establishes site planning and design measures to reduce visual impacts
from new development in visual resource areas.

Suggested changes for Policy 9-7: Designate publicly accessible places
including certain locations along the California Coastal Trail, and other trails,
beaches, and parks, other areas with public access that offer broad views of
highly scenic coastal areas as public viewing areas and vista points.

Staff recommends consideration of these changes with the exception of
"certain locations along." There should not be any exception for a certain
area to be considered a public viewing area or vista point if it is publicly
accessible and provides broad scenic views.

Suggested changes for Policy 9-11: Review new development projects
proposed Require development near blufftops for the need to incorporate a
setback from the edge of the bluff that avoids to reduce visual impacts from
scenic public areas including trails and lookouts on the blufftops, and from
the beach and ocean below. Require visual impacts to be assessed on a site
specific basis. The blufftop setback necessary to protect reduce identified
visual resources impacts may be in excess of the setback necessary to
ensure that risk from geologic hazards are minimized for the life of the
proposed structureal improvements, as detailed in the Coastal Hazards
chapter of the LUP.

"Development near blufftops" has a specific definition in Chapter 7 of the
draft LUP, meaning within 300 feet of the bluff edge. Modifications to
this policy may be considered to clarify the need for site-specific
evaluation based a visual resource assessment, as required by Policy 928.
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EMC, written comment 3/20/2019

EMC, written comment 3/20/2019

EMC, written comment 3/20/2019

EMC, written comment 3/20/2019

October 29, 2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Policy 9-12

Policy 9-15

Policy 9-16

Policy 9-26

Comment

Response

Suggested changes for Policy 9-12: Require Planned Developments
proposed on properties on the west side of Highway 1 that include coastal
bluffs, to dedicate, or preserve as open space,
the coastal bluff face and an area inland from the edge of the bluff
adequate to minimize visual impacts while also providing safe public access,
avoiding hazards, and accommodating bluff erosion.

Staff supports the clarification that this policy applies to Planned
Developments on the west side of Highway 1 that include land within
300 feet of the shoreline or bluff edge. Staff also notes that this policy
could be moved to be included in the "factored" PD policies of Chapter 2.
Development.

Suggested changes for Policy 9-15: Ensure that viewsheds from Highways 1
and 92 are preserved and enhanced. Coordinate with Caltrans to ensure
that promote future improvements and
changes to the highways, including implementation of the Town Boulevard
concept, that consider and conserve will preserve or enhance the visual
experience of traveling through a coastal community with small town
character.
Suggested changes for Policy 9-16: Ensure that views of the ocean, bluffs,
hillsides, and ridgelines from the California Coastal Trail are evaluated on a
site-specific basis in locations planned for development protected,
particularly in areas adjacent to Planned Developments including
Surf/Dunes Beach, Venice Beach, West of Railroad, and North Wavecrest.
Require Provide sufficient setbacks and height limits for any development
permitted near the trail to
avoid reduce impacts to visual resource high quality views identified in site
specific visual analyses. Ensure Visual resource protection shall be
prioritized is maintained in any sea level rise adaptation strategies for the
trail, including planned retreat.

Staff does not recommend making changes as proposed. Instead, staff
will consider breaking this into two policies: 1 ) Viewsheds protection
from the highway; 2)Future highway improvements to preserve/enhance
visual experience.

The language will be reviewed to make it clear that this applies to review
of new development in these areas.

Suggested changes for Policy 9-26: Require new development to be sited
Staff does not recommend making these changes.
and designed to minimize adverse impacts on scenic areas visible from
public roadways, public trails, and accessways, or other public viewing areas
and to be visually compatible with the character of the surrounding area.
Measures to reduce visual impacts include, but are not limited to the
following:
a. Siting development in the least visible portion of the site;
b. Breaking up the mass of new structures;
c. Designing structures to blend into the surrounding natural landscape;
d. Restricting Modifying building maximum size and height;
e. Clustering development; and
f. Incorporating landscape elements, and screening.
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EMC, written comment 3/20/2019

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Policy 9-31

Poicy 9-26

SAMCAR email

9/16/2019

Policy 9-34

John Callan letter

9/13/2019

Page 9-6

KC Branscomb letter

9/12/2019

Figure 9-1

Comment

Response

Suggested changes for Policy 9-31: Require that projects proposed within
Staff will review this language further.
areas designated as Planned Development areas through and over which
views provide viewsheds over largely undeveloped areas, towards the
ocean are available (e.g. Surf Beach/Dunes Beach, Venice Beach, and North
Wavecrest), or the hillsides (e.g. L. C. Smith Estate and Podesta), to assess
visual resources, identify view corridors to be protected, and provide a
visual impact evaluation with any as part of the master plan for developing
the Planned Development process. Planned Developments shall be planned
to minimize adverse impacts on protect identified view corridors viewsheds,
and shall utilize the siting and design standards of Policies 9-24 and 9-25.

Site Planning and Design for New Development: We strongly urge that
solar, passive and active, be a primary measure. Garages should NEVER be
on the south or west side of the property, usually the warmest and brightest
part of the structure. 2020 all new construction will need to be solar.
Making where the sun is a part of the design of the structure will have far
more benefit, both to the resident and the community by way of reduced
energy costs, than almost any other design requirement. It is shocking in
2019 that the requirement has been absent.

Staff appreciates the comment on including solar considerations for
reducing energy costs in site and design planning, and notes that the
City's Single-Family Residential Design Guidelines may be a more
appropriate place for this as Policy 9-26 is primarily intended to minimize
visual impacts through siting and design measures.

Historic Jail and San Mateo County Garage: To codify that there will be a
Staff appreciates the input and will reconsider how to approach
view corridor across property owned by the city, on a major corner, seems protecting views of these resources.
to hamstring future generations. There may be an option to use that “view”
in a way that is more relevant, desirable or necessary to future residents.
Parking lots are a necessary site feature to access the public beaches.

Staff agrees and can clarify that the negative visual attribute is intended
more towards parking lots with excessive paving or signage and without
landscape screening.
I don’t believe Frenchmans Creek Road should be considered a view
Staff recommends reconsideration of designating Frenchmans Creek
corridor for the entire extent shown on this map given that it is only briefly Road as a view corridor given the briefly available view. Development
visible as people are driving on Highway 1 at normal highway speeds for the setbacks and height restrictions will still apply for visual resource
protection. Furthermore, Frenchmans Creek Road is not a public road.
most part. Perhaps a shorter span.

Appendix B Buildout

October 29, 2019
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Lennie Roberts, PC
study session

Date

6/25/2019

Mike Ferreira, PC study
6/25/2019
session

Carole Black, PC study
6/25/2019
session

John Callan letter

John Callan letter

October 29, 2019

9/13/2019

9/13/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Appendix B

Appendix B

Comment
San Mateo County Land Use Plan provides buildout for SMC Midcoast and
Half Moon Bay; Half Moon Bay shares sewer and water capacity with San
Mateo County; Connect the Coastside is also supposed to consider if both
buildouts are supported or if their Land Use Plan policies need to reduce
buildout; this is an interdependent area, need Local Coastal Program
consistency; concerned about low cost visitor serving developments that
have become permanent housing with have priority water.

Staff assures that the San Mateo County Land Use Plan was carefully
considered in the City’s modeling for the Public Works chapter. The
buildout of the entire Coastside is dependent on several overlapping
service districts and infrastructure needs. Policy 3-9 also requires
coordination with the County's Midcoast LCP when considering the
timing and amount of new or expanded public works facilities.

Gross numbers are projecting 3,200 new residences, but we have
approximately 800 water connections for the Coastside so it is hard to
reconcile these numbers. Appendix B, Footnote 5: these land use
designations are exclusive of housing (Regional Recreation, reserve lands,
etc.). I understand replacing the unit that fell in the ocean but that is all.

Appendix B estimates 2,200 net new residential uses in the maximum
theoretical buildout condition, not 3,200. Footnote 5 of Appendix B
refers to the proposed Priority Residential Overlay, which is intended to
apply to non-residential land use designations in order to facilitate
development of workforce housing specific to the underlying land use.
This overlay is consistent with City Council and community priorities to
provide affordable housing and alleviate traffic through providing local
housing for the local employees.

Concerned about extra units in Town Center, especially Stone Pine – small
area, infrastructure challenges, and traffic. Maybe some thresholds or
benchmarks for reassessment of impacts on infrastructure?

City Council has prioritized development in the Town Center as it is in
close proximity to public transit, employment areas, and neighborhood
services. The additional development potential in the Stone Pine area is
considered for possible shopping center retrofit and buildout of the
vacant parcels fronting Highway 92. Development of either of these
options would need to consider infrastructure constraints, including
traffic, parking, and ingress/egress challenges. Policy 3-9 in the draft
Public Works chapter establishes several thresholds and criteria for
identifying and implementing new or expanded infrastructure capacities.

How will the City equitably divide the 141-192 residential units for North
Wavecrest? How will the landowners without any land uses allowed on
their parcels be compensated? How can affordable housing be created in
the North Wavecrest area when this proposed plan reduces the allowed
housing numbers by 708 homes?

Master Response 4 and 10

Appendix B

Table B-1

Table B-5

Response

This table indicated only 15,000 square feet of potential additional General Master Response 4
Commercial and/or visitor-serving commercial. This is woefully deficient to
address the needs of the public and to allow utilization of property adjacent
to Redondo Beach Road. How was a maximum commercial square footage
determined for this area when neither the master plan nor an analysis of
the potential benefits from new development has been completed? This
policy forces landowners in North Wavecrest to propose residential
development on the west side of Highway 1 which is not always viewed in
favor by the CCC.
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KC Branscomb letter

Date

9/12/2019

Glossary

Pete Smith, written
letter

October 29, 2019

9/11/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Urban Reserve

Comment

Response

I’d like to make the case that what you are proposing to do by eliminating
any reference to the numerical allotments of future residential density
potential (as defined in Table 9.1 of the current LUP/LCP and its precedents
dating back to the 1983 LCP) that the city is effectively engaging in
downzoning without appropriate due process or an exchange of
commensurate value or opportunity for economically viable land use. I may
be misunderstanding but In numerical terms, if I read it correctly (ref. p. 186
of Ch 9 Table 9.1 of current plan) this Zone has gone from a maximum
stated potential of 2,650 units( upon creation of the Zone with the 1983
SCP) to 1,077 (1996 amendment) to 3? (Appendix B representation of
potential buildout for the entire Zone?). Has any other Zone within the city
seen such a dramatic targeted decline in potential? For my parcels (“lands
surrounding Sea Haven”) the current LCP Tabl2 9.1 indicates a potential
capacity of 650 units. Would I have 0 now?

Table 9-1 is considered a buildout estimate, not an entitlement. The
Priority Housing Overlay provides options for developing residential units
in Urban Reserve, in addition to the employee housing that is currently a
permitted use in the Urban Reserve zoning districts. Policy 2-135 also
specifies the conditions under which Urban Reserve can convert to a
Planned Development land use for comprehensive planning and
development. The draft LUP update does not "down-zone" from the
existing LCP, but rather carries forward many of the same policies
regarding density, allowed uses, etc. while providing a more realistic
vision for how those policies would shape development.

Redefine to include median income community workers with a preference
to those that are employed in or in adjacent portions of the city. This would
also make the definition of affordable housing to be consistent with the
Below market rate definition that includes the Median classification.
Eliminate the 25 year specification requirement and replace this with the
term “as negotiated” between the city and the property owner. The length
of any such term commitment should be subject to the level of use of public
funds utilized by the project, or conversely any utilized public funds may
Affordable Housing have an option to be repaid should the landowner choose to exit the
affordable housing offering. In the latter case this policy is consistent with
the county program for affordable housing loans that are forgivable only
during the course of the first 10 years of the project. Also, in the case of
some private owners, a commitment of public resources may be
comparatively small, and the term requirement will otherwise act to limit
community interest in the supply of affordable housing.
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Staff notes that the City's definitions of affordable housing and the
different categories of household income levels must be consistent with
State definitions. Staff can add a footnote to reference the source of
definitions that have been included in the Glossary as consistent with
State definitions.
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Committee for Green
Foothills letter

October 29, 2019

Date

10/7/2019

Page/Policy #
Reference

Resource
dependent use

Comment

Response

There is no definition in the Coastal Act that would serve as guidance for
this definition. CGF supports the primary definition: “Any development or
use that depends on the area or
resources within or adjacent to environmentally sensitive habitat areas to
be able to function”. However, several of the cited examples are
inappropriate and/or contrary to the definition. We strongly recommend
deleting horseback riding, bicycle and pedestrian trails, and low-impact
campgrounds, as these uses do not depend on ESHA or adjacency thereto in
order to be able to function.

This definition was based on several certified LUPs that include policies
defining public accessways, public trails, and low-impact campgrounds as
resource dependent uses including Solana Beach, Santa Monica
Mountains, Marin County, and Malibu. Staff recommends that the
Planning Commission consider the language of this draft definition. Staff
also notes that Policies 6-29 and 6-36 separately regulate permitted uses
that can occur within wetlands and riparian corridors, respectively.
Language in other LUPs refers to "public accessways and trails" instead of
horseback riding, which is a potential revision.
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